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ABSTRACT 
Despite the many strides made in the past two decades, nonpoint source (NPS) pollution 
continues to be an important environment management and water quality management 
problem. For the most part, analysis of NPS pollution in watersheds has depended on the use 
of lumped mathematical models to identify potential problem areas and to assess the 
effectiveness of alternative management practices. To effectively use models to analyze NPS 
pollution at the watershed-scale, resource managers and researchers have depended on the 
geographic information system (GIS) technology to determine input parameters and displa\' 
output from models. There has also been nimierous attempts to link GIS with lumped models 
to extend both the scope and scale of the analysis. The primarily goal of this research is to 
use GIS to facilitate the analysis of water quality problems. A number of integrated 
modeling environments were developed either by tightly coupling models with GIS or 
embedding the entire modeling equations inside the GIS. taking advantage of the high-level 
data structure of the GIS. In one modeling environment, an interactive user interface was 
de\ eloped by tightly coupling the Agricultural Nonpoint Source Pollution model (AGNPS) 
with ARC/INFO GIS. In another, an interactive water quality modeling environment which 
incorporated and embed several physical-base/process-base equations for simulating NPS 
pollution within ARC/INFO GIS was developed. Compared with traditional methods of 
watershed water quality modeling, the unique GIS modeling environment is far more 
efficient, saves limes, and significantly reduces the tedious task of watershed analysis of 
nonpoint source pollution. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution was not recognized generally until the late 1960s. 
Today. NPS accounts for more than 50% of the nation's water quality problems. In many 
areas, pollutants delivery from diffuse sources, such as urban storm-water runoff and from 
cropland and construction sites are becoming major water quality problems. According to 
the 1992 National Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress, approximately 67% of the 
assessed water bodies in the U.S. meet established water quality goals. Of those water bodies 
with water quality problems, agricultural sources were the leading cause of contamination. 
Nonpoint sources of water pollution can include sediment, pesticides, nutrients, heavy 
metals and microorganisms. While the damage to the nation's water resources is of concern 
to farmers, water pollution from agricultural sources can also present significant off-site 
impacts that impose damages on other uses of water. Nutrients can over stimulate the grovsih 
of weeds and algae: siltation smothers bottom-dwelling organisms and destroys aquatic 
habitat: pathogens cause shellfish harvesting restrictions, and recreational beach closures: and 
organic environment leads to reduced levels of dissolved oxygen in surface waters, which 
results in fish kill. Thus, the off-site effects of NPS pollution on water quality impose costs 
on society, including cost of avoiding potential health hazards, degradation of natural 
environments and reduced recreational opportunities (Clark et al.. 1983). 
Evaluating the magnitude and extent of NPS pollution can be carried out through a 
number of methods, including long-term on-site monitoring. However, due to the time and 
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costs associated with on-site measurements and monitoring, simulation modeling has been 
relied upon quite frequently to provide the tool for evaluating the extent and magnitude of the 
NPS pollution problem and to guide the implementation of mitigating strategies, such as best 
management practices. Generally, models provide the tools for testing hypotheses and 
assessing the effectiveness of alternative land management strategies before they are 
implemented in an agricultural watershed. However, the widespread adoption of simulation 
models for evaluating NPS pollution has been limited by several factors including: (a) the 
inability to simulate large areas having heterogeneous properties such as land use. land co'> er. 
soils, and topography; (b) the lack of an integrated framework to handle the large amount of 
data that describe the spatial heterogeneity of agricultural landscapes, and (c) the lack of an 
efficient computing environment to analyze, visualize and display model inputs and outputs. 
In addition, considerable effort, technical expertise and capital resources are needed to 
accurately implement these models and to integrate the results of the model simulation. 
With the recent developments in geographic information systems (GIS) theory coupled 
with the increased sophistication of existing GIS software programs, some of the limitations 
of simulation model stated above can be minimized or even eliminated. The GIS provides 
the tool to acquire, spatially organize, manipulate, analyze, and present model input and 
output data. Because of the many benefits. GIS are now being used in several environmental 
modeling applications (Kovar and Nachtnebel. 1993). and have proved to be an effective tool 
to assess the modeling of NPS pollution in watersheds (Joao and Walsh. 1992; Johnson. 
1989; Liao and Tim. 1994; Tim et al.. 1992). The goal of this research was to utilize the GIS 
technology and models of NPS pollution in developing a total watershed modeling and 
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management system. The various models used as well as developed in the research were 
embedded, where appropriate, inside the GIS. Other more complex, physically based models 
were closely or tightly coupled with the GIS. 
Objectives 
The overall goal of this research was to develop interactive modeling environments for 
rapid and cost-effective evaluation of NPS pollution in agricultural watersheds. The 
modeling environment was developed by integrating water quality models with the 
ARC/INFO GIS with an existed NPS pollution model, AGNPS (Agricultural Nonpoint 
Source Pollution Model), for the analysis of the environmental impacts of agricultural 
management practices in watersheds. The specific objectives of this research are: 
1. Develop an integrated modeling environment by tightly coupling the ARC/INFO GIS 
with the AGNPS water quality model to provide a tool for evaluating impacts of 
agricultural activities on surface water quality. 
2. Develop an interactive pollutant export model within the ARC/INFO GIS for 
identification of critical areas of soil erosion, sediment yield, and phosphorus loading 
in watersheds. 
3. Develop a catchment-scale nitrogen and phosphorus transport model for prioritizing 
NPS pollution. 
4. Develop a spatially explicit model for predicting pesticide loss from agricultural 
watersheds. 
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Literature Review 
Nonpoint source pollution 
NPS pollution is the by-product of a variety of land uses, including fanning, deforestation, 
mining, and construction. It also results when rain washes pollutants from urban areas into 
sewer systems and storm drains. According to a General Accounting Office (GAO. 1990) 
report, agriculture accounts for the largest share of the nation's NPS pollution, affecting 
about 50 to 70 percent of waters through soil erosion from croplands and overgrazed 
grassland, and pesticide and fertilizer runoff (GAO, 1990). 
The detrimental effects of agricultural practices on water quality have been ver\- well 
documented in several recent studies (Keeney 1986; Halberg 1989; Environmental Protection 
Agency 1984). Nonpoint sources of sediment, nutrients, and pesticides, primarily from 
agricultural lands, have been identified as the major cause of water quality degradation in the 
United States. A 1984 report to Congress noted that 76% of the impaired acres of lake water. 
67% of the impaired miles of streams, and 45% of the impaired square miles of estuar\' were 
adversely affected by agricultural NPS pollution. About 50%-70% of the surface water 
bodies monitored were affected by NPS pollution resulting from soil erosion, overgrazing of 
rangeland. and pesticide and fertilizer use. 
Soil erosion and sedimentation have been identified as significant sources of nonpoint 
pollution, impairing the quality of streams, lakes, and estuaries (Environmental Protection 
Agency 1984). Excessive sedimentation accelerates surface water eutrophication. leading lo 
excess macrophytes and fish kills. The deposition of sediment decreases the recreational and 
aesthetic use of surface waters and leads to loss of water storage capacity. In monetarv' 
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terms, the off-site impact of sedimentation of surface water bodies in the United States has 
been estimated at between $2 billion and $6 billion annually (USDA, 1987). 
Assessing NPS pollution and developing a control plan is difficult for many reasons. The 
first factor is the high cost of collecting field data when there are widespread and poorly 
defined discharges into receiving waters. The second factor is the diffuse nature of the 
processes that generate the pollution and the spatially interactive nature of the processes that 
transport the material into the receiving waters. These spatial characteristics make it 
necessary to use spatially distributed data to describe the transport and accumulation of the 
pollutants. The third factor is the large temporal variability of pollutant loads, for example, 
between wet and dry weather conditions. Because of this temporal variability, long-term 
records are needed to define the water quality loading of agriculttural chemicals. To 
overcome this spatial-temporal variability, information technologies such as the geographic 
information system (GIS). remote sensing systems, and physically based environmental 
simulation models have been used quite extensively, either separately or in combination. 
Geographic information system 
A geographic information system (GIS) is an automated approach to locational and non-
locational data synthesis which combines a system capable of data capture, storage, retrieval, 
analysis and manipulation, and display (Burrough. 1986). Yeh et al. (1993) defined GIS as 
"a system that integrates database management, computer graphics, and spatial modeling into 
a software environment for managing geographic features." Instead of storing maps in the 
conventional graphical sense, a GIS stores data from which a user can create desired views 
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for a particular purpose. The GIS is also an analysis tool, allowing a user to identify' the 
spatial relationships between map features. 
Traditionally, the use of GIS technology has been limited to manipulating geographic 
databases and producing maps. However, in recent years, this rapidly emerging technolog}' 
has been used extensively for planning water quality protection programs and for 
environmental management (Goodchild, Parks, and Steyaert. 1993). In these applications. 
GIS offers the opportunities to (a) compile and organize disparate information into a coherent 
database, (b) integrate simulation models of environmental quality with data from various 
sources, (c) manage integrated spatial and tabular data, and (d) provide spatial-analysis and 
visualization support for management decision-making. Numerous researchers. 
environmental consulting companies, and federal, state, and local agencies have used or are 
using GIS in a variety of resource-management applications (Harlin and Lanfear. 1993). 
Effective use of GIS technology depends upon detailed knowledge of how real-world 
spatial objects and entities are represented. Spatial features in the GIS can be represented in 
either raster or vector data structure. Raster data structures tessellate space and assign each 
spatial element (e.g.. square lattice) a unique value, and thereby provide explicit information 
tor each location. The ease of data aggregation and overlay, the simplicity and ease of image 
display, and the ease of data processing are some of the established benefits of the raster 
representation of spatial features (Burrough. 1986). In the vector data structure, spatial 
features and spatial variation are represented by using lines located in continuous coordinate 
space. Thus, the lines in the original analogue map are stored as x, y coordinate strings, and 
the relationships among spatial entities are stored explicitly or can be computed when 
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needed. The data structure of vector-based systems are more complex than raster-based 
systems, and operations such as topological overlays and display are more difficult. 
However, the vector representation of spatial data in continuous coordinate space permits the 
closest approximation of the spatial feature and improves the accuracy of analysis. 
The ARC/INFO GIS software developed and marketed by Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI, 1992), was used extensively in developing the various interactive 
and integrated modeling environments described in this thesis. ARC/INFO was chosen 
because it not only provides the capability to replicate the menus and screens created for a 
modeling environment, but also serves as the mechanism to integrate the graphic and data 
files in a relatively seamless manner. In ARC/INFO, the "ARC" portion of ARC/INFO 
manages the spatial data (points, lines, polygons), while "INFO" deals with the 
accompanying non-spatial (attribute) data. Also. INFO is a database management system 
that provides the repon generating and interactive querying capabilities of many of the more 
well-known database systems. The spatial and non-spatial data within ARC/INFO are 
separately organized within network and relational data structures, respectively, to facilitate 
independent user-defined queries. Transformation algorithms exist to convert spatial data 
between the raster and vector formats. Vector- and grid-based spatial analysis can be 
accomplished through the ARC/INFO software. The software also contains command 
sequencing and interpreting control language. Arc Macro Language (AML), that permits 
structuring of the command programs. The AML programming features include string 
operations, loops, if-then-else blocks, and external file access protocols. Several program 
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modules including ARCVIEW, ARCEDIT, ARCGRJD. and ARCPLOT provide a wide 
range of spatial analysis, modeling, visualization, and display capabilities. 
GIS and environmental simulation modeling 
Linking GIS with water quality model 
Some of the existing water qualitv' models have comprehensive modeling capabilities, but 
widiout the ability to handle the large amount of spatial data. A solution to this may be 
found through the linkage between models and GIS. In general. GIS provides the tool to 
encode, spatially organize, manipulate, analyze, and present model input and out put data for 
water quality modeling, particularly distributed-parameter modeling. For example, the 
Agricultural Nonpoint Source Pollution (AGNPS) distributed-parameter model, a cell-based 
model requires large amounts of input parameters, some of which are spatial in nature. With 
the GIS. all the spatial distributed parameters required by AGNPS can be generated, 
organized, and exported into the AGNPS model for display. Organization of model input 
data within GIS eliminates the data input^output bottlenecks often experience by modelers. 
Visualization and display of the data by the GIS can improve management decision-making. 
Embedding model inside GIS 
GIS does not provide users with immediate applications, but a set of tools with which to 
perform spatial analysis and display. The users need to know their problems thoroughly and 
be proficient with the models before relevant applications can be developed. Integrating GIS 
and models through an interface will require data to be transferred between GIS and models, 
which is considered to be time-consuming and inefficient. The alternative approach is to 
embed the water quality model inside a GIS environment. Such a system enables the user to 
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fully utilize the immense power of GIS in terms of its graphics capabilities. It also allows 
many problems to be handled directly without reprogramming, and provides a common 
standard for spatial data management and analysis. Considering a modeling process 
consisting of data analysis and model calibration and prediction reconfigured as a set of 
relations embedded within a GIS. the built-in system can use the GIS as the display medium, 
but also use the model as the organizing frame for the sequence of analysis and modeling 
operations. The advantages of using GIS to structure simulation modeling is that the GIS is 
neutral to its data sources. Once data analysis flmctions are set up, they can be applied to 
observations, model results, and forecasts and designs. 
Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation contains four papers which represent the four specific objectives 
mentioned earlier. Each paper was written by the author in a format suitable for publication 
in refereed journals. The first paper entitled "An Interactive Modeling Environment for Non-
Point Source Pollution Control" has been accepted for publication in the Water Resource 
Bulletin. The second paper was published in the Journal of Computers, Environment, and 
Urban Systems, volume 18 (issue 5). page 343-363. under the title "Interactive Water Qualitx 
Modeling within a GIS Environment" (H.H. Liao. and U. Sunday Tim). The third paper 
entitled "Modeling Nonpoint Source Nitrogen Loading in Watersheds within a GIS" will be 
submitted to the Journal of Water Resource Planning and Management. The fourth paper 
which represents the fourth objective has the title "Modeling Pesticide Surface Runoff Losses 
from .Agricultural Watersheds Using GIS" is written for submission to the Journal of Water 
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Resource Planning and Management. Each paper contains an abstract, introduction, 
background, material and methods, results and discussion, conclusions, and references. A 
general conclusion of the total study follows these papers. 
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CHAPTER 2. AN INTERACTIVE MODELING ENVIRONMENT FOR 
NON-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROL 
A paper accepted by the Water Resource Bulletin 
Hsiu-Hua Liao and U. Sunday Tim 
Abstract 
Non-point source (NFS) pollution continues to be an important environmental and water 
quality management problem. For the most part, analysis of NFS pollution in watersheds has 
depended on the use of distributed models (such as AGNFS) to identify potential problem 
areas and to assess the effectiveness of alternative management practices. To effectively use 
distributed models for watershed water quality analysis, users depend on integrated GIS-
based interfaces for input/output data management. However, existing interfaces are ad-hoc 
and the utility of GIS is limited to input and output data management. A highly interactive 
water quality modeling interface that utilizes the functional components and capability of a 
geographic information system (CIS) is desirable. This paper describes an integrated and 
interactive user interface and modeling environment developed to facilitate the use of the 
AGNPS model and ARC/TNFO GIS for analysis of watershed water quality. The system is 
designed to generate AGNPS input parameters from user-specified GIS coverages, create an 
AGNPS input data file, control AGNFS model simulation, and extract and organize AGNFS 
model output data for display. Compared with traditional methods of watershed water 
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quality modeling using the AGNPS model or other user interfaces between a distributed 
model and GIS. the interactive modeling environment system described in this paper is 
efficient, saves time, and significantly reduces the task of watershed analysis using tighth 
coupled GIS databases and distributed models. 
Introduction 
Improved understanding of environmental processes through field monitoring and 
theoretical research, coupled with the rapid advancements in computer hardware and 
software, has produced a spectrum of simulation models, some lumped and some distributed. 
Distributed models (e.g., SWAT. ANSWERS, AGNPS) provide efficient and cost-effective 
tools to analyze the impacts of human activities on water quality and the environment. They 
are used extensively to: (1) generate and test hypotheses for improved understanding of 
environmental processes and phenomena at the landscape level; (2) provide a conceptual 
framework for identifj'ing gaps in knowledge and to stimulate new research; (3) integrate 
understanding of the different biological and chemical processes occurring in watershed 
landscapes: (4) evaluate and identify watershed management practices that are commensurate 
with desired environmental protection goals: and (5) summarize field monitoring data to 
enable generalization of results across spatio-temporal scales (Office of Technological 
.Assessment. 1982). 
Like any environmental phenomena, there is a spatial dimension to the management of 
water quality and the control of non-point source pollution in agricultural watersheds. 
Understanding the spatial relationships between the various pollution sources in a watershed 
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is critical to the successful implementation of the best agricultural management practices. A 
geographic information system (GIS) enables the effective integration, management, and 
analysis of disparate data related to chemicals, soils, climate, topography, and land cover and 
land use. Also, a GIS permits integration of multiple databases of the important driving 
variables of a non-point source pollution model in order to evaluate soil and water qualit\ 
conditions on a spatially distributed basis (Joao and Walsh, 1992). 
Evidence of the usefulness of GIS in water quality modeling has been demonstrated b}- a 
number of scholars, and several practical applications and case studies have been reported in 
the literature (Srinivasan and Arnold. 1994; Srinivasan and Engel, 1994; Vienx. 1991; Harlin 
and Lanfdar. 1993; Rewerts, 1992). Liao and Tim (1994) integrated a soil erosion and 
pollutant transport model inside ARC/INFO GIS. while Chen et al. (1995) developed an 
application that integrated a phosphorus transport model with the GRASS GIS. Tim and 
Jolly (1994) and Haddock and Jankowski (1993) reported on the integration of the AGNPS 
distributed model of water quality with ARC/INFO. Blaszynski (1993) described the 
integration of the revised universal soil loss equation (RUSLE) with a GIS to derive soil 
erosion potential maps for a rangeland ecosystem. Engel et al. (1993) discussed the 
integration of GRASS GIS with ANSWERS water quality models. Gao et al. (1993) 
discussed the integration of GRASS GIS with a distributed precipitation-runoff model for 
watershed analysis. However, in most of these applications and case studies, different levels 
of integrating distributed models with GIS were reported. For example, in some of these 
applications, the GIS was used primarily to generate model input data and to display output 
data from the model ~ an approach referred to as loose coupling of model and GIS. 
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Successful implementation of a distributed model using this approach depends on efficient 
transfer of data files between the model and the GIS. Quite often, this task can be time 
consuming and problematic, particularly for large watersheds and basins. Therefore, there is 
a need to fiilly automate the data-transfer process by developing interactive and tightly 
coupled interfaces between the model and the GIS. 
Water quality modeling and GIS have developed to the point that the advantages of each 
system can be fully integrated into a more powerful tool for watershed analysis. This paper 
describes the full integration of the AGNPS water quality model and ARC/INFO GIS 
software to form a hybrid modeling environment for evaluation of non-point source pollution 
in an agricultural watershed. The interactive modeling environment automates the 
organization of AGNPS model inputs from GIS coverages, extraction and transfer of grid-
cell level input data from the GIS database, structuring and control of AGNPS model 
simulation runs, and extraction of appropriate AGNPS model outputs for analysis and 
display. Before describing the integrated modeling environment, the process of integrating 
GIS with simulation models and background information on the AGNPS model are 
presented. Then, the system design considerations and the components and structiu-e of the 
graphical user interface for the interactive modeling environment are shown. A step-by-step 
description of the implementation of the interactive modeling environment is described, 
followed by an example application. 
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Integrating Water Quality Models with GIS 
Several techniques for integrating distributed water quality models and GIS have emerged 
over the past few years (Maidment, 1993; Steyaert and Goodchild, 1994). A continuum 
exists ranging from loose integration to tightly coupled or full integration (Livingstone and 
Raper. 1993; Nyerges, 1993; Fedra. 1993). The following paragraphs discuss each of these 
techniques, providing basic concepts and descriptions as well as examples, benefits, and 
limitations of each technique. 
Loose integration of GIS and models involve the use of a GIS for the task for which it is 
best suited ~ generating, organizing, and displaying model input and output data. In this 
technique, data generated from the GIS are organized as inputs to the model, while the output 
data from the model are subsequently transferred to the GIS for analysis and display. In this 
technique, there are two options: (1) loose integration through interchange of data files in 
-ASCII format between the model and the GIS. and (2) loose integration using a common 
binary file (Goodchild et al.. 1993). In the first option, generally adopted for complex, 
lumped, and distributed models, data are transferred between the model and the GIS by 
simply formatting the output data generated by each system. An interface program (e.g.. pre-
or post-processor) is normally used to conven and organize the GIS data in the form required 
by the model. This technique is widely adopted by many researchers in coupling water 
quality models with GIS. but it has one major drawback — it is highly dependent on the data 
model of GIS and the data file format specified by the water quality model. Most GIS data 
models allow data transfer in the ASCII and binary formats, while many water quality 
models have fixed formats for specifying input data. Compared to other techniques for 
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model/GIS synergy, loose integration environments are easy to develop. They are amenable 
to the use of commercially available GIS software, which reduces the programming burden 
on developers. Several of the earlier cited examples of integration of non-point pollution 
models and GIS are based on loose integration. 
The second technique of integrating GIS and water quality models involves close 
integration in which a slight modification of the control programs in the GIS software is 
made to provide an enhanced environment for data transfer between the model and the GIS 
database. In this technique, extensive use is made of client-server programs available in most 
GIS software. An example is the library of user-callable routines that offer rapid access to 
the low-level data structure in the GIS. The options for loose and close integration have 
significant overlap, depending on the characteristics of the water quality model. In close 
integration, however, information is passed between the model and the GIS via memor>' 
resident data models rather than external files. This improves the interactive capabilities and 
performance of closely integrated modeling environments. In addition to the benefits of 
improved data communication, closely integrated modeling environments are more 
sophisticated than loosely integrated environments because they offer deeper access to user 
interface design facilities and application programming interfaces of most GIS software for 
effective manipulation of data. Closely integrated systems have two major limitations. First, 
the development and maintenance complexity increases because of the intemal data interface. 
Second, they suffer from redundant data extraction and processing, just like loosely 
integrated systems. But when compared to loosely integrated systems, closely integrated GIS 
and water models offer design flexibility and robustness. 
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The third technique of integrating water quality models and GIS is full integration. This 
technique is based on incorporating the functional components of one system (e.g.. the 
model) within the other, thereby eliminating the use of interface programs. Several 
variations of full integration exist ranging from embedding model equations in their entiret\ 
inside the GIS to embedding the data structure and data models of the GIS inside the 
simulation model. The most widely used option of full integration involves developing 
tightly coupled seamless interfaces between the model and the GIS. Here. GIS and model are 
no longer maintained as independent modules. Instead, processes and data are shared as 
much as possible to minimize redundancy in development and operation. The major benefits 
of full integration include robustness, improved performance and graphical user interface, 
and increased problem-solving capabilities. In addition, there is little or no redundancy in the 
development process since the systems can leverage off each other. However, full integration 
has several limitations. First, it requires a simulation model that is sufficiently modular so 
that coupling of the various modules of either the GIS or the model within a common user 
interface is possible. Second, there is increased complexity of inter-module interactions. 
Finally, there is a slow response of the GIS vendor community in providing tools and 
functional components that allow models to be developed within the GIS. The use of this 
technique, therefore, is limited to simplified water quality models (Liao and Tim. 1994; Tim 
et al.. 1996). 
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The AGNPS Model 
Several authors including Young et al. (1989) have provided details of the AGNPS model. 
Therefore, only the pertinent details will be described here. AGNPS is a widely used 
distributed-parameter water quality model that is designed to evaluate the biophysical 
conditions and water quality of watersheds. It can be used to estimate soil erosion, sediment 
yield, and nutrient loading from agricultural watersheds. A distinct feature of the AGNPS 
model is the discretization of the watershed into uniform grids to facilitate prediction of the 
effects of agricultural management practices on water runoff and chemical transport. 
Therefore, all input parameters required by the model are defined at the grid cell level and. 
depending on topography, output parameters are routed from each source cell to the 
watershed outlet. Results from an AGNPS model simulation can be used to provide 
objective characterization of the water quality conditions of the watershed and to assess the 
effectiveness of alternative land management practices in enhancing watershed water quality. 
Since its development in the late 1980s, the AGNPS model has undergone several 
changes. The latest version of the modeling code is version 5.0, a slight change from version 
4.03 released in September of 1994. Generally, the model requires specification of different 
input data for each grid cell either manually or through the spreadsheet interface supplied 
with the program. Input data for version 5.0 of the model consist of three user-supplied 
categories: program control file header, mandatory cell-level information, and optional cell-
level information. The program file header is at the top of the input file and requires the 
detail information of the watershed to be modeled. As summarized in Table la. a unique file 
structure is required for the various watershed-level input parameters. For each grid cell in 
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the watershed, information for each of the twenty different parameters that describe 
topography, soils, and land use and land management is required for successful 
implementation of the model (see Table lb). Optional information related to soil, charmel. 
nutrient, pesticide, fertilizer, feedlot, impoundment, and gully erosion is required to complete 
the modeling input database (see Figure 1. Tables Ic and Id). 
Prediction from the AGNPS model can be used to compare the impact and the 
effectiveness of alternative land management practices on watershed water quality. The 
water quality parameters predicted by the model include total runoff volume, peak runoff 
rate, soil erosion, sediment yield for five different particle classes, total nitrogen in runoff and 
sediment, total phosphorus in runoff and sediment, and chemical oxygen demand (Young et 
al.. 1989). Tables 2a and 2b describe the different output parameters predicted by the 
AGNPS model and their respective file formats (Figure 2). For efficient and error-free 
simulation using the AGNPS model, users are required to adhere strictly to these input and 
output data file formats. However, for large watersheds with finer grid-cell size, organizing 
and managing the input and output data according to the file format specification can be 
problematic. Hence, an interactive interface is necessary and highly desirable. 
Interactive AGNPS-ARC/INFO Modeling Environment 
Figure 3 shows the conceptual framework of the AGNPS-ARC/INFO modeling 
environment. A system supervisor in the form of an X-window graphical user interface (or 
GUI) was used to provide user access to the various components of the modeling 
environment. The interface and modeling environment were developed primarily for UNIX-
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based DEC^'^' workstations and use X-windows and Motif for the GUI. The interface takes 
commands sent by the user to activate the control program written in ARC/INFO's Arc 
Macro Language (AML). Associated with the control program are four fimction modules for 
input data generation. AGNPS input data file creation, input data extraction and program 
execution, and AGNPS output data file extraction and display. These fimctional modules are 
organized in an opening window screen as shown in Figure 4 and discussed in the sections 
below. User navigation of the function modules and the overall integrated system are 
accomplished by appropriate selection firom the X-window menu choice. A typical AML for 
generation AGNPS model input data is summarized in Appendix B. 
Data generation module 
The Data Generation Module (see Figure 5) includes procedures for generating (a) fishnet 
coverage for the watershed; (b) topographic factors, such as land slope and length of slope; 
(c) receiving cell number; (d) channel type given the hydrography coverage; and (e) other 
cell-level information specified in the input data file (Table lb). Some of these factors are 
either related to the entire watershed or can be assembled as a grid coverage. Under the Data 
Generation Module, the user can create a fishnet coverage for the watershed. When clipped 
10 the watershed boundary, the fishnet coverage can be used to store all the cell-level input 
data generated by the GIS from which the AGNPS input data can be extracted. 
AGNPS input file creation module 
The twenty different input parameters required by the AGNPS model can be extracted b\ 
using the AGNPS Input File Creation Module. As shown in Figure 6. the input parameters 
described in Table la can be entered through this module and the user is prompted for the 
AGNPS input data file name. Upon specifying the required information, the user can click 
on CELL_INFO icon to continue the input process for cell-level information (Figure 7). At 
this point the user also needs to specify the name of fishnet coverage generated in the Data 
Generation Module as well as the item names in which those parameters are stored. If 
additional input information is needed, the user can click on the icon to commence data 
extraction and specification. For example, if additional soil information is needed, then 
another window screen will open and the user may specify the required information as 
illustrated in Figure 8. When the selection process is completed, the user can return to the 
cell information window (Figure 7) and click on DONE icon to begin creating and extracting 
the necessary input data for AGNPS modeling. 
Input data extraction and program execution 
This module checks for completeness, consistency, and data file format of the AGNPS 
modeling and controls simulation runs. Once the AGNPS input data file has been created, 
the user may return to the main menu (Figure 4) to commence running the AGNPS model. 
When the model simulation runs have been completed, a message will be sent to the user as 
to the status of the simulation. Any errors encountered during the simulation will be 
summarized on screen in a manner similar to the error messages reported when using the 
spreadsheet interface supplied by the program. If there are no errors, a *.NPS output file 
would be created and subsequently used in the output data file extraction module. 
AGNPS output file extraction module 
In this module, user-desired output data can be extracted, analyzed and displayed. As 
shown in Figure 9. the user has the choice of extracting one of the model output data 
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components (e.g.. erosion sediment yield, pesticide) or combinations of the output data. For 
example, if the user desires to extract the cell erosion output data only, a Motif window (see 
Figure 10) would open, enabling the user to create a look-up table in ARC/INFO to store all 
of the erosion output data. This data can be subsequently displayed in ARCPLOT by 
creating the relationship between the look-up table and the *.PAT file of the fishnet coverage 
(Figure 12). A similar process can be applied to the nutrient output data extraction and 
display (see Figure 11). 
System Implementation and Example Application 
Tables 3 summarizes the various steps involved in the processes of generating data from 
GIS coverages, creating an AGNPS input data file, performing AGNPS model simulation 
runs, and extracting output data for display in the GIS. The user first loads the modeling 
environment by opening and running the ARC/INFO software (version 7.04). The main 
menu and interacting screen is as describe earlier (Figure 4). At this point, the user begins by 
selecting the Data Generation Module by pointing and clicking on the corresponding Select 
button. An X-window (Figure 5) will then open enabling the user to generate the fishnet 
coverage, generate and organize various AGNPS parameters (e.g., USLE K. C. and P factors. 
SCS cur\'e number. Mannings coefficient; etc.). and store all of the information in the fishnet 
coverage for each grid cell created. When the data generation process is performed for each 
of the twenty input parameters, the user then returns to the Main Menu. 
In the AGNPS Input File Creation Module (Figure 6), the user is required to provide 
some information (e.g.. cell area, total cell number, storm type, storm intensity, storm 
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duration, etc.) to generate the file header for the input file. For generating and extracting the 
required cell-level data, the user provides the name of the fishnet coverage that contains the 
item name and value of each model input parameter. The interface then reads this data from 
the fishnet *.PAT file and reformats them into a standard AGNPS input file format. When 
all the input data have been specified, the user can then commence running the AGNPS 
model. 
For extracting the AGNPS output data, the user can select the AGNPS Output File 
Extraction Module to generate look-up tables for the results of erosion and sediment yield, 
nutrient loading, pesticide loading, or other desired output parameters by clicking the 
corresponding button (Figure 8. 9 and 10). When the required output data has been extracted, 
the user can use ARCPLOT to display the results by creating the relationship between the 
output look-up table and the fishnet *.PAT file (Figure 12). 
As an example application, the interactive modeling environment was used to assess the 
impact of agricultural activities on water quality within the Westlake watershed located in 
Clarke County. Iowa. This example application is for illustrative purposes only and is not 
intended to explore the water quality problems in the watershed. Thus, in the model 
simulations, only the pesticide module of AGNPS was implemented. Also, it was assumed 
that atrazine. a broadleaf herbicide, was applied to the cropland areas of the watershed at a 
rate of 1 Ib./acre and the first significant storm occurred two days after chemical application. 
Table 4 lists all of the parameters and values used in this simulation. In this example 
application, the modeling environment significantly reduced the data preparation time and 
cost and greatly enhanced the visualization of the model outputs. Figure 13 summarizes the 
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spatial distribution of atrazine loading in the watershed. Once again, we emphasize that this 
example applications is for illustrative purposes only. Therefore, we did not make any 
attempt to analyze and interpret the simulation results. Detailed explanations of the 
capability of the AGNPS model in predicting watershed water quality can be found in Tim 
and Jolly (1994) and Srinivasan and Engel (1994). 
Summary 
Environmental and natural resource management is fundamentally concerned with the 
basic understanding of the complex interactions between the biophysical processes that 
influence ecological systems. It is also concerned with evaluating how and under what 
management conditions the biophysical and chemical processes interact. Distributed 
watershed models have been used to explore these interactions and to gain insight into the 
impacts of alternative management and landscape reconfiguration strategies on water qualit\. 
However, the use of distributed models for analysis of watershed water quality is severely 
limited by the inability to efficiently handle large amounts of watershed data. Hence, there 
has been an increasing need to develop interactive interfaces between distributed models and 
GIS to improve the scale of the investigation. 
The potential of GIS to support environmental modeling is immense. GIS represents an 
exciting and rapidly expanding technology through which spatial data can be captured. 
stored, retrieved, manipulated, analyzed, and displayed. A GIS can make a significant 
contribution to modeling by solidifying the treatment of spatial variations and manipulating 
spatially distributed data for model use. In doing so. the detailed model can become more 
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accurate and less costly to implement. Although the inability to handle an extensive amount 
of model parameters may limit the use of existing distributed-parameter models, the 
integration with GIS will solve the problem. 
The use of GIS in environmental management is now receiving much attention within the 
environmental modeling community. New analytical tools and modeling functions are being 
incorporated into GIS software packages, while environmental models are routinely being 
coupled with GIS. Furthermore, several techniques of integrating GIS and distributed water 
quality models have been proposed; some of these techniques are either limited in scope or 
require ad-hoc exchange of data files between the GIS and the model. A synergism is rapidly 
developing in the fields of water quality modeling and geographic information systems, and 
an understanding is starting to develop about the methodology and benefits of full integration 
of models and GIS. In this paper, we presented an interactive modeling environment that 
involves the full integration of the AGNPS model and ARC/INFO GIS for watershed water 
quality assessment. The modeling envirormient provides an efficient and cost-effective 
framework for generating, organizing, and extracting disparate data for water quality 
modeling. Compared to other interfaces developed between the AGNPS model and 
ARC/INFO GIS. the interactive model en\ irorunent is robust and provides a full range of 
data manipulation capabilities not found in other loosely or closely integrated GIS/model 
interfaces. 
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Table la. Descriptions of the File Header in *.DAT. 
Line Column Parameter Description Format Unit 
1 1 version identification version number of the data file All -
2 I error log flag write error log output file flay 18 -
2 source accounting 
flag 
write source accounting binary file flag 18 -
3 hydrology file flag write hydrology binary file flag 18 -
•4 sediment file flag write sediment binary file flag 18 -
5 nutrient file flag write nutrient binary file flag 18 -
6 pesticide flag write pesticide binary file flag 18 -
3 1 watershed name the name of the watershed A30 -
4 1 description watershed description A30 -
5 1 base cell area base area for all cells in watershed F16.2 acres 
2 number base cells total number of base cells 18 
-
3 number of columns total number of cells in watershed (including 
divided cells) 
18 
-
4 hydrology 
calculation indicator 
method of peak fiow calculation 
(0 = TR55. 1 = creams) 
18 
-
5 geomorphic indicator geomorphic calculation indicator 
(0 = non-geomorphic. 1 = use geomorphic) 
18 
-
6 k coefficient indicator for which way to calculate the peak of the 
hydrograph 
(0 = using prepeak fraction. 1= using the k-coeff.) 
18 
7 k coeff. value or 
prepeak % 
if k coeff. = 1. this is the k coeff. value 
if k coefT. = 0. this is the prepeak % 
F8.2 
6 1 storm type SCS storm type AI6 -
2 storm energy-
intensity 
energy intensity value for the storm F8.2 
-
3 storm duration duration of storm rainfall F8.1 hours 
4 storm rainfall amount of rainfall during storm F8.2 inches 
5 rainfall nitrogen nitrogen concentration in rainfall F8.2 ppm 
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Table lb.. Descriptions of the Required Cell Information in *.DAT. 
Line Column Parameter Description Format I'nit 
I 1 cell number base cell number 18 -
2 cell division cell division number 18 -
3 receiving cell receiving cell base number 18 -
4 receiving cell division receiving cell division number 18 -
5 flow direction direction receiving cell is from current cell 
0 = sink hole cell 
1 = north direction 
2 = northeast direction 
3 = east 
4 = southeast 
5 = south 
6 = southwest 
7 = west 
8 = northwest 
18 
6 cur\ e number SCS cur\'e number for the cell F8.1 -
7 average land slope average slope of the land in the cell F8.1 O 0 
8 slope shape code land slope shape code 
i= uniform. 2 = convex slope 
3 = concave slope 
18 
1 slope length overland slope length 116 feet 
2 overland Mannings overland Mannings roughness coefT. F8.3 -
3 soil erodibilitv factor soil erodibility factor (K.-factor) F8.2 -
4 cropping factor cropping factor (C-factor) F8.4 -
5 practice factor practice factor (P-factor) F8.2 -
6 see surface condition constant F8.2 -
7 COD factor chemical oxygen demand factor 18 mal 
3 1 soil type soil type reference code 
0 = water. 1 = sand. 3 = clay. 4 = peat 
116 
•> fertilizer level level of fertilizer applied 
0 = no application. 1 = low. 2 = average 
3 = high. 4 = user supplied amounts 
18 
pesticide type type of the pesticide applied 
0 = none 
1 = herbicide 
2 = insecticide 
3 = fungicide 
4 = nematicide 
5 = plant grouth regulator 
6 = dessicant or defoliant 
18 
4 number of point sources total number of point sources, both feedlots 
and nonfeedlots 
18 • 
5 number of additional erosion 
sources 
number of additional erosion sources within 
the cell 
18 -
6 number of impoundments number of impoundment within the cell 18 -
7 type of channel channel indicator 
0 = water cell 
1 = no definitive channel 
2 = drainage ditch 
3 = road ditch 
4 = grass waterway 
5 = ephemeral su-eam 
6 = intermittent su-eam 
7 = perennial stream 
8 = other type of channel 
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Table Ic. Descriptions of the Optional Soil Information in *.DAT 
Line Column Parameter Description Format Unit 
1 I soil section header descriptor header of soil data A8 -
2 base soil nitrogen nitrogen present in the soil F8.4 lb N/lb soil 
3 base soil phosphorus phosphorus present in the soil F8.4 lb P. lb soil 
4 pore nitrogen nitrogen present in soil pores F8.4 ppm 
5 pore phosphorus phosphorus present in soil pores F8.4 ppm 
2 I extraction runoff N nitrogen that is extracted into runoff FI6.4 -
2 extraction runoff P phosphorus that is extracted into runoff F8.4 
-
3 extraction leaching N nitrogen that is leached into soil F8.4 -
4 extraction leaching P phosphorus that is leached into soil F8.4 -
5 % organic matter in 
soil 
% organic matter remaining in the soil 18 " o  
Table Id. Descriptions of the Optional Channel Information in *.DAT 
Line Column Parameter Description Format Lnit 
I I channel section header descriptive header of channel data A8 -
2 channel width channel width F8.2 feet 
3 channel width coefT. geomorphic width coefficient F8.4 -
4 channel width exp. geomorphic width exponent F8.4 -
5 channel depth channel depth F8.2 feet 
6 channel depth coeff. geomorphic depth coefficient F8.4 -
7 channel depth exp. geomorphic depth exponent F8.4 -
2 I channel length channel length is the cell F16.2 feet 
2 channel length coefT. geomorphic length coefficient F8.4 -
3 channel length exp. geomorphic length exponent F8.4 -
4 channel slope 
channel side slope 
channel slope F8.2 % 
5 channel side slope F8.2 % 
3 1 channel Mannings coefT. channel Mannings coefficient F16.3 -
2 AGNPS decay indicator channel flow decay indicator 
0 = AGNPS, I = user supplied 
18 
-
3 percent N decay 
percent P decay 
% nitrogen decay from channel flow 18 % 
4 % phosphorus decay from channel flow 18 "o 
5 percent COD decay % COD decav from channel flow 18 °o 
4 1 clay scouring indicator 
silt scouring indicator 
scour clay particles from channel 
0 = no scouring. 1 = scouring 
116 
2 scour silt panicles from channel 
0 = no scouring. 1 = scouring 
18 
-
3 small agg. scouring ind. scour small aggregates from the channel 
0 = no scouring. 1 = scouring 
18 
-
4 
5 
large agg. scouring ind. 
sand scouring indicator 
scour large aggregates from the channel 
0 = no scouring. 1 = scouring 
18 
-
scour sand from the channel 
0 = no scouring. I = scouring 
18 
-
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Table 2a. Descriptions of the Soil Loss Data in *.NPS. 
Line Column Parameter Description Format Unit 
I I soil loss data soil loss section heading (•SOIL_LOSS') A9 -
2 I numb base cell number 110 -
2 nd cell division number 13 -
3 da drainage area F.2 acres 
4 outero equivalent runoff for the cell (overland runoff) F.2 in. 
5 rol accumulated runoff volume into cell (upstream runofT) F.2 in. 
6 ufO upstream concentrated flow (peak flow upstream) F.2 cfs 
7 ro2 accumulated runoff volume out of cell (downstream 
runoff) 
F.2 in. 
8 dfO downstream concentrated flow (peak flow downstream) F.2 cfs 
9 prga runoff generated above cell F1 " o  
3 I Clay: es eroded sediment (ceil erosion) F.2 tons/acre 
2 Clay: uy() upstream sediment yield F.2 tons 
3 Claj" sgu- sediment generated within cell F.2 tons 
4 Clay: sy() sediment yield F.2 tons 
5 Clay: dep deposition in the cell 110 % 
4  i-5 Silt repeat for same variables under clay particle size 
> 1-5 SAGG. repeat for same variables under clay particle size 
6 1-5 LAGG repeat for same variables under clay particle size 
7 1-5 Sand repeat for same variables under clay particle size 
8 1-5 Total repeat for same variables under clay particle size 
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Table 2b Descriptions of the Nutrient Loading Data in *.NPS. 
Line Column Parameter Description Format Unit 
1 I nutrient data nutrient data section heading ("NUTRIENT") AS -
2 1 numb base cell number 110 -
2 nd cell division number 13 -
3 da drainage area F.2 acres 
4 csn ceil sediment nitrogen F.2 Ibs/acre 
5 sdn sediment attached nitrogen F.2 lbs/acre 
6 cn soluble nitrogen in cell runoff F.2 lbs acre 
7 tsn total soluble nitrogen F.2 lbs/acre 
8 rppmn soluble nitrogen concentration F.2 ppm 
3 1 csp cell sediment phosphorus F.2 lbs/acre 
2 sdp sediment attached phosphorus F.2 Ibyacre 
3 cp soluble phosphorus in cell runoff F.2 lbs/acre 
4 tsp total soluble phosphorus F.2 lbs, acre 
5 rppmp soluble phosphorus concentration F.2 ppm 
6 cc cell COD yield F.2 lbs/acre 
7 tscod total soluble COD F.2 lbs/acre 
8 rppmc soluble COD concentration F.2 ppm 
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Table 3. Steps in Implementation of the ARC/INFO-AGNPS Interface 
Data Generation 
Step I. Select Data Generation Module in MAIN MENU 
Step 2. Select Fishnet coverage generation and generate a fishnet coverage for modeling domain 
[Required information; x.y coordinates, cell size, numbers of rows, and columns, and 
watershed boundary coverage) 
Step 3. Return to Data Generation Module 
Step 4. Select Topological factor and generate the slope and length of slope factors 
[Required information: x.y coordinates, cell size, and Triangulated Irregular Network] 
Step 5 Select Receiving cell number and generate the receiving cell number and aspect 
[Required information: grid coverages for cell number, boundary-, elevation, stream and stream 
direction] 
Step 6 Select Curve number and generate the curve number factor 
[Required information: users can either assign a constant value for entire watershed or generate 
a grid coverage to calculate the curve number for each cell] 
Step 7 Repeat Step 7 to generate factors for K. C. P. and other factors. 
Step 8 Return to Data Generation Module, select Type of channel, and generate the factor of 
channel type for each cell 
[Required information: a stream coverage with channel type in .AAT and the fishnet co\erage] 
AGNPS Input File Creation 
Step 1. Return to MAIN MENU and select AGNPS Input File Creation Module 
Step 2. Give the input file name, select the file flags, and indicators, and give the values of cell area. 
total cell number. K coefficient and some storm information 
Step 3. Select CELL_INFO to continue 
Step 4. Give the name of fishnet coverage and the item names for each factor which is stored in the 
fishnet .P.\T file 
Step 5. If the additional information are needed, then select the button and continue the process 
Step 6. Select DONE to begin the creation process. 
.\G.\PS Execution 
Step 1. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 2. Select AGNPS Execution to begin the process 
AGNPS Output File Extraction 
Step 1. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 2. Select AGNPS Output File Extraction 
Step 3. Give the output file name, and fishnet coverage 
Step 4. Select and create the look-up tables to extract the results of erosion and sediment yield. 
nutrient loading (N. P. COD), loss from feedlot. and pesticide loading 
Step 5 Select from the options of reporting the summary of the total watershed hydrolog\' and nutrient 
loss or sediment data for dilTerent particle size 
Step 6. Select DONE to begin the process 
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Table 4. Parameters and values used in pesticide loading simulation for atrazine. 
Description Format Value Unit 
Pesticide common name A30 Atrazine -
Pesticide trade name A25 Atrazine -
Time of application 116 2 -
Time since the pesticide was applied F8.1 5 days 
Rate of pesticide application F8.2 2 lbs/acre 
Application efTlciencj 18 75 % 
Canopy cover 18 20 "o 
Amount of pesticide on the soil surface prior to the event F16.2 1 lbs/acre 
Pesticide half life on residue F8.I 60 days 
Depth of incorporation into soil F8.2 0 inches 
EtTiciency of incorporation into soil 18 0 % 
Pesticide solubility in water F12.3 33 ppm 
Organic carbon sorption rate (Koc) F12.3 100 -
Amount of pesticide on the foliar residue prior to the event F16.2 0 lbs/acre 
Amount of precipitation required before the pesticide starts 
to wash otT 
F8.2 0.1 inches 
Fraction of the pesticide that will wash ofT 18 40 % 
Pesticide half life on foliage F8.I 3 days 
File Header 
Required Cell 
Information 
Optional 
Information 
Required Cell 
Information 
Optional 
Information 
AGNPS SCS-TR55 format 4.02a 
0 0 0 1 
Test Watershed 
Watershed to test regression 
o
 
o
 
o
 
16 16 
2 21.77 to
 
o
 
1 000 5 000 
100 0. 030 0. 80 
1 2 0 
Soi 1 : 0.0010 0.0005 5 .00 
0.050 0. 025 0.250 
Fert: 100 40 80 
Channel; 0.00 3 . 4250 0.3151 
200.00 153.000 0 . 6000 
0.040 1 0 
0 0 0 
2 000 6 000 
100 0 . 030 0.80 
2 0 0 
Soi 1 : 0.0010 0.0005 5.00 
0 .050 0.025 0.250 
Impound: 1.0 2 0.40 
Channel: 0.00 3.4250 0.3151 
200.00 153.000 0.6000 
0. 040 1 0 
0 0 0 
I-igurc 1. SUindard input file lormat of AGNPS 4.03 or 5.0 (*.DAT) 
1 
2 . 0 0  
5 
0.5000 
0 
2 . 0 0  
0.250 
80 
0  .  00  
1  . 0 0  
0 
0 
5 
0.5000 
0 
2  .  0 0  
0.250 
0 
0 . 8 0  
8 2  
1 .  0 0  
0 
2 0  
0.4537 
10.00 
0 
1 
82 
1.00 
0 
20 
2 . 0  
0.29 
0 
0.2192 
2 . 0  
0 . 0 1  
1 
484.00 
1 
80 
4 
1 
20 
4 
u> 
oo 
0 . 0 0  
1 . 0 0  
0 
0 
0.4537 
10.00 
0 
1 
0.2192 
Fccdiol 
Hydrology 
Sediment 
Erosion 
Nulrienl 
Pesticidc > 
K K E D i . O T  
7  0 0 0  4 . * ) 0 1  I  H V  I 0 H , ( i S 5  1 0 . 6 7 1  i , 1 9 J  2 5 7 . 4 9 1  0  
1  6  0 0 0  / H i  1  l ' ) 5 . 7 f l H  1 2 . 0 4  3  2 . 9 2 R  2 7 6 . 6 1 1  0  
T e s t  W r t I e i  t i U e t i i  
4 8 0 . 0 0  4 0 .  0 0  2  0 0  2  1  .  7  7  1 5  0 0 0  I  .  0 4  2 B 8  .  2 7  1  .  3 0  
0 . 0 4  0 . 0 4  0  .  1  H  0  .  ( » 2  0  .  0 1  0 . 0 2  1  .  3 6  5  . 8 1  
S K D I M E N T  
0 . 2 7  0  .  0 0  0  0  0  .  0 0  0  .  0 0  0  ,  . 0 0  
0  0 5  0  .  0 0  0  0  
o
 
o
 
o
 0  .  0 0  0  .  0 0  
0  .  3 5  0  . 0 1  0  0  0  .  0 0  0  .  0 0  0  .  0 0  
0 . 2 5  0  . 0 1  0  0  0 .  0 0  0  .  0 0  0 .  0 0  
0  .  2 8  0  .  0 3  1  4  2 3  .  J O  0  .  0 0  1 .  3 0  
1  . 2 2  0  ,  0 5  0  1  2 3 . 1 0  0  .  0 0  1 .  3 0  
r . o i i .  i . o s s  
\  0 0 0  4 0 .  0 0  0  0  .  0 0  0  . 0 0  0  .  6 5  ' I  4  .  H O  0  ,  0  
0  . 0 4  0  .  U O  I  .  4 0  0  .  0 0  l U O  
0  .  0 4  0 . 0 0  I  .  4 0  0  .  0 0  1 0 0  
0 . 2 8  0  .  0 0  1 1  2  2  0 .  0 0  1 0 0  
0  ,  J 5  0  .  0 0  1  4  .  0 2  0  .  0 0  1 0 0  
1  0 5  0  .  0 0  4 2  .  0 7  0 .  0 6  1 0 0  
1 . 7 5  0  .  0 0  7  0  .  1  1  0  .  0 6  1 0 0  
2  0 0 0  4 0 .  0 0  0 . 6 5  0  .  0 0  0  . 0 0  0 . 6 5  7  3  .  3 9  0  .  0  
N U T R I E N T  
1  0 0 0  4 0 .  0 0  0  .  1 1  0  .  0 0  2  .  3 4  0  .  5 9  
0  . 0 5  0  ,  0 0  0 . 4 7  0 .  1 6  1  ,  0 8  
2  0 0 0  4 0 .  0 0  0  .  1 2  0 . 0 0  0 .  1 4  0  .  0 4  
P E S T I C I D E  
A l . A C H L O R  
0 0 0  4 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 8  
O . O b  1 5 . 4 9  
000 160.00 
0 . 5 6  2 . 0 4  0 . 0 8  
1 . 3 6  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 2  
VO 
3  .  9 9  
1 1 . 7 6  
0  . 2 5  
5 . 0 0  3 4 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
0 , 5 5  
0 . 2 3  
0 . 1 4  
0 .  0 0  
Figure 2. Stanclarcl output file format of AGNPS 4.03 or 5.0 (*.NPS) 
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ARC/INFO 
Data CoUectioa 
z: soil Stream others... 
ARC/INFO-AGNPS Inteiface 
Data Generation 
number z£: aspect :7z: C factor 
Z^ yZ2^ 7Z^ ~^7 
t — 
AGNPS Input File Creation 
• 
AGNPS Execution 
\ 
AGNPS Output File Extraction 
rosion ^/^/^iirogen loss loss z 
sediment ^/^/^hosphonis others ... IZ 
I 
Map Display and Generation in ARCPLOT 
Figure 3. Archiieciure of ihe ARC/INFO-AGNPS interface 
Figure 4. Screen Capture of the Main Menu for the ARC/INFO-AGNPS Interface 
Figure 5. Screen Capture of Data Generation Module 
Figure 6. Screen capture of the generation of header file in AGNPS input file creation module 
Figure 7. Screen capture of the generation of cell information in the AGNPS input file creation module 
optlQnj>lsoirihfoi:wat)QHAM^i 
Figure 8. Screen capture of the generation of optional soil information in AGNPS input file creation module 
Figure 9. Screen capture of the output file extraction module 
Figure 10. Screen capture of look-up table generation of erosion/sediment output extraction 
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Figure 11. Screen capture of the look-up table generation for nutrient output extraction 
Fishiiet.l'AT 
Fislinvt Coverage 
1 2 3 4 5 
cc-ll # rccciviiig 
ccll ti ilS|)CCl slope K Cacuir 
1 5 5 2.0 0.80 
2 6 5 2.0 0.80 
3 7 5 2.0 0.80 
4 K 5 2.0 0.75 
5 {> 3 2.0 0.5 
Relate 
4^ so 
ccll H runolT erosion sediment N loss P loss 
1 0.65 1.75 0.06 0.59 0.05 
2 0.65 1.75 0.24 0.04 0.06 
3 0.65 1.75 0.06 0.03 7.77 
4 0.65 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.06 
5 2W 1.23 0.18 0.09 0.05 
Lo<)k-up Table from AGNPS Output Extraction 
1 
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Cropland Area 
Loss in Adsorbed 
Phase Obs/acre) 
•0.00 - 0.03 
•0.03 - 0.06 
9.06 - 0.09 
IO.O9 - 0.13 
Loss in Dissolved 
Phase (lbs/acre) 
no.0 - OJ 
]02 - 0.4 
io.4 - 0.6 
I0.6 - 0.8 
Figure 13. AGNPS simulation of pesticide loss in adsorbed and dissolved phase 
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CHAPTER 3. INTERACTIVE WATER QUALITY MODELING WITHIN A 
GIS ENVIRONMENT 
A paper published in the Journal of Computers, Envirormient, and Urban Systems 
Volume 18(5); 343-363 
Hsiu-Hua Liao and Udoyara S. Tim 
ABSTRACT 
A number of water quality models have been developed to characterize the local, regional, 
and national extent of environmental pollution problems, and to assess the potential socio­
economic impacts. These models provide an understanding of the processes involved in 
pollution generation from nonpoint sources and can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
alternative land management practices. However, a major problem facing modelers has been 
the inability to efficiently handle, manipulate, and manage large volumes of model 
parameters. Recent developments in geographic information systems (GIS) provide the 
opportunity and tools to spatially organize and effectively manage data for modeling. This 
paper presents an interactive water quality modeling system developed within a GIS 
environment. The system combines soil erosion and pollutant export models with 
ARC/INFO GIS software and a graphic user interface. In addition, the system is designed to 
allow efficient and cost-effective use of simplified water quality models for the analysis of 
nonpoint source pollution problems in watersheds. Implemented on a color-graphic 
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engineering workstation, the interactive modeling system permits visualization of the spatial 
distribution of model inputs and of the spatio-temporal variation of simulated model outputs. 
The goal of developing the interactive modeling system, in general, was to provide a spatial 
decision support tool for targeting critical areas of water quality problems in a watershed and 
for agricultural production planning and management decision-making. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a 1988 report to Congress, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) indicated 
that the nation's water quality problems were largely due to pollution from agricultural 
activities (EPA. 1990). The report noted that 76% of the impaired acres of lake water. 65% 
of the impaired stream miles, and 45% of the impaired estuarine square miles were affected 
by nonpoint source pollution. Overall, about 50% to 70% of the surface water surveyed was 
affected by nonpoint source pollution, from soil erosion, sedimentation, and chemical 
application. By volume, sedimentation is the greatest single cause of nonpoint pollution of 
the nation's waterways. The sediment diminishes recreational opportunities, clogs hydraulic 
tacilities. destroys aquatic habitats, and affects water quality. The nutrients (primarily 
nitrogen and phosphorous) carried by the sediment simulate algal growth and. consequenth. 
accelerate the process of eutrophication. In addition, the annual in-stream damage from soil 
erosion and sedimentation is estimated at between S3.2 and $13 billion nationwide (Clark. 
Haverkamp. & Chapman. 1985). 
Evaluating the magnitude and extent of nonpoint source pollution can be performed by 
using several techniques, which include long-term, on-site monitoring and simulation 
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modeling. However, due to the time and expense associated with on-site measurements and 
monitoring, simulation modeling has been relied upon more frequently to provide guidelines 
in developing and implementing nonpoint source pollution control programs. Generally, 
these models provide the tools for testing hypotheses and assessing the effectiveness of 
alternative land management strategies before they are implemented in an agricultural 
watershed. However, the widespread adoption of simulation models for nonpoint source 
pollution analysis and control have been limited by several factors, including (a) the inabilit>-
to simulate large areas having heterogeneous properties such as land use, land cover, soils, 
and topography; (b) the inability to handle large volumes of input data that describe or 
represent the spatial variability of the landscape; (c) the lack of a computing environment to 
visualize, analyze, and display model input and output parameters; and (d) the requirement of 
considerable effort and technical expense in either using the model or the interpreting the 
results. With the recent developments in geographic information systems (GIS) technology, 
some of these limitations have been eliminated. The GIS provides the tool to encode, 
spatially organize, manipulate, analyze, and present model input and output data. Because of 
the many benefits. GIS are now being used in several environmental modeling applications 
(Kovar & Nachtnebel. 1993). and have proved to be an effective tool in assessing nonpoint 
source pollution of watersheds (Joao & Walsh. 1992; Johnson. 1989; Tim & Jolly. 1994; 
Tim. Mostaghimi. & Shanholtz. 1992; Water Cycle Concepts. 1991). 
This paper describes an interactive water quality modeling system developed to facilitate 
accurate and cost-effective evaluation of soil erosion, sedimentation, and nutrient 
(phosphorous) loading in an agricultural watershed. The paper is organized into three major 
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sections as follows. The first section presents an overview of GIS and the water qualit\' 
modeling components. This is followed by a description of the interactive modeling system 
and an overview of system implementation. Finally, an example application to a 
predominantly agricultural watershed details the utility and applicability of the interactive 
modeling system. Overall, the modeling system provides an imeractive, user-friendly 
modeling and data display environment in ARC/INFO. It also provides a spatial decision 
support tool for plarming nonpoint source pollution control programs. 
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
An Overview 
The developments in GIS technology have come a long way in the past decade. Since the 
implementation of the Canadian GIS in 1964. the field and application areas of GIS have 
grown rapidly, creating an enormous literature explosion in its wake and generating massive 
interests worldwide. The domain of current application areas of GIS include: urban, rural, 
and environmental planning; natural resource conservation; health care and emergencv 
planning; transportation and utilities management: marketing; agriculture and forestry'; 
coastal zone planning and real estate management. In fact. GIS has been used in any field for 
which the handling, manipulation, and analysis of spatially referenced data is part of the 
analysis and decision-making process. 
Depending on the application area, several definitions of GIS have developed. For 
example, the GIS technology has been defined by Dangermond and Morehouse (1987) as " 
an organized collection of computer hardware, software, and geographic data designed to 
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effectively capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display all forms of 
geographically referenced information." Burrough (1986) defined GIS as "a powerful set of 
tools for collecting, storing, retrieving, transforming, and displaying spatial data from the real 
world." In addition to these definitions, many authors have also described GIS as a decision 
support tool that facilitates the integration of spatially-referenced data in a problem-solving 
environment (Cowen, 1988; Densham, 1991). In all of these definitions, GIS can be thought 
of as being both (a) the means of storing and retrieving data about aspects of the earth's 
surface; and (b) systems by which the data can be transformed, managed, and manipulated 
interactively for studying the impact of plaiming decisions. 
Traditionally, the use of GIS technology has been limited to manipulating geographic 
databases and producing maps. Recently, however, this rapidly emerging technology has 
been used extensively for planning water quality protection programs and in studying 
environmental processes (Goodchild. Parks & Steyaert. 1993). In these applications. GIS 
offers the opportunities to (a) compile and organize disparate information into a coherent 
database, (b) integrate simulation models of environmental quality with data from various 
sources, (c) manage integrated spatial and tabular data, and (d) provide spatial-analytical and 
\ isualization support for management decision-making. Numerous researchers, 
environmental consulting companies, and federal, state, and local agencies have used or are 
using GIS in a variety of resource-management applications (Harlin & Lanfear. 1993). Here, 
the specific roles of GIS include: integrating spatial and nonspatial data within a single 
environment, offering a consistent framework for evaluating spatially variable processes 
across complex landscapes, allowing connections to be made between entities based on 
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geographic proximity and characteristics that are vital to the management of natural 
resources, and facilitating visualization and display of information in a variety of forms and 
media. 
Effective use of the GIS technology depends upon detailed knowledge of how real-world 
spatial objects and entities are represented. Spatial features in the GIS can be represented in 
either the raster or vector data structure. Raster data structures tessellate space and assign 
each spatial element (e.g.. square lattice) a unique value, and thereby provide explicit 
information for each location. The ease of data aggregation and data overlay, the simplicit\-
and ease of image display, and the ease of data processing are some of the established 
benefits of the raster representation of spatial features (Burrough, 1986). In the vector data 
structure, spatial feature and spatial variation are represented by using lines located in 
continuous coordinate space. Thus, the lines in the original analogue map are stored as x.y 
coordinate strings, and the relationships among spatial entities are stored explicitly or can be 
computed when needed. The data structure of vector-based systems are more complex than 
raster-based systems, and operations such as topological overlays and display are more 
difficult. However, the vector representation of spatial data in continuous coordinate space 
permits the closest approximation of the original spatial feature and thereby improves the 
accuracy of analysis. 
The ARC/INFO GIS software (ESRI. 1992). developed and marketed by Environmental 
Systems Research Institute, was used extensively in developing the interactive water quality 
modeling system described in this paper. The ARC/INFO software can be envisioned as a 
collection of tools that operate on spatial objects. These spatial objects, which consist of 
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points, lines, and polygons, are spatial elements with associated attributes. The tools prov ide 
functionality for data capture, error refinement and verification, coordinate transformation, 
database construction and manipulation, spatial analysis and modeling, and data quer\' and 
display (Morehouse, 1992). Two primary information types are integrated in ARC/INFO: 
locational information that describes geographic information about the spatial elements and 
attribute information that describes what the spatial elements represent. 
In ARC/INFO, the basic unit of storage is the coverage, defined or represented as a single 
layer of a map that contains information about the locational feature. Each coverage has a 
topology that defines the interrelationship between the spatial objects in the coverage. The 
topology allows operations such as contiguity analysis to be performed without accessing the 
spatial features" tables or the coordinates of the features. The ARC/INFO software also 
contains command sequencing and interpreting control language. Arc Macro Language 
(AML). that permits structuring of the command programs. The AML programming features 
include string operations, loops, if-then-else blocks, and external file access protocols. 
Several program modules including ARCVIEW. ARCEDIT. ARCGRID, and ARCPLOT 
provide a wide range of spatial analysis, modeling, visualization, and display capabilities. 
WATER QUALITY MODELING 
Various agencies and researchers throughout the world have developed a large number of 
models to address nonpoint pollution problems in agricultural landscapes. These models are 
intermixed with var\'ing degree of empiricism, functional representation, and deterministic or 
stochastic description of the processes. Some of the deterministic models are distributed and 
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thereby facilitate the analysis of water quality problems at the landscape level. Although the 
distributed models more accurately represent spatial variability of agricultural watersheds, 
they require large amounts of input data that are often unavailable. To circiunvent these 
problems, researchers have used simplified pollutant export models to delineate critical areas 
of pollution for resource allocation and to characterize the water quality situations of 
complex agricultural landscapes. In this section, the simplified models used in the interactive 
water quality modeling system are described in terms of the various modeling modules. 
Module 1: Predicting Soil Loss 
Simulation of soil erosion rates in an agricultural landscape is based on the universal soil 
loss equation (USLE) formulated by Wischmeier and Smith (1965). The USLE was 
developed to (a) predict average annual soil loss from a given field slope under specified land 
use and management conditions; (b) guide the selection of conservation practices; (c) 
estimate the reduction of soil loss attainable from various changes in farm management, 
cropping systems, and cultural practices; and (d) provide localized data on soil erosion rates 
to conservation agencies and resource managers when discussing erosion control 
(conservation) plans with farmers. The USLE was developed by using more than 40 years of 
experimental field observations, and it expresses annual soil loss for a given land segment i 
in terms of five factors (Wischmeier & Smith, 1978); 
A, = yR, XK, LS!, xC, X P, (1) 
«=•/ 
where Ay is the soil loss from the agricultural landscape; /?/ (/ = 1, iV in which is the total 
number of discrete land segments) is the energy-intensity or rainfall-intensity factor that is 
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equal to the sum of the rainfall-erosion indices for all storms during the period of simulation; 
Ki is the soil erodibility factor that represents a measure of potential erodibility of a given 
soil composition; LS is the slope-length or topographic factor that is a function of overland 
flow length and land slope, and adjusts the soil erosion rates for the effects of length and 
steepness of each land segment (grid cell); C is the cropping management factor that denotes 
the effects of vegetation cover, soil condition, and general management practices on erosion 
rates; and P is the conservation practice factor that accounts for the erosion control 
effectiveness of such land treatments as contouring, sedimentation basins and detention 
ponds, or other similar control structures. 
Module 2: Predicting Sediment Yield 
The amount of sediment delivered from each land segment i to the stream or watershed 
outlet is determined by multiplying the soil erosion rates by a delivery ratio. Thus. 
L, = h--tj, ^  DR, (2) 
1=/ 
where is the total amount of sediment delivered to the charmel or watershed outlet: and DR 
is the sediment delivery ratio that depends upon land cover, slope, and distance to the stream 
channel or watershed outlet. As pointed out by Wolman (1977). DR "provides a cover for 
real physical storage processes as well as for errors in estimates of the amount eroded and for 
temporal discontinuities of the [sediment deliverv ] process." Generally. DR decreases as the 
overland flow length increases. 
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Module 3: Predicting Phosphorus Loading 
Phosphorus is an important nutrient to both agricultural and aquatic ecosystems. It 
supplies valuable plant nutrients if applied at recommended rates. However, if excess 
amounts are applied, it causes accelerated eutrophication of surface water bodies. The 
eutrophication. in turn, interferes v^th recreational and aesthetic uses of surface waters and 
causes a shift in fish and shellfish populations. Also, potential taste and odor problems 
caused by algae render water less suitable for drinking and for contact recreation 
(Hutchinson. 1969). Because of these potential water quality problems, research effort has 
been directed at quantifying phosphorous interactions with soil sediments and potential 
delivery to streams (Knisel. 1980: Sharpley. Chapra, Wedepohl. Sims. Daniel. & Reddy. 
1994; Storm. Dillaha, Mostaghimi, & Shanholtz. 1988; Young, Onstad. Bosch. & Anderson. 
1987). In the interactive water quality modeling system, phosphorus loading was calculated 
(Tim et al.. 1992) by using the expression: 
Pr=hPj.^(Lj,x(ER^,j, (3) 
where Pj is total phosphorus loading in the soil sediment: is average phosphorus loading 
in the top soil surface layer of a land segment: £5 is the sediment yield defined earlier: and 
ERp is the enrichment ratio defined by Foster. Young, and Neibling (1985) as a ratio of 
specific surface area in the eroded sediment and parent soil. In the modeling system, ERp is 
expressed by using the empirical relation: 
ER^ =4.79[^J^r'" (4) 
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where Q £ind C/j are. respectively, the low and high percent clay contents of the surface soil 
layer. Generally. ERp refers to the difference in particle size distribution and associated or 
adsorbed phosphorus content of washload particles and the soils from which the sediment 
originated. 
THE INTERACTIVE MODELING SYSTEM 
The primary goal of this study was to develop an integrated and interactive water qualit\' 
modeling system on the basis of a seamless linkage between the simplified pollutant models 
described above and ARC/INFO GIS. The interactive modeling system should assist the user 
in simulating soil erosion, sedimentation, and phosphorous yield in an agricultural landscape 
within a single software environment. The modeling support system has the capability of 
quickly delineating critical areas of watersheds. Figure 1 illustrates the general architecture 
of the interactive water quality modeling system. The prototype modeling system is 
characterized by two major features. First, the complexity of the integrated models and 
geographic database is completely hidden from the user, who is only exposed to several pull­
down menus and graphics-oriented user interfaces. Second, and most importantly, the 
system is highly modular and built with an open architecture. All of the modules. 
particularly the modeling components, are functional entities that can easily be replaced, 
extended, or modified without changing much of the rest of the system. Thus while being an 
operational ARC/lNFO-based water quality modeling system, modifications and adjustments 
can easily be made at low capital expense. 
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As depicted in Figure 1. the operating environment for the interactive water quality-
modeling system is ARC/INFO GIS software. In general, the interactive modeling 
environment consists of six primary submodules written in ARC/INFO AML. As mentioned 
earlier, the prototype system provides interactive modeling and visualization of soil erosion 
rates, sediment yield, and phosphorus loading at the watershed scale. A graphical user 
interface facilitates visualization and display of the modeling results. The basic sources of 
data for the modeling include watershed boundary, soils, land use and land cover. 
topography, and climate. These data are generally stored as vector coverages in ARC. After 
the procedures of overlay and conversion in ARC, the modeling data (e.g.. R. K. LS. etc.) are 
extracted from the central database and stored in ARCGRID as grid-cell data for spatial 
modeling. The following sections describe the general structure of each submodule as well 
as the main core of the integrated water quality modeling system. 
The File Conversion Sub-Moduie 
The file conversion module includes procedures for generating fishnet coverage; LS. K. C. 
and P factors; delivery ratio {DR)\ and watershed grid. The basic coverages required in this 
module include watershed boundary (for generating fishnet). Triangulated Irregular Network 
(TIN; for generating LS factor), land use and land cover (for obtaining C. P, DR), soil data 
(for determining K). and hydrography (for determination of channel flow direction). 
Attribute data for these factors are stored as INFO files, which are linked to a corresponding 
spatial data coverage. 
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Generating Fishnet 
As illustrated in Figure 2, the fishnet coverage can be generated on the basis of the 
watershed polygon coverage. Some basic information has to be given by the user, such as 
minimum and maximum x,y coordinates, cell size, and number of rows and columns. Here, 
the information provided is needed in other spatial analysis procedures and should be unique 
throughout the modeling system. 
Generating LS Factor 
The Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) was used extensively in obtaining grid cell-
level values of the topographic factor LS. The land slope (5), length of slope (I), and the 
corresponding LS factor were generated from the elevation grid which originated from the 7.5 
minute quadrangle map. A look-up table was used to assign the values of S and L for each 
grid cell. Then, the corresponding L and S values were combined to obtain the LS factor by 
using the equation from Shanholtz. Hellmund. Byler. Mostaghimi, and Dillaha (1987): 
72.6 6.613 
where m takes the values 0.2. 0.3. 0.4. and 0.5 for 0 <5< 1. 1 <5"<3.5. 3.5 <5'< 4.5. and 5> 
4.5. respectively. 
Generating K, C, and P Factors 
Here, the primary coverages are the fishnet coverage (from the previously derived 
fishnet), land use/ land cover (with C and P factors) coverage, and the soil coverage (with K 
factor). Although these coverages are not restricted to soil and land use. they could include 
any coverage that contains K. C. and P factors as part of the .PAT INFO files. The fishnet 
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coverage was overlaid with the target coverage (e.g.. K factor coverage), and the weighted 
average grid-cell values of each factor were calculated. For example, the weighted average K 
factor for a given grid cell can be obtained by using: 
f.-l, -iw 
where / (=1. n) denotes the number of soil polygons having Ki values in a given grid cell and 
Aiotal is the total area of a grid cell. An alternative approach uses the POLYGRID command 
to calculate the area-weighted properties for each grid cell. Grid-cell level values of the C 
factor were derived in similar manner from the land use/land cover coverage. The user can 
arbitrarily set the value of P to 1 if no information on structural management practices is 
available. However, when such spatial information is available, the grid-cell value of P for 
the modeled landscape can be generated in similar maimer. 
Generating Sediment Deliver)' Ratio ( D R )  
The sediment delivery ratio ( D R )  was calculated as the ratio of sediment yield to soil 
erosion for a given grid cell. Generally. DR is required in analyzing the amount of sediment 
that reaches the watershed of catchment outlet. In obtaining DR, the distance as well as 
direction of stream flow in each grid cell were generated from the hydrography coverage. 
Then, and aspect coverage was obtained by combining the overland flow direction coverage 
with the channel flow direction coverage (see Figure 3). Here, the required input grids 
include: boundary' grid (with value 1 for ever\' cell), elevation grid (from LS factor 
generation), stream grid (from LINEGRID command), and stream direction grid. The stream 
direction grid was obtained from the stream coverage (in vector form) by assigning a flow 
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direction (range of 1 to 8) to each line segment. In the stream grid, the cell value could be an 
integer of floating point, while in the stream direction grid, the cell value must be an integer 
(1 to 8). To preserve the continuity of stream flow and interconnectedness of the watershed 
drainage system, we used a direction-checking computer program, developed for the study. 
Overland flow direction was calculated from the PATHDISTANCE command. In the 
process of obtaining the overland flow direction grid, the boundary grid and the elevation 
grid were assigned horizontal and vertical weights, respectively. The parameters for the 
horizontal and vertical weights ranged from 0 to 180 and -90 to 90, respectively, at intervals 
of 10. The stream grid was used as the primary source grid. For each cell, the 
PATHDISTANCE command calculates the direction to the source (e.g. stream) on the basis 
of given horizontal and vertical weights and parameters. The BACKLINK grid generated in 
this process yields the overland flow network for the watershed (see Figure 3). 
Using the conditional command. CON. we generated an aspect map by combining the 
stream flow direction and the overland flow direction. The FLOWACCUMULATION 
command was used to calculate the total accumulated flow for the watershed. Then. DR was 
calculated by dividing the accumulation flow in each grid cell by the maximum accumulated 
flow for the entire watershed as shown in Figure 4. 
Generating Other Model Parameters 
A procedure was developed to convert polygon or line coverages to the grid format. Since 
the analytical models were performed in ARCGRID. the attribute data, such as Pd- Q. and 
C/j. which are based on soil map polygons, were transferred into grid format. Extensive use 
was made of the spatial modeling tools in ARCGRID. 
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Modeling Module 
The modeling module was used for predicting the water quality parameters described 
under the water quality modeling section. In general, it included simulation of soil erosion 
rates, sediment yield, and phosphorus loading for discrete land segments in the watershed. 
Map Generation/Display Module 
The map generation and display module was developed to facilitate visualization and 
display of the simulation results for all the parameters analyzed. Since most of the output 
grid was in floating point format, a remap or look-up table was created. The remap table was 
used primarily to reclassify the output grid and has to be defined by the user. 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
A system supervisor in the form of an X-window graphical user interface (GUI) was used 
to provide user access to all the various modules described previously. The framework of the 
interactive water quality modeling system was developed for Unix-based 
workstations and uses X-windows and Motif for the GUI. The GUI provides an interactive 
environment that facilitates user access to the model components, selection and execution of 
selected options, and graphical presentation of simulation results. As described below, user 
navigation of the entire modeling system is accomplished by appropriate selection from the 
window menu-choice. 
The best way to demonstrate the interactive water quality modeling system to the reader 
or potential user, who has no access to the software package, is by presenting a visual record 
of the screen displays generated at each stage of the modeling. This provides a visual trace of 
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the user's progression. Table 1 summarizes the various steps involved in the evaluation ot 
soil erosion rates, sediment yield, and phosphorous loading by the interactive water qualit\ 
modeling system. The user first loads the modeling system by opening and running the 
ARC/INFO software. The modeling sequence is then started by assembling the ARC/INFO 
coverages required for modeling. At this point the user is looking at the picture shown in 
Figure 5. The user begins by selecting the File Conversion Module by pointing and clicking 
on the corresponding Select button. As shown in Figure 6, five options are available 
including generating fishnet coverage for the modeling domain (e.g., watershed) and 
generating various modeling parameters (e.g., USLE C, P, and K factors). For example. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the respective windows for generating the grid coverages of the fishnet 
and LS factor. Upon generating the various grid-cell coverages within the File Conversion 
Module, the user then returns to the Main Menu to initiate modeling. 
In the Modeling Module shown in Figure 9. three simulation options are available: soil 
erosion (loss), sediment yield, and phosphorous loading. For brevity, user navigation of the 
soil erosion component will be described here. However, Figures 10 and 11 show the picture 
screen for the other two modeling components. In the soil erosion modeling component 
(Figure 12). the user supplies the various USLE factor grid-cell coverages including R. which 
can be considered constant for all the cells in the modeling domain. After specifying the 
coverages, and clicking OK, the system begins to compute the soil erosion rate for each grid 
cell and outputs the spatial distribution of soil erosion rates as well as important statistical 
summaries (e.g.. minimum, mean, maximum, standard deviation, etc.). The user then returns 
to the Main Menu to visualize the results and generate/display maps. In the Map 
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Generation/Display Module (Figure 13), the user can customize the display and output, add 
a legend, and specify the map scale. Statistical summaries, which can also be examined in 
this module, may be submitted to the printer or incorporated into existing reports. At each 
stage of the modeling, the user can interactively visualize the assembled coverages as well as 
the model input and output. 
EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
The interactive water quality modeling system was applied to the Lake Icaria watershed 
located in Adams County, Iowa, approximately 70 miles (112 km) southwest of Des Moines. 
The watershed, which contributes flow to Lake Icaria. has an area of 17,482 acres (7,075 ha). 
Lake Icaria. the major source of rural drinking water supply for the region, has an area of 700 
acres (283 ha) with a maximum flood depth of 46 ft (14 m). It is part of the 1878-acre (760-
ha) Lake Icaria Recreational Area, providing facilities for boating, fishing, swimming, and 
camping. In addition. Lake Icaria provides water for domestic and industrial use within 
Coming and surrounding towTis. A creamery, the second largest in Iowa, is located at 
Coming and produces about 9 million pounds (4 million kilograms) of butter aimually. 
Much of the water for food processing at the creamery is obtained from Lake Icaria. 
Soils in lake Icaria watershed were prairie-derived, developed primarily from loess pre-
Wisconsin till or pre-Wisconsin till-derived paieosols and include Adair, Clarinda, Clearfield. 
Macksburg. Sharpsburg. and Shelby. These soils belong to the Sharpsburg-Adair (nearly 
level to moderately steep). Macksburg-Winterset (nearly level to gently sloping), and Shelby-
Sharpsburg (moderately sloping to steep) Associations. Average armual rainfall in the 
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watershed is 33.1 inches (84 cm) with the greatest amount of 5.5 inches (14 cm) in June. The 
average frost-free growing season is 160 days. These favorable climatic factors coupled with 
favorable physical and chemical characteristics of the soils make this a productive 
agricultural area. 
Agricultural production in the Lake Icaria watershed consists of row crops integrated with 
livestock (hog, beef cattle, poultry, sheep) production. Cropland and pasture land comprise 
49% and 22.4% of the watershed area, respectively, while 11.6% of the watershed is under 
the cropland reserve program. About 4.6% of the watershed area is identified as idle land, 
which includes irregular-shaped tracts of land and parts of croplands that are either 
nonfarmable or unsuitable for pasture. The remaining 12.5% of the Lake Icaria watershed 
includes water, farmsteads, roads, and parkland. 
The modeling database for the example application of the integrated water quality 
modeling system as applied to the lake Icaria watershed is described in this section. The 
rainfall-erosion factor R was obtained for the iso-erodent map of the United States, and a 
single-unit value of 175 was used for the watershed. The soil erodibility factor (K) was 
determined from the K factor coverage generated for the watershed. The original source of 
soil information was the digital soil survey data for Adams County, Iowa, obtained from the 
Soil Conservation Service. Topographic factors in USLE were obtained from a digitized 7.5 
minute quadrangle map. The digital topographic data was manipulated in ARC/INFO to 
obtain the TIN for the watershed, which was then used to generate the LS factor. Land use 
and land cover information for the watershed was obtained from analysis of aerial 
photographic data. From this data, values of C and P were assigned to each land cell in the 
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watershed. The sediment delivery ratio, DR. for each land cell was generated as described 
earlier, while the phosphorous content (Pc) of surface soil layer was obtained from 
information on the major land resource areas of Iowa published by the Soil Conservation 
Service (SCS. 1981). The enrichment ratio {,ERp) was obtained from Equation 4, with the 
values of Q and C/j extracted from the corresponding INFO files for each soil polygon. The 
entire database was manipulated and spatially organized in ARC/INFO as watershed 
modeling coverages. The simulation results for the Lake Icaria watershed are summarized in 
Figure 14 in terms of spatial distribution of soil loss, sediment yield, and phosphorous load. 
CONCLUSION AND ONGOING RESEARCH 
Geographic information systems technology is spreading rapidly, largely due to the 
continuing revolution in computer hardware, and in the next decade it will become the 
backcloth on which most environmental planning and management will take place. Thus. 
GIS technology must now be seen as providing the basic framework for processing large 
volumes of spatial data that describe the spatial environmental processes, and this implies the 
need to begin to integrate both traditional and new tools for environmental analysis and 
modeling. So far. most applications of GIS stand apart from the battery of tools and models 
used by environmental planners to support their decision-making; and already it is clear that 
during the next decade, an intensive effon will be needed in adapting GIS to these activities. 
The GIS can provide the tool for defining critical areas of environmental pollution and 
assessing the effectiveness of alternative management strategies before they are implemented 
in a watershed landscape. 
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Recent cases of environmental degradation and nonpoint source pollution of soil and 
water resources have created a demand for immediate access to accurate information about 
land use and spatial interrelationship between human activities and enviroimiental qualit}-. 
Because GIS software and hardware costs have dramatically decreased over the last decade, 
the use of the technology in water quality assessment and environmental modeling has 
increased. Through the use of GIS, both the more complex models and the simplified models 
of water quality have become more accurate, efficient, and inexpensive to implement. 
This paper described an interactive water quality modeling system developed within the 
ARC/INFO software envirormient for the analysis of soil erosion, sediment yield, and 
phosphorous loading in agricultural landscapes. By combining simplified water quality 
models with GIS and a GUI. a tool that facilitates interactive simulation and graphical 
display of critical nonpoint source pollution areas has been developed. The results from an 
example application of the interactive modeling system to a predominantly agricultural 
watershed demonstrated the capability and applicability of the modeling framework. 
As the work reported in this paper is part of an ongoing research program with the 
primar)' goal of developing seamless linkages between enviroimiental models and GIS, many 
improvements and extensions are underway. For example, the interactive water quality 
modeling system is being extended to deal with the issue of spatial aggregation. Moreover, 
within the spatial envirormiental modeling community, there has been some interest in 
explicitly addressing the accuracy and precision of GlS-assisted modeling and the influence 
of spatial errors on model outputs. Also, the modeling system is being extended to the 
county level, which in our opinion, will bring a completely new set of research problems 
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relating to both accuracy and data integration. In general, the modeling system in its present 
form is a sufficiently realistic demonstration of the flexibility of GIS technology (e.g., 
ARC/INFO) and the ability to program and interactively model water quality problems 
within the GIS environment. 
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Table 1. Steps in Implementation of the Interactive Water Quality Modeling System 
Modeling Component 1: Soil erosion prediction 
Step I. Select File Conversion Module 
Step 2. Select FISHNET Generation and generate fishnet coverage for modeling domain 
[Required information: x,y coordinates, cell size, numbers of rows, and boundary coverage] 
Step 3. Return to File Conversion Module 
Step 4a. Select USLE - LS Factor Generation and generate the LS grid coverage 
[Required information: x,y coordinates, cell size, and Triangulated Irregular Network] 
Step 4b. Select USLE - K, C, P Factor Generation 
[Required information: coverage and item name or K. C, or P factor, and FISHNETcoverge] 
Step 5. Repeat Step 4a to generate grid coverages for K. C, P. P^, ERp, Ci, and C|, 
Step 6 Remm to MAIN MENU 
Step 7. Select Modeling Module 
Step 8 Perform soil erosion prediction according to Equation (1) 
Step 9. Select Soil Erosion Prediction Module 
Step 10. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 11. Select Map Display Module and generate output maps 
Modeling Component 2: Sediment yield prediction 
Step 1. Recall soil erosion output coverage from Modeling Component A 
Step 2. Return to MAIN MENU and select File Conversion Module 
Step 3. Select Delivery Ratio Generation Module and generate grid coverage for DR 
Step 4. Return to MAIN MENU, and select Modeling Module 
Step 5. Select Sediment Yield Prediction Module 
Step 6. Perform sediment yield prediction according to Equation (2) 
Step 7. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 8. Select MAP DISPLAY MODULE and generate output maps 
Modeling Component 3: Phosphorus loading prediction 
Step 1. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 2. Select Modeling Module 
Step 3. Select Phosphorus Loading Prediction Module 
Step 4. Recall sediment yield output coverage from Modeling Component B 
Step 5. Recall grid coverages for ERp. C|. and C^ 
Step 6. Perform phosphorus load prediction according to Equation (3) 
Step 7. Return to MAIN MENU 
Step 8. Select MAP DISPLAY MODULE and generate output maps 
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Figure 4. Spatial Display of the Sediment Delivery Ratio Generated by the System's File Conversion Module. 
Figure 5. Screen Capture of the Main Menu for the Interactive Modeling System. 
Figure 6. Screen Capture of the File Conversion Module. 
Figure 7. Screen Capture of the Fishnet Generation Module. 
Figure 8. Screen Capture of the USLE - LS Factor Generation Module. 
Figure 9. Screen Capture of the Modeling Module 
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Figure 10. Screen Layout of the Sediment Yield Prediction Submodule. 
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Figure 11. Screen Capture of the Phosphorus Loading Prediction Submodule. 
Figure 12. Screen Capture of tiie Soil Erosion Prediction Submodule. 
Figure 13. Generalized Screen Layout of the Map Display Module. 
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Figure 14. Spatial Distribution of Predicted Soil Erosion Rales, Sediment Yield, and 
Phosphorus Loading for the Example Application of Interactive Modeling System to the Lake 
Icaria Watershed. 
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING NONPOINT SOURCE NITROGEN LOADING IN 
WATERSHEDS WITHIN A GIS 
A paper to be submitted for publication in the Journal of 
Water Resources Planning and Management 
Hsiu-Hua Liao and U. Sunday Tim 
Abstract 
Nonpoint source (NFS) pollution has become a major issue in environmental water quality 
management. The analysis of NFS pollution includes both an estimation of the magnitude of 
the problem and an evaluation of potential problem areas. However, it is difficult to measure 
NFS and to extrapolate limited field-scale data to solve actual watershed-scale problems. 
Therefore, mathematical models have been used extensively to analyze NFS pollution 
problems, particularly those originating from agricultural land. This paper focuses on 
modeling NFS nitrogen loading at a watershed scale. Several equations for predicting 
hydrology, and nitrogen loading in agricultural watersheds were embedded in the ARC/INFO 
geographic information system (GIS) to provide a tool for rapid assessment of NFS pollution 
problem areas. The goal of this study was to develop an easy-to-use water quality modeling 
system that can be used in plaiming and management decision-making. 
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Introduction 
Analysis of NPS pollution includes an estimation of the magnitudes and evaluation of 
potential problem areas. Traditionally, these activities have been achieved by long-term 
monitoring of problem areas. However, due to the labor and capital resources involved in 
field monitoring, simulation modeling has been relied upon quite fi-equently to provide 
information in the extent and magnitude of NPS pollution and to provide the data to guide the 
implementation of environmentally-sound agricultural management strategies. 
Although simulation models are useful to understand the potential effects of changes in 
agricultural land management strategies on water quality, their use has been limited by the 
inability to handle, and analyze large amounts of input data. To overcome this problem, 
geographic information systems (GIS) have been widely used to store, manipulate, retrieve, 
analyze, and display the input data required for modeling (Liao and Tim. 1994; Joao and 
Walsh. 1992; Johnson. 1989; Tim and Jolly. 1994; Tim et al.. 1992; Water Cycle Concepts. 
1991). 
To model the water quality of agricultural watersheds, the traditional approach has been to 
manually enter the large amounts of input data. This process involves significant expense in 
time and resources; but a GIS can be a substantial time saver, facilitating the acquisition, 
organization, manipulation, and management of data, sparing manual encoding of input 
parameters, and allowing different modeling scenarios to be evaluated (Srinivasan and 
Arnold. 1994). To achieve this benefits, an interface between the GIS and model is required 
to increase the efficiency of using the simulation model (Ascough II et al., 1989; Jain and 
Tim. 1995; Liao and Tim. 1994; Stallings et al.. 1992; Zhang et al.. 1990). 
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These interfaces can provide user-friendly environments for examining the spatial 
information from various user-defined perspectives, and for modeling the NPS pollution 
problems at the watershed scale. However, some of these interfaces require extensive 
programming to establish data communication linkages between GIS and the model. As 
Jankowskiard Haddinc (1995) noted: "The major problems in using computer models for 
simulating the consequences of nonpoint source pollution are the intensive data requirements 
and time involved in compiling the model input file." A fully integrated simulation modeling 
and GIS is needed to allow users to rapidly assemble watershed-level data and perform 
simulation models. 
This paper describes an integrated watershed modeling system in which physical-based 
equations for describing NPS pollution were incorporated into ARC/EMFO GIS to predict 
nitrogen loading in an agricultural watershed. The modeling systems establish the capability 
and applicability of the modeling system, its predictions were compared to those obtained 
from AGNPS (Young et al.. 1987). a cell-based distributed model for evaluating NPS 
pollution in agricultural watershed. 
Materials and Methods 
Mechanics of nitrogen transport 
Nitrogen (N) is an essential element for plant growth. In the terrestrial environments, 
nitrogen undergoes a cyclic existence as illustrated in Figure 1. For the most part, this cycle 
follows two major pathways. One involves the interchange of gaseous forms of nitrogen 
between the soil and the atmosphere, with the loss from the soil being due to volatilization. 
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and the return to the soil resuhing from fixation. The second involves biochemical 
transformations that convert immobilized organic forms followed by the return of the 
nitrogen to an inorganic-nitrogen pool through mineralization and nitrification 
(Hausenbuiller, 1985). 
Most soil N is contained in soil organic matter, or in the case of ammonium ions sorted b\ 
clays. In these forms. N may be considered immobile and not available to plants. Immobile 
nitrogen is mostly lost by erosion, and resides primarily in the sediment-bound phase. 
However, these forms of N can be converted into nitrate-nitrogen (NOs'-N), which is highh-
mobile. It is this mobile form of N that is available to plants or can be transported by runoff 
and percolating water to surface water, groundwater, respectively. 
Modeling system development 
In this research, several process-based equations were used to develop a NPS pollution 
modeling system in ARC/INFO GIS and to predict the nitrogen loads in surface runoff 
Figure 2 illustrates a simplified N loading process used in this modeling system. In the 
meantime, the modeling process was also compared with that of AGNPS (Figure 3). 
Adsorbed-phase N is assumed to move with sediment, and dissolved-phase N is lost with 
surface runoff water. Tables 1 summarizes the equations used in modeling nitrogen loading 
in a watershed. These equations are compared to those used in the AGNPS model. The 
descriptions and units for the parameter in each model are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Module 1: Hydrology 
The simplified mass balance equation of a watershed hydrologic cycle can be expressed: 
P,=Q + F + I, [1] 
where Pj is the amount of the precipitation on watershed; Q is the surface runoff volume; F is 
the amount of infiltration; and Ig is the initial subtraction, which include evapotranspiration. 
interception, and other gain and loss terms in the hydrologic system. Physically, runoff 
volume (Q). and infiltration (F) can be determined by the SCS (Soil Conservation Ser\ ice) 
method, which has evolved from analysis of numerous storms under a variety of soil and 
cover conditions (SCS, 1968); 
^  ( P a - f g ) '  ^ 2 ]  
The initial subtraction (IJ is a function of land use. interception, infiltration, storage, and 
antecedent soil moisture. It can be expressed as an empirical statistical relationship with 
watershed storage as: 
/ „=  0 .2x5  [4 ]  
where S is the watershed storage parameter, which can be expressed as: 
1000 S = 2.54 
- 1 0  [5] 
CJ\ 
where CN is the runoff curve number determined under antecedent soil moisture condition II. 
which have preceded the occurrence of the annual flood on watershed (Novotny and Olem. 
1994). 
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Module 2: Nitrogen loading 
Dissolved-phase nitrogen (N^js) 
The dissolved-phase N has mainly three sources: N from precipitation (Np). N extracted 
by runoff from the soluble N in top soil layer (NQ), and N from interflow^ (Njt). The total N in 
the dissolved phase can be expressed as: 
[6] 
The nitrogen loading contributed by precipitation (Np) is defined as follow (Yagow et al.. 
1990): 
Np =0.1^(1-  AF, )  X Csp xQxKS [7] 
where AF^ is rainfall attenuation factor for N in dissolved phase on an annual basis: Cj^.p is 
soluble N concentration in precipitation, mainly in nitrate CNO3") form and ammonium 
(NH4 ) form; Q is the runoff volume, defined in Equation [2]. KS is surface runoff reduction 
coefficient, which related to land use and management practice, and can be expressed as 
KS =  
i l l . :  
CP 
CP max 
[8] 
where CP and CPn,ax are the value and maximum value of the product of the USLE 
(Universal Soil Loss Equation) cropping factor (C) and conservation practice factor (P). 
respectively. McElroy et al. (1976) used 0.25 as the attenuation factor, which implies 75% of 
total precipitation N eventually ends up in surface runoff 
The nitrogen extracted by runoff from top soil layer (NQ) can be expressed as (Yagow et 
al.. 1990): 
.\'q =O.UQx KS ^  KR X Css [9] 
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in which KR is the runoff extraction coefficient, and C^s is the soluble N concentration in top 
soil layer, from mineralization, fertilizer application, infiltration, and residual amount in the 
soil. Cns can be calculated by using the expression: 
^ U.J X -R A FIJ -R T ^ 
O.lUdf+F) 
where Rp is mineralization rate; is amount of applied fertilizer; KP is fertilization 
reduction coefficient: Np is N amount in infiltrating water; and Np^re is residual N in soil. N,.. 
and Npore can be obtained from the following empirical relations: 
.'Vp = 0./x(/-^F,)xCvp xF [11] 
N p o r c  = 0 - 1 x C N. PO„  X  f x  L ,  [ 1 2 ]  
where f is porosity; Lj is depth of top soil layer; and CtM pgre is N concenttation in the top soil. 
The third source for dissolved nitrogen is from interflow (Njt). Here, it is assumed that 
part of the infiltration would become interflow which also carry over the N from 
precipitation. From this, the amount of N loading can be expressed as: 
.'V;, = 0./ X Css ^  Fx KLx KI [13] 
where KL is the leaching rate coefficient and KI is the interflow extraction coefficient. Both 
KL and KI can be determined by using the expression: 
KL=0.6I- irUAWC [14] 
( PR '" 
KI = 0.011- O./dVI (^) • [-1 
PA^ 
in which AWC is the available water content of the top soil, and PA and PB are. respectiveh. 
the permeability in soil A and B horizons. 
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Adsorbed-phase Nitrogen (Nj^s) 
Nitrogen in the adsorbed phase is attached to sediment and transported to the nearest 
stream through erosion. McElroy et al. (1976) expressed the total amount of N in the 
adsorbed phase as: 
= 224I.I "xL.x Cv.„ X ERy [ 16] 
where Lj = sediment yield; C^.o = soil N content which depends on the clay content of the top 
soil. A linear relationship was developed (Yagow et al., 1990) for the calculation of C^.o as: 
„ = 0.0001(3.35 + 0.33 >.CL) [17] 
in which CL is the average clay content of the top soil. The nitrogen enrichment ratio (ER«,,j 
in Equation [ 16] reflects the propensity for NH4" to attach to the soil. Thus, ER^ is assumed 
to var\' with the top soil clay content as: 
ERy=-xCL-"^ '  [18 ]  
System Implementation 
The primar\' goal of this study was to develop a user-friendly and interactive NPS 
pollution modeling system within ARC/INFO GIS. This is a continuous study from previous 
research work (Liao & Tim, 1994). Two new modeling modules, hydrology and nitrogen 
loading prediction, were added along with the prediction modules for soil erosion, and 
sediment yield predictions from previous study. Figure 4 illustrates the general architecture 
of the interactive NPS pollution modeling system. 
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The system was developed by using ARC/INFO GIS software and the different modules 
were written in ARC Macro Language (AML). As depicted in Figure 4. some pre-modeling 
data manipulation processes were done in ARC/INFO system (vector format), and the data 
would then be transferred into raster form and the watershed modeling performed in the 
GRID module. The idea of modeling NPS pollution for a entire watershed is fi-om 
distributed model, which intends to divide the study area into uniform grid cell and to 
perform the modeling process for each individual cell. As the ceil size decreases, the 
information extracted from original data would be more realistic than lump model, which 
would aggregate information and use only one value to represent the entire study area. 
Therefore, the first step in this modeling system is to generate a fishnet coverage (Figure 5). 
and to use this coverage to extract information and simulate NPS pollution. 
The framework of the interactive water quality modeling system was developed using a 
Unix-based DEC™ workstation and adopts X-windows and Motif for the graphical user 
interface (GUI). The GUI provides an interactive environment that facilitates user access to 
the modeling components, organization and selection of appropriate model inputs, and 
performing model simulation based on the selected options, and graphically displaying the 
simulation results. As with standard GUIs, the user can navigate the entire modeling system 
by interacting with the system and selecting options from the pull-down or pop-up form 
menus (Figures 6-8). 
Table 4 summarizes the various steps involved in evaluating nitrogen loading in 
watersheds by using the modeling system. Since the required input data include a coverage 
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of sediment yield, both soil erosion and sediment yield prediction modules have to be 
executed prior to predicting nutrient loading (Liao and Tim, 1994). 
The user first loads the modeling system by opening and running the ARC/INFO 
software. The main menu (Figure 6) is a pull-down menu with the following five selections: 
File_inanageinent is for checking and listing those existed coverages and attribute 
information. Data_analysis contains additional five submodules (Fishnet generation. USLE-
LS factor generation, USLE-K, C. P factor generation. Delivery ratio generation, and Grid 
generation). Modeling includes six submodules for modeling (hydrology components 
prediction, soil erosion, sediment yield, nitrogen loading, phosphorus loading, and pesticide 
loading). Map_display is for displaying the simulation results in Arcplot. and Quit is to exit 
from the system. 
The hydrology module is shown in Figure 7. User needs to provide rainfall amount, and 
to generate grid data for curve number (CN). USLE-C factor, and USLE-P factor from 
Data_analysis selection in Main Menu. The output data includes watershed storage, initial 
substraction. infiltration, runoff volume, and runoff reduction coefficient. Some of the output 
data would be used in other modeling modules later. 
For nitrogen loading simulation (Figure 8). user needs to provide information for the 
following parameters: rainfall amount, rainfall attenuation factor, runoff extraction 
coefficient, interflow extraction coefficient. N concentration in rainfall. N concentration in 
soil pore water. N reduction coefficient. N mineralization rate, N applied amount, and depth 
of soil. Other grid data are also required: sediment yield, runoff volume, runoff reduction 
coefficient, infiltration, porosity, average clay content, and available water content. These 
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grid data can be obtained from the previous Modeling module or Data_analysis module. 
The end results of this nitrogen loading simulation includes the N loading both in dissolved 
phase and adsorbed phase. 
Example Application 
The NPS pollution modeling system was applied to the Lake Icaria watershed, which is 
located in Adams County approximately 112 km southwest of Des Monies. The watershed, 
which contributes flow to Lake Icaria. has an area of 7075 ha. Lake Icaria. the major source 
of rural drinking water, has an area of 208 ha with a maximum flood depth of 14m. It is part 
of 760-ha Lake Icaria Recreational Area, providing facilities for boating, fishing, swimming, 
and camping. 
Agricultural production in the Lake Icaria watershed consists of row crops integrated with 
animal production (hog. beef cattle, poultry, sheep) enterprise. Cropland and pasture 
comprise about 49% and 22.4% of the watershed area, respectively, while 11.6% of the 
watershed is placed under the cropland reserve program. About 4.6% of the watershed area 
is identified as idle land, which includes irregularly shaped tracts of land and pans of 
croplands that are either non-farmable or unsuitable for pasture. The remaining 12.5% of the 
Lake Icaria watershed includes water, farmsteads, roads, and parkland. A 1992 preliminar>-
soil erosion estimate indicates that about 2600 ha (37% of watershed area) of cropland and 50 
ha of pasture land have soil erosion rates that exceed tolerate (T) limits. Almost all of the 
soil eroding from the watershed end up as siltation within the lake, causing an estimated 
annual loss in lake storage capacity of 17.500 m"*. 
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Water quality is the driving force of both water-based recreational activities in Lake 
Icaria. A water quality survey conducted in 1986 by the University of Iowa Hygienic 
Laboratory showed the Lake Icaria to have some water quality problems. The source of the 
problem was traced to nonpoint pollution from agricultural activities, panicularly pesticides 
and nutrients from croplands runoff In total, the magnitude of the nonpoint pollution 
problem in the watershed is primarily related to sheet and rill erosion, as well as livestock 
and grazing operations, and chemical management. 
Results and Discussion 
The interactive modeling system developed in ARC/INFO was used to target the critical 
areas of nitrogen loading in an watershed scale. In the example, a uniform nitrogen 
application rate of 180 kg/ha was applied to only the cropland areas, mainly com producing 
areas, of the watershed. The simulation results from the modeling system, expressed in terms 
of the spatial distribution of nitrogen loading in the adsorbed and dissolved phases are 
summarized in Figure 9. In the interactive modeling system, the routing component was not 
implemented: thus, the computed values of nitrogen load are characterized at the grid cell-
level. This facilitates the identification of critical areas of the watershed based on the 
characteristics of each cell. The result shows that most of the nitrogen would be carried awa\ 
by surface runoff in dissolved phase instead of the sediment-bound phase. Also, the 
upstream portion of the watershed exhibits higher potentials of N loading than the 
downstream area. This is primarily due to the spatial distribution of land cover in the 
watershed. 
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As shown in Table 1. the dissolved phase nitrogen loading is defined as the sum of 
nitrogen from rainfall, nmoff extraction, and interflow components in the ARC/INFO 
system. While in AGNPS model, a exponential equation is used with the combined effects 
from rainfall, and runoff. Generally, the amount of dissolved nitrogen loss predicted b\-
AGNPS model is lower then that by ARC/INFO system. 
In simulating adsorbed phase nitrogen loading, both systems use the same equation 
( Nads = Ls ^ Cn.o X ERn). However, the equations for calculating Cn o and ERjv; are different. 
In AGNPS model. Cn q is assumed to be 0.001 lb/lb, and ER^ is determined by sediment 
yield and soil texture. In ARC/INFO system, both Cm o and ER^ are determined by soil clay 
content. Since sediment yield is used to calculate the adsorbed phase nitrogen loss in both 
system, those area with high sediment yield tend to have higher amount of adsorbed phase 
nitrogen loss (Figure 9 and 10). In general, the amount of adsorbed phase nitrogen loss 
predicted by ARC/INFO system is lower than AGNPS model. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Nonpoint source pollution has become a significant threat to the nation's water resources. 
Reports from scientific research, and government agencies indicate deterioration of surface 
water and groundwater quality, particularly from nutrients and sediment, where intensive 
rural and urban land uses coincide with inadequate nonpoint source pollution controls (EPA. 
1990). Several projects have been conducted in an attempt to understand the association of 
land use management, hydrologic conditions, and pollutant fate and transport, and to support 
the decision-making in best management practice. 
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To simulate the nonpoim source pollution problems in an watershed scale, models provide 
a rational, descriptive framework and the predictive capability that carmot be achieved by 
field-scale monitoring. Coupling the simulation model with GIS technology can incorporate 
the spatial variability of landscape properties in the modeling process, and make the process 
more efficient. Also, the integrative capabilities of GIS can emulate real-world complexitN'. 
facilitating inter-disciplinary research and communication. 
In this study, a nonpoint source pollution modeling system was developed within the 
.ARC/INFO GIS environment to aid in agricultural plaiming and management. By combining 
simplified water quality models with GIS and a GUI, a modeling system that facilitates 
interactive simulation and graphical display of critical nonpoint source pollution areas can be 
used to predict the effects of land us on water quality and to support the land use plarming 
and management decision-making. The results from an example application to a 
predominantly agricultural watershed demonstrated the capability and applicability of the 
modeling framework. 
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Table I. E-quations lor simulating nitrogen loads in ARCVINI-X) and AGNPS. 
ARC/INFO Simulation AGNPS Simulation 
llissolvcil N /V/„ = N^, + Nf) + N„ (Yiigow el. iil., 1991)) 
where 
N,, = D.l X xQy( KSxO-Ah,) 
Nj„ l»H')2 
where 
11^'.,. A',,,,)'' '-(A',,, - A',,,,).' "''••'"I ^ (II K X K 0 
'•I- ' n„ 
(Young ct. al., 1987) 
Nfj = 0.1 X xQx KSX KR xfxL,,+N,x KF) X I'F 
N,, = 0.) X X /•• X KL X A7 
Cv, 
I) I X ('v X I X + (I I X. X /• X (I - M)) + N, X Kl ' ^  (I •) X K„ 
(II X (I.,I X I + I-) 
ft 
Adsorbed N yv,„,. = 2241.27 x/.,xC;,,„x£/?^, 
where 
N,„i^ = l).S92 x [2241.27 x L, x C^ „ x ] 
where 
Q „ = O.tMK) I X (.135 + ()..3.3 X CL) C^,,„=(),()() 1 Ihllh 
= 7xC7J"' = 7.4 X [2241.27 x L, " x 7) 
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Table 2. Descriptions and units of simulation parameters used in ARC/INFO nonpoint 
source pollution modeling System 
Parameter Description L'nit 
Hydrology Component 
CN SCS curve number 
F infiltration volume cm 
Pa precipitation cm 
Q runoff volume cm 
Soil Property 
AWC available water content % 
CL average clay content of surface soil layer % 
d particle diameter m 
f porosit\' 
OC organic carbon content % 
Ps soil bulk densit\' g/cm^ 
Erosion/Sediment Component 
Lg sediment yield ton/acre 
.Nitrogen Modeling Component 
AFr rainfall attenuation factor 
C\-_o soil nitrogen content lb/lb 
Cnp nitrogen concentration in precipitation mg/l 
^N.pore nitrogen concentration in preferential flow mg.'l 
C\s nitrogen concentration in soluble phase in top soil layer mg/l 
ER\ nitrogen enrichment ratio 
KF excess fertilization reduction coefficient 
K.1 interflow extraction coefficient 
K.L leaching rate coefficient 
KR runoff extraction coelTicient 
KS surface runoff reduction coefficient 
L(] depth of top soil layer cm 
N'ads nitrogen loading in adsorbed phase Icg'ha 
N'dis nitrogen loading in dissolved phase kg/ha 
Njt amount of nitrogen in interflow kg/ha 
Np amount of nitrogen in precipitation kg/ha 
Nq amount of nitrogen extracted from N in soil soluble phase by runoff kg/ha 
N'v amount of applied nitrogen kg/ha 
Rn nitrogen mineralization rate kg/ha 
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Table 3. Descriptions and units of simulation parameters used in AGNPS. 
Parameter Description L'oit 
Hydrology Component 
Feff effective infiltration cm 
Pa precipitation cm 
Pgff effective precipitation cm 
Q runoff cm 
Soil Property 
f porosity 
PF porosity factor 
Erosion/Sediment Component 
Lj sediment yield ton/acre 
Nitrogen Modeling Component 
Cn.o soil nitrogen content Ib/lb 
Cnp nitrogen concentration in precipitation ppm 
CN.pore nitrogen concentration in preferential flow ppm 
ERjvj nitrogen enrichment ratio 
KF fertilization availability 
Lj depth of top soil layer cm 
N'ads nitrogen loading in adsorbed phase lb/acre 
N'ap available nitrogen due to the rainfall kg/ha 
Nas available soluble nitrogen content in the soil kg/ha 
Ndis nitrogen loading in dissolved phase lb/acre 
Ny amount of applied nitrogen kg/ha 
RN'd constant rate for downward movement of nitrogen into the soil 1/cm 
RNr constant rate for nitrogen movement into the runofl" 1/cm 
Tf correction factor for soil texture 
1 1 0  
Table 4. Steps in implementation of the ARC/INFO modeling system for nitrogen 
loading prediction 
Modeling Component A: Hydrology component prediction 
Step 1. Generate FISHNET coverage from Data_analysis module 
Step 2. Generate grid coverage for USLE - C. and P from Data_analysis module 
Step 3. Generate grid coverage for curve number (CN) from Data_analysis module 
Step 4. Simulate soil erosion 
Step 5. Simulate sediment yield (Ls) 
Step 6. Select and perform Hydrology Component Prediction module from Modeling module 
[Required information: rainfall volume (P)] 
Step 7. Return to Main Menu 
Modeling Component B; Nitrogen loading prediction 
Step I. Generate grid coverage for soil erosion from Modeling module 
Step 2. Generate grid coverage for sediment yield from Modeling module 
Step 3. Recall grid coverages for runoff volume (Q). infiltration(F). and runoff reduction coefficient 
(K.SI from Modeling Component A 
Step 4. Generate grid coverage for porosity (f) from Grid_generation in Data_analysis module 
Stop 5. Generate grid coverage for average clay content (clay) from Grid_generation in 
Data_analysis module 
Step 6. Generate grid coverage for available water content (AWC) from Grid_generation in 
Data_analysis module 
Step 7. Select and perform Nitrogen Loading Prediction module from Modeling module 
[Required information: rainfall volume (P). rainfall attenuation factor (AFr). runoff extraction 
coefT. (KR). interflow extraction coeff. (KI). depth of soil (Lj), N concen. in rainfall (C^p). S 
concen. in preferential How (C\_pore)- nitrogen application amount (N^Kand N reduction 
coelT. (K.F)1 
Step 8 Return to Main Menu 
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Figure 9. ARC/INFO simulation results: N loading in adsorbed and dissolved phase. 
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Figure 10. AGNPS simulation results: N loading in adsorbed and dissolved phase. 
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CHAPTER 5. MODELING PESTICIDE SURFACE RUNOFF LOSSES FROM 
AGRICULTURAL WATERSHEDS USING GIS 
A paper to be submitted for publication in the 
Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management 
Hsiu-Hua Liao and U. Sunday Tim 
Abstract 
The impact of pesticides on envirormiental quality and human health has been an issue of 
great concern since Richard Carlson's Silent Springs. Pesticides are a major nonpoint source 
pollutant and excessive application presents threats to surface and groundwater quality. Due 
to the short-lived nature of many pesticides and the random character of rainfall-runoff 
events, it is difficult to detect pesticide pollution by field monitoring. Therefore, it is usually 
necessary to simulate the pesticide runoff process using mathematical models. With 
increasing demand for large amount of input data, it becomes more efficient to integrate 
environmental models with GIS. In this study, an interactive, spatially explicit modeling 
environment for predicting pesticide runoff losses in watershed was developed by embedding 
the pertinent equations with the ARC/INFO GIS. Embedding modeling equations within the 
GIS facilitates application of the system to large areas (basins), and improves the user-
friendliness by eliminating the use of computer programs for input/output data transfer. This 
greatly simplifies the modeling process and enhances detailed display of model output. An 
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example application involving simulation of pesticide runoff losses from an agricultural 
watershed demonstrates the capability of the modeling system and the advantages of 
embedding modeling equations inside GIS. 
Introduction 
Excessive off-field losses of pesticide poses serious environmental problems because of 
the dangers posed to municipal surface water supply systems and to aquatic life. From the 
water quality standpoint, pesticides were not a major problem until the introduction of the 
synthetic, organic insecticides during the mid 1940s. In August of 1950, there were 
simultaneous fish kills in fifteen Alabama tributaries following a rainstorm (McCall and 
Land. 1985). This event illustrated the seriousness of the pesticide pollution problem and 
showed that significant amount of pesticides could be transported from field to water courses, 
causing acute water quality problem. 
The amount of pesticide applied in agriculture has increased over the years. The 
Economic Research Service (1983) estimated that 550 million pounds of active pesticide 
ingredients were applied to 13 major field crops in 33 states in 1980. Total pesticide sales in 
1983 were 1.1 billion pounds (Storck. 1984). Of this, 68% were used in agricultural, 17% in 
industrial and commercial use. 8% in homes and gardens, and about 7% in the government 
use. According to U.S. Tariff Commission reports, the sale of pesticides (insecticides, 
fungicides, and herbicides) more than doubled between 1961 and 1980 (USDA, 1983). 
The distribution of pesticides into various compartments of the environment has generated 
considerable public apprehension concerning their fates and effects. Long-lived pesticides 
have been shown to contribute to the pollution of surface waters on a year-round basis. Other 
pesticides that are shorter lived or are applied at lower rates represent a water pollution 
hazard on a seasonal basis, i.e.. in the weeks and months immediately following their 
application and during periods of intense rainfall activity (Bailey et al., 1974). 
Of the many factors that influence the extent of pesticide runoff from agricultural land, 
several may be controlled to minimize pollution. If the effects and interactions of pesticide 
type and formulation, soil properties, climatic conditions, watershed characteristics, and 
agricultural practices were clearly known, usage guidelines could be developed to prevent 
runoff and subsequent pollution. 
Since field measurement to determine the quantity of pesticides leaving fields and 
entering streams during runoff events is difficult and expensive, mathematical modeling 
provides the only cost-effective method to describe, quantitatively and dynamically, pesticide 
movement. Mathematical models can be used to: (1) predict the potential contribution of 
agricultural runoff to water pollution. (2) provide a basis for making pesticide use 
recommendations (i.e.. specifying type, formulations, and application rates given cultural, 
management, climatic, and soil conditions) and (3) guide pesticide manufacturers in tailoring 
pesticide formulations to meet requirements for pollution prevention (Bailey et al.. 1974). 
In environmental modeling, spatial data (i.e.. land use and topology) collected from fields 
are often lumped into single parameters, thereby neglecting spatial variability that exist in the 
real world. Therefore, distributed models, in which a watershed is partitioned into a series of 
hydrologically homogeneous land units, provide a more accurate representation and 
estimation than lumped models. Since spatial data can be effectively managed and organized 
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within the geographic information system (GIS). embedding distributed models within GIS 
would make spatial data available for environmental analysis. One of the advantages of 
using GIS in environmental modeling is that GIS can serve as a framework for modeling as 
well as for the effective interpretation and display of output data from the model (Maidment. 
1993). 
The purpose of this study was to develop a spatially explicit model for assessing pesticide 
runoff losses from agricultural watershed. By embedding model equations inside the GIS. 
unnecessary lumping of topography, for example could be avoided. Physical-basis equations 
that describe pesticide transport and distribution were reconstituted completely in terms of 
the ARC/INFO GIS command structure. A graphical user interface (GUI) was created to 
facilitate user access to the modeling system and to enhance the "look and feef" of the 
modeling environment. 
Model Development of Pesticide Transport in Surface Runoff 
For each runoff event, certain amount of the applied pesticide is lost both in the runoff 
water as well as with the sediment in the runoff. In representing the processes that occur 
during rainfall, mathematical expressions are needed to describe the mass balance of a 
pesticide in the top 1 cm of soil, the mass transfer of pesticide into runoff, and the pesticide 
concentration in the runoff and on eroded soil particles. Pesticide degradation during a 
raintall event is assumed to be negligible. In general, the total pesticide loss for each runoff 
event decreases exponentially with time and is strongly correlated with the total amount of 
pesticide remaining in the runoff active zone (0-1 cm depth) of the soil surface. Therefore. 
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the pesticide losses in runoff are dependent upon the "available" amount of pesticide in the 
surface soil, which in turn is determined by the persistence, retention, and mobility of the 
pesticide. 
In this study, the model described by Haith (1980) was used to estimate pesticide losses in 
runoff. A mass balance of pesticide in the top 1 cm of soil formed the basis of the model. It 
was assumed that the pesticide mass which percolates below this soil depth is not available 
for runoff. The assumption of 1 cm depth is an arbitrary cutoff point in this study. Many 
researchers, however, believe this depth to be reasonable estimate of the active runoff zone 
(Donigian and Crawford. 1976; Rao. 1982; Rohde, et al., 1980). 
Pesticides in the soil are assumed to decay exponentially with time. If the first rainfall 
storm occurs / days after application, the pesticide mass in the surface soil layer is given by: 
/', = Poe-xpC-o/) [1] 
where Pt is the pesticide mass in the surface soil (kg/ha); Pq is the initial pesticide content of 
the surface soil immediately after application (kg/ha), usually the application rate; a is the 
pesticide decay rate (day"'), which can be expressed as: 
0^ 93 r-n 
« = -— [2] 
'A. 
where ///2 is the half-life (day) of the applied pesticide. 
The total pesticide available for runoff {Pi) can be divided into an adsorbed phase (P^) 
and a dissolved phase (/'vv) as follows: 
P, = Ps^P. [3] 
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where Ps and Py^ are the potentially available adsorbed-phase and dissolved-phase pesticide 
levels, respectively. 
Pesticide loss in adsorbed phase 
The potentially available pesticide level in the adsorbed phase , Ps (kg/ha), can be 
obtained by using the expression: 
Ps = —^P, W 
1 + 
f^ dP 
where ^is the volumetric available water (cm/cm), p is soil bulk density (g/cm^). and K^  'is 
the adsorption partition coefficient (cm^/g). which can be expressed as: 
= [5] 
where KQC is organic carbon partition coefficient (cmVg) and foe is soil organic carbon 
fraction. 
Then, the actual adsorbed-phase pesticide loss in runoff. Pfs (kg/ha), can be calculated 
by: 
Prs=T^P. [6] 
100 X p 
where is the soil loss, which can be obtained by the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) 
(Wischmeier and Smith. 1978). 
.-I, = RKLSCP [7] 
where R is rainfall intensity factor: K is soil erodibility factor; LS is topographic factor: C is 
management and cropping factor: and P is conservation practice factor. 
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Pesticide loss in dissolved phase 
Pesticide in the dissolved phase of the top soil are a function of soil water content. For a 
rainfall event. P (cm), which is sufficient to fill the available water capacity' in the 1 cm 
surface layer, the potentially available pesticide level in dissolved phase. (kg/ha), can be 
expressed as: 
0 
Neglecting volatilization losses, the dissolved-phase pesticide can fall into one of three 
components: runoff, percolate deeper into the soil or remain in the surface layer. It is 
assumed that these three components are proportional to the distribution of rainfall {P) into 
runoff (0, percolation (P-0-0). and available soil water (0). Then, the actual dissolved 
phase pesticide loss in runoff water. (kg/ha), becomes: 
l-r. P. [9] 
The total pesticide remaining in the top soil layer. P/ (kg/ha), after the rainstorm is: 
P / [ 1 0 ]  
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Curve Number Equation for runoff was used to 
estimate surface runoff from a land element. Thus, runoff volume O is: 
( 1 1 )  f + O.SS ^ 
where P is rainfall amount (cm), and S is soil-water storage potential (cm) given by 
'1000 5 = 2.54 
- 1 0  
CV 
[12] 
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where CN is SCS curve number. Using the SCS Curve Number equation to compute surface 
runoff, infiltration (F) is calculated using the expression: 
P + 0.8S 
Modeling Pesticide Transport in GIS: an Example 
Study area 
The pesticide modeling system was applied to the Lake Icaria watershed, which is located 
in Adams County approximately 112 km southwest of Des Monies. The watershed, which 
contributes flow to Lake Icaria. has an area of 7075 ha. Lake Icaria, the major source of rural 
drinking water, has an area of 208 ha with a maximum flood depth of 14m. It is part of 760-
ha Lake Icaria Recreational Area, providing facilities for boating, fishing, swimming, and 
camping. 
Agricultural production in the Lake Icaria watershed consists of row crops integrated with 
animal production (hog, beef cattle. poultr>'. sheep) enterprise. Cropland and pasture 
comprise about 49% and 22.4% of the watershed area, respectively, while 11.6% of the 
watershed is placed under the cropland reserve program. About 4.6% of the watershed area 
is identified as idle land, which includes irregularly shaped tracts of land and parts of 
croplands that are either non-farmable or unsuitable for pasture. The remaining 12.5% of the 
Lake Icaria watershed includes water, farmsteads, roads, and parkland. A 1992 preliminar\ 
soil erosion estimate indicates that about 2600 ha (37% of watershed area) of cropland and 50 
ha of pasture land have soil erosion rates that exceed tolerate (T) limits. Almost all of the 
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soil eroding from the watershed end up as siltation within the lake, causing an estimated 
annual loss in lake storage capacity of 17,500 m^. 
Water quality is the driving force of both water-based recreational activities in Lake 
Icaria. A water quality survey conducted in 1986 by the University of Iowa Hygienic 
Laboratorj' showed the Lake Icaria to have some water quality problems. The source of the 
problem was u^aced to nonpoint pollution firom agricultural activities, particularly pesticides 
and nutrients from croplands runoff In total, the magnitude of the nonpoint pollution 
problem in the watershed is primarily related to sheet and rill erosion, as well as livestock 
and grazing operations, and chemical management. 
GIS and modeling 
Traditionally, the use of GIS technology has been limited to manipulating geographic 
databases and producing maps. However, in recent years, this rapidly emerging technologv' 
has been used extensively for planning water quality protection programs emd in 
environmental modeling (Goodchild. Parks, and Steyaert. 1993). In these applications. GIS 
offers the opportunities to (a) compile and organize disparate information into a coherent 
database, (b) couple environmental simulation models with disparate data assembled in a GIS 
database, (c) manage spatial and tabular data in an integrated maimer, and (d) provide 
visualization support to impose management decision-making. 
In environmental simulation modeling. GIS does not provide users with immediate 
applications, but simplify a platform and modeling functions that can be tailored to wide 
range of modeling tasks. Users need to know their problems thoroughly and be proficient 
with the models before relevant applications can be developed. Furthermore, several 
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methods of coupling GIS and simulation models have been described in Tim et al (1995). 
One method that is widely adopted to couple GIS and simulation models require the 
development of a input/output interface program for data transfer. This method is considered 
to be time-consuming and inefficient. The alternative approach is to embed the modeling 
equations inside the GIS. thereby utilizing the data management and display capabilities of 
the GIS. Considering a modeling process consisting of data analysis and model calibration 
and prediction as a set of relations embedded within a GIS, the modeling environment can 
not only use the GIS as the display medium, but also use the model as the organizing frame 
for the sequence of analysis and modeling operations. The advantage of using GIS to 
structure simulation modeling is that the GIS is neutral to its data sources. Once data 
analysis functions are set up, they can be applied to observations, model results, and forecasts 
and designs. In this research, the advantage of incorporating the pesticide runoff model 
inside GIS is that the modeling environment simplifies model modification, maintenance and 
e.xamination of the effect of spatial variability. Nearly all of the existing pesticide runoff 
models area lumped. 
System development and modeling processes 
The primarv' goal of the research was to develop a new physically-based, spatially explicit 
pesticide runoff modeling system that can be used for planning and management purposes. 
Development of the modeling environment was couched on the hypothesis that by 
completely incorporating modeling equations within the GIS. the interactiveness and user-
friendliness of a water quality model can be improved significantly. Thus, a user-friendly 
and interactive nonpoint source (NPS) pollution modeling system was developed by 
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embedding a single-event-based pesticide runoff modeling within ARC/INFO GIS. To 
accomplish this task, submodules were developed to incorporate the mathematical equations 
described earlier and to simulate the distribution of pesticide loads in runoff on a watershed-
scale basis. Using the modeling envirormient. it is possible to evaluate the effects of land use 
changes and to explore alternative management scenarios. It also provides a powerful tool 
for planning cost-effective measures to mitigate the impacts of runoff losses of pesticide on 
surface water quality. 
The idea of modeling NPS pollution for a entire watershed is from distributed model, 
which intends to divide the study area into uniform grid cell and to perform the modeling 
process for each individual cell. As the cell size decreases, the information extracted from 
original data would be more realistic than lump model, which would aggregate information 
and use only one value to represent the entire study area. In the research, the first step was to 
generate a fishnet coverage with 100m x 100m or 1 ha cell resolution, and to use this 
coverage to extract relevant topographic, soil and land use information required to run the 
model. 
The framework of the modeling system was developed for the Unix-based DEC 
workstations and utilizes X-windows and Motif for configuring the graphical user interface 
(GUI). The GUI provides an interactive modeling environment that facilities user access to 
the modeling components, selection and implementation of modeling options, and display of 
simulation results. Users can navigate the entire modeling process by making appropriate 
selection from the pull-down and pop-up form menus options (Figure 1 and 2). 
Table 1 summaries the various steps involved in the evaluation of pesticide runoff losses 
using the modeling system. Atrazine was chosen for hypothetical application and Table 2 
provides values of input parameters used in the model. Atrazine is a herbicide used 
extensively for broad-leaf control in crop production. The adsorbed-phase and dissolved-
phase atrazine loading potential were simulated hypothetically assuming that the first storm 
event occurred 1 day, 5 days, or 10 days after chemical application. Since the required input 
data include the predicted soil erosion rates, the soil erosion simulation module has to be 
executed prior to prediction of pesticide loading (Liao and Tim, 1994). Other input data. 
such as available water capacity, organic matter content, and bulk density can be extracted 
from soil coverage. Runoff data can also be obtained by executing the hydrologic component 
calculation submodule (Figure 3) with the specification of rainfall amount. 
Results and Discussions 
The simulation results of atrazine loading (Table 3) show that most of atrazine is lost in 
dissolved phase, i.e. in runoff water. More than 50% of the entire watershed has adsorbed 
phase atrazine loading of about 0.05 kg/ha. and dissolved phase loss around I kg/ha. The 
initial amount of atrazine applied to the watershed is 2.24 kg/ha. more than 1 kg/ha of 
atrazine is lost in runoff water, which is close to 50% of applied amount. Only 2.2% of 
applied amount (0.05 kg/ha) is lost in adsorbed phase, i.e. with eroded sediment. 
Figure 4 and 5 show the predicted spatial distribution of atrazine loading in runoff for the 
Lake Icaria watershed. In Figure 4. land areas with high values of atrazine loading in the 
adsorbed phase correlated with those areas exhibiting high soil erosion rates. These areas are 
1'^  
located in moderately steep to steep areas of the watershed. Figure 5 shows the 
corresponding spatial distribution of atrazine loading in the dissolved phase. The spatial 
distribution of pesticide load in adsorbed and dissolved phase can be correlated with the 
distribution of organic matter content and land management practices in the Lake Icaria 
watershed. 
The effect on atrazine loss by rainfall timing was simulated for 1 day, 5 days, and 10 days 
after the application. For dissolved phase loading, especially in tiie downstream portion of 
the watershed, if the storm event occurred 10 days after application, the amount of atrazine 
loss is lower than that of 1 day. As to the adsorbed phase loading, the effect of rainfall 
timing is not so significant. 
Summary 
In modeling water quality problems, particularly nonpoint source pollution, the focus has 
shifted from lumped, field-scale analysis to more regionalized, watershed-scale that 
incorporate spatial variability of processes and parameters. The GIS technology, originally 
developed for storing, retrieving, analyzing, and visualizing of georeferenced information, 
has been routinely used with water quality models to improve the scale of analysis and 
enhance decision-making. The power of simulating environmental processes using GIS 
databases provides several advantages to the modeler and resource manager. For example, 
there is benefit in being able to generate and spatially organize disparate model input data, 
and also being able to interact with the modeling system and visualize output data. 
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The application of GIS has improved methods for regionalization as well as the 
structuring of model simulation. The overall impact is an improvement in accuracy of 
modeling. Particularly important is the ease in incorporating impact of spatially distributed 
parameters such as land use, and the explicit linkages between spatial and nonspatial data. 
GIS allow for a better sharing of data resources, less redundancy of data and the 
standardization of data content and format. Also, GIS supports different user views as well 
as a high fle.xibility of data retrieval, analysis, and presentation. 
In this research, an interactive modeling system for evaluating pesticide runoff losses from 
agricultural watersheds was developed by embedding modeling equations inside the 
ARC/INFO GIS. Embedding the model inside the GIS greatly simplifies the modeling 
process and the management of spatially distributed data. An example application involving 
the estimation of atrazine loading in surface runoff in the Lake Icaria watershed demonstrates 
the capability of the modeling environment and the advantages of embedding modeling 
system inside a GIS environment. The modeling system provides a valuable tool for 
planning cost-effective measures to alleviate impacts of pesticide runoff on water quality. 
Embedding modeling equations inside GIS. which holds the large amount of data on the 
distribution of land attributes, is useful and essential. One of the many potential applications 
of the modeling system is the plaiining and evaluation of various strategies for controlling 
nonpoint source pollution from agricultural management systems. 
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Table 1. Steps in implementation of the ARC/INFO NPS pollution modeling system tor 
pesticide loading potential simulation. 
Modeling Component A: Soil erosion and sediment yield prediction 
Step 1. Generate FISHNET coverage from Data_analysis module 
Step 2. Generate grid coverage for USLE - K from Data_analysis module 
Step 3. Generate grid coverage for USLE - C. and P from Data_analysis module 
Step 4. Assign USLE - R factor and perform Soil Erosion Prediction module 
Stop 5. Select and perform Sediment Yield Prediction module 
Modeling Component B: Hydrology component prediction 
Step I. Generate grid coverage for curve number (CN) from Data_analysis module 
Step 2. Select and perform Hydrology Component Prediction module from Modeling module 
[Required information: rainfall volume (P)| 
Modeling Component C: Pesticide loading prediction 
Step I. Generate grid coverage for water capacity from Grid_generation in Data_analysis module 
Step 2. Generate grid coverage for organic matter from Grid_generation in Data_analysis module 
Step 3. Generate grid coverage for soil bulk densitj' from Grid_generation in Data_analysis module 
Step 4. Select and perform Pesticide Loading Prediction module from Modeling module 
[Required information; rainfall volume (P). days rainfall starts after initial application (T*' |. 
name of pesticide, amount of pesticide applied on field (Pq). pesticide half-life (T i o). organic 
carbon partition coefficient (KQC)- and depth of soil] 
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Table 2. Chemical properties and simulation parameters. 
Property Value used 
Name of pesticide atrazine 
Amount of pesticide applied 2.24 kg/ha 
Half-life (Txa) of pesticide 60 days 
Organic carbon partition coefficient (Kqc) 100 g/ml 
Depth of top soil 1 cm 
Rainfall amount 11.94 cm 
Table 3. Statistical summary of atrazine loading is adsorbed and dissolved-phase for rainfall 
events occurring L 5, and 10 days after application. 
Time Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 
deviation 
(kg/ha) 
Adsorbed phase 1 day 0.0 0.949 0.061 0.09 
5 days 0.0 0.906 0.058 0.086 
10 days 0.0 0.855 0.055 0.081 
Dissolved phase 1 day 0.31 2.196 1.149 0.492 
5 days 0.296 2.097 1.098 0.470 
10 days 0.279 1.979 1.036 0.443 
Figure 1. Scrcen layout of the main menu of ARC/INFO water quality modeling system. 
Figure 2. Screen layout of the pesticide loading simulation in ARC/INFO modeling system. 
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Mgure 3. Screcn layout of the hydrology components simulation in ARC/INFO modeling system. 
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5 days after 
10 days after 
Atrazine Loss (kg/ha) 
• 0.0 - 0.1 
• 0.1-0.2 
• 0J2 - 1.0 
Figure 4. Adsorbed phase atrazine loading potential. 
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5 days after 
Atrazine Loss (kg/ha) 
Figure 5. Dissolved phase atrazine loading potential. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
General Discussion 
Nonpoint source pollution from routine agricultural practices continues to pose a 
significant threat to the nation's water resources. Reports from scientific research 
community, and government agencies indicate continued deterioration of the nation s surtace 
water and groundwater quality, particularly from nutrients, sediment, and pesticide (EPA. 
1996). Thus, there is continued effort to understand the relationships between land use 
management, hydrologic conditions, and the fate and transport of nutrients and pesticides. 
Effort has also been focused on developing and implementing conservation and mitigation 
strategies, such as best management practices, to control the nonpoint source pollution 
problem. 
An effective way to control nonpoint source pollution and enhance the long term 
sustainability of agriculture and rural communities is through locally-based planning and 
management at the watershed scale. The total watershed management viewpoint is shared b\ 
the National Water Agenda for the 21st Century which supports the following conclusions; 
••( 1) it can be argued scientifically that watersheds constitute the most sensible hydrologic 
unit within which actions should be taken to restore and protect water quality. (2) watersheds 
allow for the development of total resource protection plans that are tailored to the conditions 
in the area of interest, and (3) management institutions organized by watershed provide far 
better opportunity to resolve intergovernmental or interjurisdictional conflicts through 
collaborati\e. consensus based techniques" (Water Environment Foundation. 1992). 
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Watershed planning and management is superior to single-objective resource management 
for several reasons. First, it recognizes that human activities within a watershed are 
motivated by multiple and often conflicting objectives and/or constraints. Second, total 
watershed management accounts for the interactions among socioeconomic conditions, land 
uses and environmental quality. Third, the spatial configuration and connections among 
landscape elements in a watershed influence the profitability of agricultural activities, natural 
resource quality and ecological performance. Fourth, since total watershed management is 
comprehensive and knowledge-based, it is more likely to generate solutions that are 
acceptable to diverse stakeholders in a watershed (Water Environment Foundation. 1992). 
While watershed management is widely supported, spatial information on socioeconomics 
and biophysical processes needed for comprehensive evaluation of alternative watershed 
management plans is not readily accessible to local decision makers. Advances in remote 
sensing, geographic information system (GIS). multiple objective decision making, and 
biophysical simulation make it possible to develop user-friendly, and interactive decision 
support systems for total watershed planning and management. 
Environmental and natural resource management is fundamentally concerned with basic 
understanding of the complex interactions between the biophysical processes that influence 
ecological systems. It is also concerned with evaluating how and under what management 
conditions the biophysical and chemical processes interact. Dynamic simulation models are 
needed to explore such interactions and to gain insight into the impacts of alternative 
management practices and landscape reconfiguration strategies. However, the use of models 
in these situations has been limited by iheir inability to handle large amount of spatial and 
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nonspatial data. Therefore, a need exist to integrate dynamic simulation models with GIS 
both to improve the scale of the investigation and to support effective and defensible 
management decision making. 
In managing nonpoint source pollution problems at a larger scale, a framework to 
manipulate the large amount of model input data is required. A GIS can make significant 
contribution to modeling by solidifying the treatment of spatial variations and manipulating 
spatial distributed data for model use. The application of GIS in nonpoint source pollution 
control can also improve regionalization, and reduce the effort and the subjective components 
of management decision-making. Especially important is the ease of incorporating spatially 
distributed parameters such land use. and the explicit linkages between spatial and attribute 
data that describe the watershed landscape. 
In this research, several interactive and user-fnendly modeling environments were 
developed by integrating both complex and simplified water quality models with ARC/INFO 
GIS. These modeling environments support manipulation, analysis, and display of disparate 
input/output. For complex models (e.g. AGNPS), the interactive modeling environment 
involved the tight coupling of model components with GIS; while for simplified models (e.g. 
USLE). the modeling equations were embedded inside the GIS. Several example 
applications involving the simulation of soil erosion, sediment transport, nitrogen loading 
and pesticide runoff losses in an agricultural watershed were used to illustrate the advantages 
and capabilities of integrated and interactive modeling environment. First benefits are 
provided by the integrated modeling efivironments. the system enables the user to lap the 
immense power of GIS in terms of its graphics, allowing many problems to be handled 
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directly without reprogramming. Second, it also provides common standards for spatial data. 
Thirdly, the integrated modeling enviroimient provides an efficient, and cost-effective 
framework for identifying critical areas of nonpoint pollution in relatively large watersheds. 
In general, the integrated framework can provide environmental resource planner with an 
easy-to-use tool and a cost-effective and efficient way to integrate water quality model and 
GIS for improved management decision-making. 
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APPENDIX A 
ARC/INFO NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM 
AML PROGRAM 
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a r c  p i c e r .  c e r r . p  f i s h  .  p a t  • f i s h  . n e t p c i y •  a  ' f i s h n e t p c  
S 6  1  t e m p  f i s h .  p a t  
Za  - c  * a D D e n a  i  t e r n *  
-  9  r i d - c o d e  /  1 0 0 0  
s e l  c e m p ^ f i s h .  e n d  
a r c  c i t e T .  t e m p  f i s h  .  p a t  g r i d -c o d e  
1. .  teT.p_pc.y 
ill • : isr.r.etpcly • 
sr.a.-ne ter'.p_fi3h • fishnetpoly• 
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a$p2accflow^in} 
-  ' /  
/ • */ 
"• The AML program is used "o convert the flow direction */ 
from ASPECT to FLOWDIP.ECTION in grid •/ 
'/ 
aspect flowdirection 'grid! "I 
' 1  6  A  *  /  
• ; 126 */ 
; 1 ' / 
, • c ' / 
• 5 4 ' / 
"6 8 V 
' 7 15 ' / 
'• 3 32 •/ / • • / 
Environment : ARC '/ 
• /  
Call by : d_ratio.arc */ 
• / 
Hsiii-Hua Liao */ 
* 
iargs ir.gria outgrid 
iif inull •ingrid"! or [null ioutgrid-i sthen sdo 
itype Usage: asp2accflow <ingrid> <outgrid> 
sreturn 
.ngria 
.r.cirid 
.ngric 
.ngric 
•.grid 
-.grid 
.ngrid 
-nirid == 3; 
•outgrid* 
•outgrid* 
•outgrid* 
routgrid* 
•outgrid-
•outgrid* 
•.outgrid* 
*outgrid* 
= 
= 12S 
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ckstr«a mflow^iii f 
/• The AML is used Co check the flow direction for a 
/• strsam-flow-direction grid. If flow is going out of 
/• the stream, program will search for +1, -1, ->-2 -2 
/' direction to maintain the continuity of stream flow. 
usage : sr ckstreamflow <ingrid> <bndgrid> <outgrid> 
/• P.equired : <ingrid> 
'• the grid contains the flow direction for 
eac.". stream cell 
'• Call by : d_ratio.arc 
fisiu-Hua Liao 
iargs ingrid .boundg outgrid 
iif inuli ?ingrid*] or [null ioucgrid!; or [null ?.boundg%] ither. sdo 
itype Usage: ckstreamflow <ingrid> <bndgrid> <outgrid> 
ireturr. 
send 
iec.'.c icn 
ir.gridl = car. (; isnullboundg-1 == G',^ingrid>) 
kill '.ingrid^ 
rename ingridl •ingrid? 
isnul 1 ! ingrid* i == 0 1 
direct := ringrid* 
target := •ingrid* 
target := •i.igrid- 1,-1 
target := 'ingrid- 1,C 
target := ringria- 1,1 
target := 'ingrid-
target := •i.".gri3- -1,1 
target := •.ingrid- -'.,Z 
target := ^ir.grid- -1,-1 
bndchk := .oour.dg- C,-l 
bndchk := ?.boundg•'1,-1 
bndchk := •.boundg1, C 
bndchk := •. boundg ^ 1, 1; 
bndchk := . bou.-.dg • C, 1 
bndchk := ^.ncu.-.dg- -1,1 
bndchk := r.boundg-•-1, 0> 
bndchk := •..boundg- -1,-1 
isr.u-- target == C -cutgrid- = -ingria-
target == 1 a isnull rnscr.ri == 1 -cutgrid- = ^ingridV 
isnull target == 1 ii isnull' bndci-.k == C 
r.-.erk- := direct - 1 
:: airect - 1 == 5 ; checkl := 1 
. » cneck l  = =  1 • chec>:targetl • incr i i ' .C,  
. » r r .eckl  - =  2 cneOzrarget 1 =  - i r .gr ia-  1. 
. 
. r .e  2  cr.ecKzargezi • ingria* 1,  
. • r r .er .*:!  = =  n rr.eckzargezl =  - ir.gr la* 1, 
. •; cr .e  cnecrizargezl =  ingria-  C,  
. * r r .^  r . ' - . l  == 6 cr.eckTiargetl =  • i r .gr ia-
. » r r .err i l  = =  z'r.ezkzargezl :  r.: :  r  :  a • -1  
. « r r .e  c  1 2 zr.ecrizazgez 1 =  •ir.zria- -1 
: direct == 2 
: direct == 3: 
: direct == -J 
: airect == 3 
: airect == £ 
: direct == " 
: direct == = 
: direct == 1, 
: •direct == 1• 
f direct == 5 
; 'direct == •; I 
: direct == 3, 
: .airect == c; 
: direct == '• 
: •direct == S'• 
isr.ull (checktargecii == 0 i diifl := abstcneckl - checkcargecl; 
else diffl := 0 
: isnuliicheckcargecl) == 0 s& diffl "= 4) «oucgrid% = checkl 
se 
check2 := direct - 1 
if I (direcc - 1) == 0) check2 := 8 
if !check2 
if icheck2 = 
if !check2 = 
if (check2 
if icheck2 — 
if ;check2 =• 
if (check2 =• 
if (check2 = 
= 1) checkrarget2 
2) checktarget2 
3) checktarget2 
= 4) checktarget2 
= 5) checktarget2 
= 61 checkcarget2 
= 7) checkcarget2 
= 8) checkcarget2 
•ingrid*(0,-1) 
iingrid%(1,-1) 
%ingrid4(1,0) 
•ingtid%(1,1! 
•ingridl(0,1) 
•ingridl{-i,i) 
%ingrid%(-1,0) 
5ingrid%(-1,-1) 
if • isnull(checktargec2) == 0 ) diff2 := abs(check2 - checkcargec2) 
else diff2 := 0 
if isnuli Ichecktarget;2) == 0 ss diffZ "= 4) •outgrid* = check2 
else 
rr.eck3 := direct - 2 
i: 'direct ~  2 i  = =  9 J  check3 := 1 
: rhec>;5 I  ) checktarget3 : = ?ingrid* (0, -1) 
e  rhec>;3 == 2  J  checktarget3 : = ^ingrids 11, -11 
£ rheck3 3 i  checktarget3 : = iingridt (1, 0 1  
t  • rheck.5 ss 4 J checktarget3 : = •ingrid! (1, 1) 
t  checi-iS = =  5) checktargetj : = •ingrid* !0, 1) 
f rheck3 6) checktarget3 : = •ingrid'5 (-1 , 1) 
f • checf:3 = =: 7) checktarget3 : = •ingrid* '-1 ,0) 
. check3 =  =  8) checktarget3 : = •ingrid* (-1 ,-1) 
if 1 isnuil(checktarget3I == 0 , diff3 := abs(check3 - checktarget3) 
else diff3 ;= 0 
if isnuliichecktarget3) == Q a diff3 "= 4) •outgrid* = check3 
else 
cr.ec/:4 := direct - 2 
i: direct - 2! == G checfS := S 
if cr.ecl';4 == 1 
i: checi;4 == 2; 
if zheck4 == 3i 
i: cr.eck4 == 4/ 
if check4 == 5; 
check4 == 6) 
if cr.ecki == 7; 
checktarget4 := 
checlctarget4 : = 
checktarget4 := 
caecktarget4 := 
checktargetn := 
checktarget*t : = 
checktarget4 := 
rr.ecktarget4 : = 
•ingrid" (0,-1; 
••ingrid*. • I, -h 
••ingrid* ;1, 0: 
^ingrid•i1,1} 
•ingrid*(0,1; 
:ingridt!-1,1, 
* i n g r i d * ( - 1 , 0  i  
•ingrid*(-1,-1; 
•outgrid* = check4 
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conversioa.nienit 
FILE COMVERSION MODULE 
Fishnet generation ii 
USLE - LS factor generation '.2 
U3LE - K,C,? factor generation ^3 
Delivery ratio generation 
3ri3 generation ^5 
•cancel 
button return 'select' 
button return 'select' 
button return 'select' 
out tcn return 'select' 
cut ton re turn 
smenu fishnet.menu sposition see ~ 
sstripe 'Fishnet Coverage Generation' 
smenu len_slp.menu Sposition see -
sstripe 'USLE - LS factor' 
smenu weight.menu sposicion See -
sstripe 'USLE - K,C,P factor' 
smenu d_ratio.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'Delivery Ratio generation' 
smenu grid_gen.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'GRID generation' 
ncel button cancel 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
d ratio.menu 
**•***"" Delivery Ratio Generation 
^ u r . c : < s r _ .  
-  cVc «1 cr .  '  
"  r  t  aiTi  r  
t ream Direct ion;  
PUT IIIFCR-I ' IATICM 
ver lana Flow Direct iontS 
trearr .  Flew Direct ion •€ 
r  —  .  t r  r  .  r . G  _  - C  
ooundg 4 5  c . ' iaracter  
e levat ion 45 character  
s t rear .  4 5  tharacter  
s t rear .dir  45 character  
C V"® r  -  aHG~ -CW ~ CnaTSC^Sr 
s"r^arr .»«ow - t ;  
i soect  -15 character  
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d rstio.arc 
*/ 
The AML program is used to calculate DELIVEP.Y RATIO */ 
Envirorjnent : ARC */ 
• /  
Call bv ; d_ratio.nienu '/ 
• /  
Ksiu-Kua Liac */ 
temp_distance = pathdistance (». .streams, ;.elevation?, i .elevation;, i .boundg 
"Table hf"-elevation*,"Table vfcemp_over) 
ir pathZasp temp_Gver .overlandflow? 
ir ckstreair.fiow •.streamdir? •.boundg; temp_stream 
. St ream: low-. = te!iic_stream 
•.aspect' = ccn ; i isnull i teinp_streami == 0), temp_stream, •. overlandf low; 
ir asplaccrlow r.aspect* temp_aspfiow 
zemc_flawacc = flowaccuir.ulation i te.'7!p_aspf low ' 
idescribe tenip_flowacc 
isv T.axflow rgrdS:may.'« - 1 
• .aeliveryratio; = temp flowacc i •..ma:-:flow; 
temp_distance 
temp_over 
temc_streair. 
temp_flowacc 
te.T.c ascrlow 
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hf 
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disptay.Bienu 
Map Display 
GRAPHIC INFORMATIOM : 
C-rid *1 
r.e. T . a p  Grid 'Z 
Remap table '.3 >4 --reclass LOOKUP tacle 
Relate name *.6 
I restore file)*61 
Shade set i"; 
Marker set >8 
GPJ^PHIC PARAMETERS : 
Ist title •9 
One title >10 
.-:ey •11 
Scale »12 
Type •15 
-drawl -oraw; -cancel 
ir.put .plotgrid 40 typeir. yes grid * 'Select a Grid' 
I input .reclassgrid 40 # character 
•3 outton return 'create' Smenu remap.menu istripe 'Remap Table Creation' 
•cutton return 'select' ssv .remap [getfilel 
input .lookup 30 # character 
• r: input .relat 30 # character 
cl input .restor 30 » character 
incut .snaae 30 » character 
r .ncut . .T.arker 3: » cnaracter 
- input .title: 50 character 
i; input .title! 5C character 
:i cnoice .keyl single return 'isv .key •.keyl-' YES MC 
II cnoice .scalel single return 'isv .scale t.scalel*' YES MO 
•13 rhoice .typel single return 'isv .type *.typel"-' -
LANDSCAPE PORTPAIT 
r = :lass butttn return 'REMAP' 5r rerr.ap.aml 
arawl button return 'DRAW TO SCREEII' sr plot_screen.ami 
orawl Duttcn return 'SEND TO PLCT' ir plct_grid.aml 
rancel button cancel 'CAHCEL' ireturn 
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ero$ioii.inenu 
SOIL EROSION PREDICTION MODULE 
osle 
put ::ifoemat:ck :  
[value] 
Rainfall Energy (R) 
[GRID] 
Soil Erodibility (K! 
Topology factor (ls) 
Cropping factor tC) 
Practice factor •?! 
As = R * K * LS 
TPUT I M F O P K A T I O t ;  
:ll E rosion lAs) •. 6 
•  C r :  • cancel 
.nput .r 45 * real 
.nput .V. 4 5 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
nput .Is 4 5 typein yes required grid * 'Selec t a grid' 
nput .c 4 5 typein yes required grid * 'Select a grid' 
nput •p 4 5 typein yes required grid * 'Select a grid' 
nput .erosion 45 help 'Given the name for SOI 1 erosion character 
tuttcn 5r erosion.arc 
re. cutton cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
erosion.arc 
• /  
T h - r  A."L prcgran is used tc calculate 3CI1 ERC3ICK */ 
Co5ea on VSLE. '/ 
' i 
' /  
Call oy : erosion.menu */ 
'/ 
Hsiu-Hua liao */ 
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fshnetmeBD 
Fishnet Coverage Generation 
:M?UT infor>U:.TIQM : 
Boundary coverage : •! 
;':_tiu.nimun ixmin Y_axlnimun •ynin 
>;_ma:<iinun Y_raaximun •ymax 
Cell si:e '.sizs 
Number of rows»nr Number of columns ^nc 
OUTPUT INFOFJ^ATION : 
riame o: fishnet coverage : *2 
•c>: -cancel 
•1 inp^it .bound -ia typein yes cover • -ail 'Select a Coverage' 
M.T.ir. inpuc . Minin 15 # real 
ymin input . >Tnin 15 a real 
incut . xmax 15 # real 
inpuc . ^max 15 4 real 
size input .size 10 n real 
r.r input .nr 10 real 
n; incut . nc 10 real 
1 input .fisnneccov 45 character 
-r: butter, return 'OK' sr fishnet.arc 
cancel cuttcn cancel 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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Ssbnet^rc 
The AML program is used ~c generate a fishnet coverage 
based on" BOUNDARY. 
/ • 
f Environment : ARC 
Call oy: fisnnet.menu, risnent.gen 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
venerate tenip^fishl 
ir rishnet.gen 
rlean ternp_:ishl «? # # poly 
pclygnd •.coundt temp_fish2 
'. size • 
- .xni i r i '  ,  ' .vmin? 
. r.r • , '. nc • 
gridpcly temp^fish2 temp^fish3 
in"er sect temp iisni t emp_f ish5 •.fishnetcov" poly 
'1111 temp fishi 
f.i 11 temp :ish2 
•:i 11 temc r ish j 
z t z c i  t e.T. .risnnetcov* . pat . f ishnetccv'. .pat temp_fishif! 
z r z c i  t em • . f ishnetcov. . pat .fishnetcov> . pat temp_fishl-id 
Z Z Z C l  t em ' . rishnetcov-.pat .fishnetcov-.pat temp fish3# 
-rcpi tern • .:ishnetcov? .pat .fishnetcov* • pat temp_:ish3-id 
z : z c ' .  tern • .fishnetcov* . pat .fisnnetcov- pat grid-code 
Tishnetgen 
/ 
• /  
ri-.e A!-!L program is called cy risr.r.et.ami */ 
» / 
ir.vircr.ment: 3EriE=ATE •/ 
' / 
:all : r'ishr.et. ami •/ 
» / 
-!si'^-Hua liac */ 
. yrr.ax * 
. s1-6•  
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:H?UT INFORMATION : 
Coverage : 
Type *2 
Item '3 
grid_gen,meaii 
Grid Generation 
X_niinimun '.xm.xn 
>; maximun ^xmax 
Y_iiu.niinun 'yinin 
Y_.Tiaximur. • yma>: 
Ceil si:e rsi:e 
Member o: rows?r.r Number of columns '.nc 
)"T?UT IMFOP-MATIGN : 
1 :.r.put . inzov 45 typein yes cover * -all 'Select a Coverage' 
1 chcics .ccvtype single return '5sv .type i.covtype?' POLY LIME 
; input -covitsir. 15 character 
M.Tiin input .xxin 15 » real 
yniin input . ymin 15 # real 
Kma;-: input .:<ma;-: 15 S real 
•.•na;-; input .•..ma:-; 15 * real 
size input .site 10 s real 
nr input .nr 10 « real 
nc input .nc IC # real 
4 input .outgrid 45 character 
: c u t t o n  r e t u r n  ' O K '  & r  g r i d  g e n . a r c  
rancel cuttcn cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
grid_gen^rc 
•.e procrar. is usee tc : rSwc D'/ comiTiana 
Gris svswer. 
Call : •:ria_ger..menu 
Hsiu-Hua I.idC 
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hydro.menu 
'**•* HYDROLOGY COMPONENTS PREDICTION MODULE 
? = Q - la * F 
::;?UT IMFOPJ-IATION : 
[VALUE! 
Rainfall volume, ? (cm) 
[GRID! 
Curve number, CM 
aSLE-C factor, C 
'JSLE-? factor, ? 
! J 
OUTPUT INFOPJiATION : 
Watershed storage, S -5 
Initial substraction, la '.6 
Infiltration, F icmj *7 
Runoff volume, C ^cm} >8 
Runoff reduction coeff., KS'9 
:ance. 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
inout 
ram 4 5 » real 
cn typein yes grid * "Select a grid' 
c 45 typein yes grid ' 'Select a grid' 
p -iS typein yes grid ' 'Select a grid' 
storage -iS help 'Given a grid' character 
sucstract 4 5 help 'Given a grid' character 
infil 45 help 'Given a grid' character 
runoff 45 help 'Given the name for soil erosion' 
i-;s 4 5 help 'Given the name for grid' character 
character 
zr: cutton -r. sr nyaro.arc 
lancel button cancel 'CANCEL' 4return 
hydro,arc 
' / 
The fC-ll. program is usee "C calculate tne KHVDRCLOG:' 
CCr-'rCriENTS: runcff, ir.f iltraticn, and inirial •/ 
substraccion based on CK and rainfall ar.ounr •/ 
• / 
Sr.vircnnent ; ARC •/ 
• / 
Call cy : r.ydrc ..Tienu •/ 
r :Sl ' J"Ttua- . iac  ' /  
.rain- - t. substract ; • -..sirrage-
suDStracct) - '.storage'. 
'  • .p» 
iaescrice te .T.p_cp 
isv cpT.a>: 'crdScmax? 
.-IS = scrt ter.p^cp •cpmax* 
•'.ill teirx cc 
. s torage '  -  . . . - i  * lOO'-  /  ' .en* 
.c-cstrart = :.l • -.storage* 
..r.ril- = .rain- - '.substract' 
. rur.c::- = sqr -.ram- - '.substract' 
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teaclumenu 
PESTICIDE LEACHING INDEX PREDICTION MODULE 
1 + ; ( Pb ' Koc ' OC/100 ) / f ) 
expi -0.653 * Lg * RF ' f ) / i On * 7h ) i 
OM/i.7 
:::="T IKFOPJ-IATIOH : 
:G?,;DI 
Buifi density f ?b • •! 
Organic matter, percent (OM) *2 
Depth CO watertaole, feet (Ig; t3 
;VALUE I 
Organic carbon partition coef.(Koc)«4 
Half life of pesticide (Thi, day *5 
recharge rate, m/day '.Qnj •£ 
:VT?UT IKFORMATIOK : 
Retardation factor (RF) -7 
.-.ttenuation factor iAF) jS 
rcrcsitv f ^9 
nput 
nput 
nput 
cance. 
bul<den 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
cm 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
waterdepth 4 5 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
f:cc 45 ? real 
r.alftinie 45 = real 
recharge 4 5 # real 
r: 4 5 help 'Given the name for RF' character 
a: 4 5 help 'Given the name for AF' character 
f 4 5 help 'Given the name for f character 
iri button OK ir leach.arc 
rancel button cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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leacb^rc 
/ * 
:c = • 
• . r: ^ 
•' * temp 
-,e.'rx_c 
The AML program is used co calculate Retardation 
factor (RF) and Attenuation factor (AF) 
Environment : ARC 
Call by leach.menu 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
. omr > . ' 
* .bullcden« / 2.65 i 
• •-.bulkden? * !.lcoc* ' ioc / 100) ) / *.f? t 
p = -C.693 ' •.waterdepth* * Q.3048 * '.rf? ' 
= -C.69: • •..waterdepth- * 0.3048 * 1 * i.fi 
i.fi ) / ('.recharge? * •. half ti.-r.e • 
/ !'.recharge* • •.halftime*.: 
•.a:- = pew e,te.T.c_p; 
•:i:. -e.'nc_p 
quit 
len_slp.menu 
USLF - LS factor generation 
::;r"T :;:fo=mat:qn 
•._r.ir.i.'nur. ricr.Lr. 
I l ls^rTiWn 'XiTidX 
Irll Sire 'sxze 
I rn.1 r. irr.iir. • vir.i r 
' •.'rna>: 
:::r 
: 3?::; 
i .evdt iGr.  
31cpe percent 
length cf slope 
•-3 IE-IS fsrtcr 
M-.i.-. input 
yr^a;-: input 
•site input 
-.4: type in yes tin 
. ;-:min 1; •> real 
.-..•rriin 1: f real 
. 15 •: real 
.-..•ma;-; 15 ^ real 
10 t real 
ict a T:;:' 
. s i:e 
-1 input .elevaticr. 4 5 character 
3 input .sltce 45 cnaracter 
input ..ens.p 
input .Is 
rharacter 
;5 r.naracter 
cutttn return ' O:-" ir len_slp.arr 
r=r.-el cuttt.'. tancel 'O.-.I.'OEl' ireturr 
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fenjslp.8rc 
/ 
/• 
/* The AML program is used co calculate LS factor based 
on TIM, slope, and length of slope 
Environment : ARC 
Call : ier._slp.menu 
Hsiu-.-;u= Liao 
isv minx = .xmin? - ( i.site; / 2 ; 
isv miny = '.ynint ( %.sites / 2 ) 
5s%- may.;-: = - .i-unay.; - ( -.site; / 2 ) 
isv ma:-:y = •.ymax; - ( ».si:e» / 2 / 
tinlattice -.tin' '.elevation* linear # 
, !miny> 
, !maxy> 
• .5- :e•  
and 
i: len slc.::rid 
len_slp.grid 
' / 
The prccram is callec c; :.E:;_SL?.AKL to calculate -/ 
t.^e 1.3 factor :or U3LE •/ 
• /  
Environment ; GRID */ 
• /  
Call by: le.n_slp.aml •/ 
'/ 
Hsiu-Hua Liao •/ 
* * / 
5.eps* = s.oce ^.eievaticn* , percentrise 
.enslp* = reclass •.slopes , len_slp.rnip 
~p_cria = reclass -.slope' , -..r~p 
,1s- = pow -.lenslp' / * • 1.-i 3 
l.j-;3 * po-w I . slope:, 2 ; • 
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2 225 
7 : 200 
25 : 150 
5 : 125 
100 : 55 
]eBjilp.rnip 
m.rmp 
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maiiiL«nit 
/• 
/' 
The AML program is used co modeling che Monpoint 
Source Pollution. 
Environment : ARC 
Call : mam.menu 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
' • /  
• / 
*/ 
•/ 
*/ 
V 
*/ 
'/ 
'*/ 
iechc ion 
iamlpath -/arc 
ir ir.itarc 
iaiulpath /home/hsiuhua/arc/model 
i.T.enupat.'i /home/hsiuhua/arc/model 
imenu mai.-..pmenu ssize scanvas "CC IOC sstripe "Integrated Watershed Water 
Quality Hodeling Environ.Tient' 
aecnc ic:f 
maimpmeno 
' r..e_manageme.'".r ' 
'list Coverage' 
•:.ist Grid' 
' :ata_a."iaiysis ' 
'Fis.hnet Generation' 
VSLE-LS 
vsLE-:- :  
VSIE-C 
-cI-E-r  
'Cellvery P.atic' 
'C-ria Ge.-.eratic.-.' 
Xcarlina ' 
•Hyarcl35y' 
•33:: Er:si:n' 
'Cedir.e-t Vielc:' 
'.^itrc^e.-. :.cad' 
' ?r.:sc.-.crus Coad' 
'resticide Coac' 
ic 
ig 
imenu fish-^-et.menu -
sstripe 'Fishnet Coverage Generation' 
smenu len_slp.menu -
istripe 'CSLE - LS iactor' 
imenu weigr.t.xenu -
sstripe "JSLE - r',C,r factor' 
imenu wei^.-.t .menu -
istripe "JSLE - r',C,? factor' 
ime.-.u weight. . T.enu -
sstripe "CSLE - :-'.,C,? factor' 
i.menu a_ratiG ..-nenu -
sstripe 'Delivery Ratio generation' 
imer.u grio_gen..T.er.u ~ 
istripe ' G r l C  generation' 
imer.u .-.y^rc.nenu --
sstnprr 'Hycirrltgy Components Prediction' 
s.menu er:sicr..r.snu -
istripe 'Scil Erisio.-. Prediction' 
i.menu seoi.T.ent.-enu -
istripe 'Sedi.T.er.t Yield Prediction' 
imenu nitrcgen.menu 
istripe ':;:tr:ger. Loaoing Prediction' 
imenu p.'-.osphtrusl .menu -
istripe 'Phospntrus Loaoing Prediction' 
imenu pestrun.menu -
istripe 'Pesticiae -oading Prediction' 
"ap_aisplay. 
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nitrogen, menu 
NITROGEN LOADING PREDICTION MODULE 
Dissolved : Nd = Np » Nq i- Nic 
Adsorbed : Ns = Ls * Cno " EPji 
:::?UT INFOP-MATIOtI : 
'VALUE, 
Rainfall amount, P icni; •1 Rainfall attenuation factor. AFr>2 
r.unoff extraction coeff., KR •3 Interflow extraction coeff.. KI *4 
N conceh. in rainfall, Gnp •5 N concen. in pore water, Cpor •i 
reduction coeff., KF •7 K mineraiication rate, P.n *8 
Depth of soil, Ld (cm) •9 M applied amount ikg/ha; •17 
Leaching rate coefficient •16 
:G?.zdi 
Sedi.nent yield >10 
P.uncff volumn !cm) *11 
r.urioff reduction coeff.*12 
Infiltration (caj "IS 
sulk density -14 
Average clay content *15 
:TPVT INrORMATIO!: : 
:: loading in dissolved phase-13 
loading in adsorbed phase '.19 
nput . rain IC rea 
ncut .afr 1 c » real 
nput . f-.r i: 9 real 
npu: ..•11 s real 
nput .zr.p : c 8 real 
nput .cccr IC s rea 
nput IC a real 
nput -rr i: « real 
nput .la IC It real 
input .sedir.ent 4 5 typein yes grid ' 'Select a grid' 
:: input .rune::' 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
".1 input .-IS 4 5 typein yes required grid * 'Select a grid' 
i; input .infil 45 typein yes required grid * 'Select a grid' 
14 input .bulkden 45 typein yes required grid 
15 input .clay 4 5 typein yes required grid 
••l'; input .awe 45 typein yes required grid 
input .kl IC # real 
1" input .n;-: IC » real 
•-1" input .n;-; 45 typein yes required gria 
IT input .ndis 45 help 'Siven tne na.xe' character 
Ir input .naas 45 help 'Given the nan-.e' character 
c  i z z : r .  I ' r '  ir nitrogen, arc 
:ir.c-r: cutt;n cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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nitrogen^arc 
/ 
/ •  
/* The AML program is used co calculace MITROGEN LOADING 
for dissolved and adsorbed phases 
/ « 
Environmen' : ARC 
/ • 
Call by : nitrogen.menu 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
grid 
pcrosity = 1 - ; -.bulkden* / 2.65 ; 
/' :: loading from rainfall 'I 
r.t = C.l * '.cnpi * !.runoff? ' !.ksl * il - «.afr! l  
• M leading from surface runoff */ 
= C.l * •-.cnp* * \.infil« ' .1 - '.afr*, 
r.ccr = C.l • '.cpor* ' porosity * -..Id' 
te.'T'.p_znsl = npcr - nf - ".nx* ' •. .jcf; - C.5 * •..rnt ) 
ten:c_cns2 = C.l * '..Id* * porosity - • .infil» , 
ens = temp_cnsl / tenip_cns2 
nq = 0.1 * ens ' '.runoff' ' -.ks* • *.kr' 
. " *; loading from interflow -! 
'** in ISPAID, AWC in in/5ft. so divide by 6C to make in/in **/ 
r.it = G.l * ens * -.infil* * -.kl* * -.ki* 
* Total N loading of dissolved phase */ 
•.ndis- = np - no - nit 
:r.e :: aasoroee pnase 
cew -.elay., -0.35' 
22 41.2~ * -.sediment' 
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/ •  
patii2a$p.aioi 
The AML program is used ro convert the flow direction 
obtained from PATHDISCTANCE command to regular ASPECT 
/• aspect pathdiscance(backlink) 
/  •  1  " 7  
8 
3 6 
Environment : ARC 
Call by : d_ratio.arc 
Ksiu-Hua Liao 
aargs incrid outgrid 
iir :null •-ingrid*,] or [null -outgridr; ithen ido 
itype Usage: path2asp <ingrid> <outgrid> 
ireturn 
incria* 
ingrid-
ingrid r 
ingrid* 
inGr1d * 
:ngrid-
Lnarid* 
•outgrid» 
•outgrid-
•outgrid'' 
routgrid-
•outgridi 
•outgrid' 
•outgrid! 
•outgrid-t 
routgrid' = rincric 
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pestrun.niena 
PESTICIDE RUNOFF PREDICTION MODULE 
Pt = ?o * e;<p(-at) 
PC = Ps ^ Pw 
IN-PUT IKFOPJ'IATIOK : 
;VALUE i 
Mame of applied Pesticide 
.-jncun" of applied pesticide (kg/haj *1 Depth of soil icm) «4 
Half-life of applied pesticide (1/day) ?2 P.ainfall amount (cm) ?5 
Organic carbon partition coeff. (Koc)*5 Days after application ?6 
•GRID] 
Soil erosion lAs) 
Available water capacity (cm/cm) 
Crganic Matter lOM), percent 
Runoff Volume lu). depth (cm) 
Buli: density ;Pb) 
«7 
«8 
• 1 0  
• 1 1  
•12 
:UT?'JT IKFOPJ^ATIOH : 
Adsorbed-phase pesticide loss in runoff *13 
Cissolved-phase pesticide loss in runoff?14 
• Dr: ^ cancel 
input -pestname 45 » character 
•1 input .pestamount 15 » real 
1 input .halflife 15 » real 
•3 input ..koc 15 * real 
-4 input .scildepth 15 # real 
•; input .raindepth 15 " real 
input .^ayafter 15 s real 
input .erosion 50 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
•5 input .awe 50 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
i; input . cr. 5C typein yes requirea grid * 'Select a grid' 
•11 input .runoff 50 help 'Given the name for grid' character 
•11 input .bulkden 50 typein yes required grid ' 'Select a grid' 
•13 input .pestads 50 help 'Given the name for grid' character 
•14 input .pestiis 50 help 'Given t.he name for grid' character 
button Zi :  ir pestr'un.arc 
•cancel cutt:n cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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pestroo^rc 
/ / 
/ •  • /  
/' The AML program is used to calculate Pesticide */ 
/• in adsorbed-phase and dissolved-phase in surface "/ 
/• runoff. -/ 
/* '/ 
/* Environment : ARC •/ 
' » •» / 
/* Call by : pestrun.menu */ 
.4siu-Kua Liao " / 
- / 
grid 
fee = i •..om? / 1.7 ) / 100 /• fraction •/ 
/* om IS in percentage */ 
•;a =  : . i-:oc'. * foe /' >:oc = cm'3/g, kd = c.n'3/kg '/ 
pestlevel = scalar r. pestamour.t: * e;-:p : -0.653 * •.dayafter* / -.halfl 
pestscil = pestlevel / i 1 - '.awe- / :-;d * '.bulkden? ) ; 
pestwater = pestlevel / i 1 - ' kd * •, .bulkden* / / i.awc* ) 
-.pestads- = -.erosion- * 2.242 • pestsoil / ( 100 • -.bulkdeni ) 
.pestsis- = -.runoff* * pestwacer / ?. ral.':depth--
f;lll kd 
kill pestscil 
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phospltorust.ineDu 
PHOSPHORUS LOADING PREDICTION MODULE 
Dissolved : Pd = Q ' Cps 
Adsorbed : Ps = Ls • Coo * ERo 
INPUT INFOPJIATION : 
Particle density, g/cin3 •! 
Particle diameter, m ^2 
Soil phosphorus content, lb/ac>3 
pH value * 
:c-?,iDi 
Sediment Vield, I,s !4 
Runoff volumn icmi, Q "'S 
Bulfi density, g/cm3 •£ 
Average clay content 
Crganic matter, percent rS 
cH value 'i 
IVTr^T INFORHATIGK : 
r Icacing in dissolved phase*10 
r -cading in adsorbed phase >11 
•1 input -partden 20 ii real 
•,2 input -partdiameter 20 # real 
•3 input .pssa 20 # real 
"rj input .pssa 4 3 typein yes grid 
4 input .sediment 4: typein yes grid ' 'Select a grid' 
; input .runoff 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a grid' 
•c input .culkde.n 45 typein yes requireo grid 
input .clay 45 typein yes requirea gria 
•: i.nput . orr. 4: typein yes requirea grio 
"•9 input .ph 2C 4 real 
•i input .p.'. 45 typein yes required grid 
1' i.'.put .pdis 4 5 help 'Given the na.T.e' c.haracter 
11 input .caas 45 help 'Given the name' c.-.aracter 
•tr; cutton zy 5r phosphorus. arc 
cancel cuttcn tancel 'C.ANCEL' ireturn 
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pbosphomsLarc 
/ - * 
!- - / 
/• The AML program is used "o calculate Phosphorus */ 
/• Loss based on the previous results: soil erosion, */ 
/• and sediment yield. */ 
• • / 
Environment : «RC */ 
• •/ 
/' Call by : phosphorusl.menu "! 
" '/ 
" Hsiu-Hua Liao */ 
/ 
cc = ?.om* / l.T 
adsor_max = -3.5 * (10.7 * i.clay') » (45.5 * ocl 
energy = 0.061 + 1"0000 * pow(10,(-l • «.ph» )) - 0.027 * i.clayi + 0.76 * oc 
5sa = 6 * 0.000001 / ' ".partden? ' •.partdiameter» ) ' ( oc / oc j 
P_cont = '.pssa- * 112080 * ( oc / oc ; 
rpo = p_cont * ssa 
rps = cpo / iadsor_raax - cpo) • energy i 
'"enrich_p = 4.79 * power' '.clay" , -0.2S i 
••pads' = cr-il.;- • •.sediment'; • cpo * 0.000001 
.pdis- = 0.1 * runoff* * cps 
r l l i l  oc 
•nil adsor_.Tia;-: 
••nil energy 
1 1 1 CCS 
rpc 
- 1. ssa 
sedimentmenu 
SEDIMENT YIELD PF.EDICTIOt: MODULE 
Ls = .is * DP, 
• ir.csz . a*=l:vrryratic AS typeir. ye 
•C ir.pui .ercsior. 4: typeir. yes grid 
•3 input .seaixer.t Az help 'Giver, th 
' O k  cuttor. Z Y .  ir sedimer.r.arc 
•car.rel t-izzzr. rancel 'CAIiCEL' &retu 
s grid * 'Select s grid' 
• 'Select a gria' 
e name tor secii.Tient yield' cnaracter 
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sedimeaUarc 
The AML program is used to calculate Delivery 
P.atio, and Sediment Yield based on elevation, 
slope, stream and soil erosion. 
Environment : ARC 
Call by : sediment-menu 
Hsiu-Kua Liac 
eciic ion 
-seoiment? = *.erosion* * i.deliveryratio* 
echo soff 
weightuneou 
USLE - C, P factor generation 
iHrcpj-iATiOK : 
Xair. Coverage -1 Item •; 
Fishnet Coverage '.2 Site 
V7PC7 IMrCPi-L-.TIOiI 
.rev 4 5 typein yes cover • -all 'Select a coverage' 
.ite . T .  1; character 
.iisnnetcov 45 character 
.5ite 15 character 
•outgrid 4 5 character 
cr; cutton return 'OK' sr weight.arc 
cancel cuttcn cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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weigbtarc 
- / 
- '  - / 
The AML program is used calculate C, ? factor '/ 
nased on ianduse, and soil coveraaes '/ 
' / 
/• Environment : ARC? " / 
/. •/ 
Call : weight.menu weight.tab '/ 
/ •  * /  
'• Hsiu-Kua Liao */ 
/ 
iif [exists '.outgrid* -grid] schen kill ».outgrid% all iend 
iif [iteminfo i.fishnetcov*.pat -info «.item* -exists] Sthen 4do 
poiygrid •.fishnetcov* •.outgrid* -.item* 
•..si^ei 
send 
iclaS idc 
iif [exists temp_wtl -cover! sthen kill temp_wtl 
identity . fishnetcov> '.cov. temp_wtl pcly 4 * 
ii: [exists tem.p_wt2 -info] st.hen sdo 
tables 
r : i l l  te.T.c_wtl 
statistics terrip_wt 1.pat temp_vJt2 •. fishnetcov*-id 
aean -.item* area 
e.nd 
additem •. fishnetcov* .pat •. fish.ietccv• .pat •, .item> 4 8 f 3 
relate add 
rr.sdr. 
• . fisr.ne"rcv» -la 
• . iisr.nerzov-li 
linear 
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weigbttab 
/ •  
/• The AML program is called by WEIGHT.ARC 
/' 
/• Environment : TABLES 
/ ' 
/• Call by: weight.arc 
/* Hsiu-nua Liao 
sel *.. f ishnetcov*. pat 
:alc •..Item* = mean/Zmean-w-!. itemi 
riill temp_wtr 
q Stop 
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APPENDIX B 
AGNPS AND ARC/INFO INTERFACE 
AML PROGRAM 
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agjchanneLmeBB 
ODCionai CHANNEL Information 
in fo  f i l e ;  
channel information file*l 
iMC n r 
Type channel iO 
Channel width «2 Channel depth 
Channel width coeff. •3 Channel depth coeff. ! 6
Channel width exponent •4 Channel depth exponent -.7 
Channel length 18 Channel slope ill 
Channel length coeff. •9 Channel side slope !l2 
Channel length exponent %10 Channel manning coeff. %13 
Flow decay indicator 
Percent N decay 
Percent P decay 
Percent cod decay 
*14 Clay scouring indicator%18 
•15 Silt scouring indicator»19 
•Ic Small aggre. scouring *20 
•1^ Large aggre. scouring »21 
Sand scouring indicator^22 
ok 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nput 
nout 
nput 
r.Dut 
? cancex 
.channel 4 5 character 
.chalfile 45 character 
-chalwidth 20 c.haracter 
-chalwidcoe 20 character 
• c.nalwidexp 20 character 
.c.naldepth 20 character 
.chaldphcoe 20 character 
.cnaldpnexp 20 character 
•challeng 20 character 
•challencoe 20 character 
•challenexp 20 character 
•chalslp 20 character 
.chalsidslp 20 character 
-chalncoe 20 character 
.c.naldecay 20 character 
.nc.naidecay 20 character 
•pchaldecay 20 character 
.coachaldecay 20 character 
•clayscour 20 character 
•siltscour 20 character 
.ST.allscour 20 character 
.largescour 20 character 
-sandsccur 20 character 
cuttcn _C'!r. ireturn 
ncel Dutton cancel 'CAMCEl' ireturn 
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ag channeLarc 
The subprogram is used to write a INPUT file for Onix 
version of AGNPS 4.03 or 5.0 
Environment : ARC 
Call by : ag_channel.menu 
.4siu-fiua l.iao 
echc ion 
*• CHAMHEL IMFC?J-!ATIOM: 1st line **/ 
sv .tl [format ''^l*' Channel: 1 
sv .t2 :cur.channel//•.chalwidth« 
sv .t3 :cur.channel//•.chalwidcoe* 
sv .t4 :cur.channel//•.chalwide:<p« 
sv .t5 :cur.channel//*.chaldepth! 
sv -tc :cur.channel//•.chaldphcoe* 
sv -t" rcur.channel//*.chaldphexp* 
format I 
sv .tic ;format '•l,-8»' ivalue •.t2^11 
sv .tl4 ;fcrmat '*1,-8*' [value •.tSijl 
f c rma t 4 
sv .tl5 [fcrmat '^1,-8•*2,-8;' [value •.t3'i [value •.t4«!i 
sv .ti5 [format '>1,-8*>2,-8•' [value '.tot! [value •.t7*i; 
sv = -.tl-, •.tl2*,«.tl3*,•.tl4*,*.tl5* 
sv .t;; [subst r.t2it , ; 
5V writestat [write •..unit* •.t22*. i 
cur. channel/ / •. challeng • 
cur.cnannel//*. challencoe* 
cur.channel//•.challenexp• 
cur.channel//*.chalsip * 
cur.channel//*.chalsidsIp-
16*' [value • .11 • [i 
8**2,-8*' ivalue •.t4*l [value ?.t5*Il 
uni 
CH.-.MNEl CrJ'lATIOM: 3rd line **/ 
3v .tl : rur . c.'.an.'.el, • - . c.halncoe • 
S-- ."I : cur . ^.-.anr.el. chaldecay • 
3v .tj : rur. Channel//-. nchaldecay 
3v .t4 : rur. cnannel//-..pchaldecayr 
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isv .zll [format [vaiue 
sformat 0 
isv .zl2 [format ';1,-8%%2,-8%»3,-8!%4,-Si' [value t.t2%l [value •.t3!! ~ 
[value ».C4%1 [value •.tSill 
ssv .t21 = . til5, ! . tl2! 
ssv .t22 [subst •.t21» , ] 
isv writestat [write i.unit? :.t22»] 
/ • • CHAMNEI. IMFGRMATIOM: •ith line *'/' 
isv .tl :cur .channel//* .clayscour* 
SSV . t^ :cur, .channel//* . siltscouri 
isv .t3 :cur, .channel//* .smallscour? 
isv . t4 :cur. •Channel//*, .largescourr 
iSV .t5 : cur. •Channel//*. sandscour* 
iformat 0 
isv .til [format ' »1,-16*%2,-3«;3,-8•«4,-8%t5,-8i' [value ».tl%l [value «.t2 
[value !.t3«I [value •.t4il [value «.t5ill 
isv writestat [write •..unit* t.til«i 
IMFOPJIATIOtI ••/ 
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ag_convert.nteDii 
AGNPS Da-a Generation 
rishne; coverage generation 
Topoiogicai factor 
Receiving cell number 
Curve Muinber{CN) 
USLE - r, factor 
USLE - C factor 
OSLE - ? factor 
Manning's coefficient 
Surface condition constant 
COD factor 
Soil type 
rertiiiier level 
Pesticide type 
tlumber of point source 
Additional erosion indicator 
"umber of impoundment 
Type cf channel 
«4i 
* 6 
• 7 
9 • 9i 
10 slOi 
11 Uli 
12 '121 
13 «13i 
1"! '141 
1: • 151 
1 € V1 c 1 
•done -cancel 
button return 'select' smenu ag_fish.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOItlT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
outton return 'select' smenu ag_topo.menu sposition see -
sstripe''MONPCIHT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
cuttsn return 'select' smenu ag_receive.menu sposition see -
sstrioe''NONPCINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM 
- I.umcer 
:onstant' smenu ag_weichtl.menu sposition see -
Sstripe 'NCKPGINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM 
Recei vin:i 
- Curve Numbe 
eration' 
cuttcn return 'coverage' Smenu ag_weignt3.menu sposition See -
Sstripe 'NCMPCINT SOURCE PCLL'JTION MODELING SYSTEM - Curve Numce 
eration' 
outton return 'constant' smenu ag_weigntl.menu sposition sec -
sstripe '::cN?c:t";T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM 
eration' 
outton return 'coverage' smenu ag_weig.ntl .menu Sposition sec -
Sstrio 'r.'OtiPCItIT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM 
- USLE-K Fact 
outto 
outto 
US 
return 'constant' s.menu ag_weignt 1 .menu sposition see -
sstripe ';:CN?OIt:T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - USLE-C Fact 
return 'coverage' Smenu aa_weignt2.menu Sposition sec -
'sstrip '::0::?CINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - USLE-C Factc 
return 'constant' smenu a5_weignt1.menu sposition sec -
Sstripe ';:CM?C:!:T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - USLE-P Fact 
retur.". 'coverage' Sr.enu ag_weigntl .menu sposition see -
Sstrip 'liCNPCINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - USLE-? Fact: 
return 'constant' Sme.nu aa weia.nt 1 ..T.enu iocsition sec -
Sstrioe URCE PCLLVTICN MODELING SYSTEM - Mannina's 
: Seneartion' 
return 'coverage' sroenu ag_weia.ntl .menu sposition Sec -
sstripe 'MONPCINT SCURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Mannings 
fiicient Generation' 
Duttcn return 'consta.at' Smenu ag_weightl ..menu sposition Sec -
sstripe 'HONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - SCC Factor 
•r r a 11 c r.' 
1 butter, return 'coverage* smenu ag_weiaht2.menu sposition &cc -
sstripe SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - SCO r actor 
eraticn' 
button return 'constant' imenu ao weiontl.menu scosition icc -
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•ill bu""on re-urr. 'coverage' smenu ag_weighc3.menu sposicion see -
Sscrxpe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLDTION MODELING SYSTEM - COD Factir 
Generation' 
•12 button return 'constant' smenu ag_weightl.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Soil Type' 
ri:i button return 'coverage' Smenu ag_weight3.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Soil Type' 
•13 button return 'constant' smenu ag_weightl.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Fertilizer 
Level' 
•, 13i button return 'coverage' smenu ag_weight3.menu Sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Fsrtiliter 
Level' 
•1-5 button return 'constant' Smenu ag_weighti.menu Sposition sec -
sstripe 'MONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Pesticiae 
Type' 
•l-Ji button return 'coverage' Smenu ag_weight3.menu sposition sec -
sstripe 'NOHPOIN'T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Pesticiae 
Type' 
•i; button return 'constant' smenu ag weightl.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Nu.Tiber c: 
Point Source' 
•15i button return 'coverage' smenu ag_weight3.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Number of 
Point Source' 
•Ic button return 'constant' smenu ag weightl.menu sposition sec -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Additicna. 
Erosion Indicator' 
•16i outton return 'coverage' smenu ag_weight3.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Additional 
Erosion Indicator' 
•1~ button return 'constant' smenu ag weightl.menu sposition Sec -
sstripe 'NONPOIN'T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Number o: 
Impoundment' 
•l"i button return 'coverage' Smenu ag_weight3.menu sposition Sec -
sstripe 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - Number of 
I.T.pound- T.ent' 
1: button return 'select' smenu aq_strT.type.menu sposition sec -
sstripe 'NCMPCINT" SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM - thannel TYP' 
•oone button oa.-.cel 'CONE' sreturn 
rsnoe- c-tton cance.. 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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ag_fdiog.iBentt 
Optional FEEDLOT Infonnacior. 
[INFO FILE! 
Feedlot info ition file il 
[tIAME OF ITEM] 
Feedlot area 
Roofed area 
Feedlo- nitrogen 
Feedlot COD 
5 2 
*4 
•5 
Buffer calculate index tS 
Decrease N' overland tS 
Decrease ? overland »10 
Decrease COD overland '11 
Area cf tributary 2 '.15 
Area of tributary 3 'l* 
Feedlot CM •3 
Feedlot phosphorus *6 
Decrease N grass >12 
Decrease P grass "il3 
Decrease COD grass ?14 
CK of tributary 2 *16 
cr; of tributary 3 ilS 
Buffer slope 'IS 
Buffer surface constant *20 
Buffer flow length '21 
N'umner of type 1 animals"22 
CCD factor "•23 
Ar.inial ? ••2'! 
Ani.tial :: '.2i 
lok •cancel 
' •1 input .soilfile 45 typein yes 
1 input . feedfile 45 character 
2 input . fdarea 20 character 
3 input . fdcn 2C character 
4 input . rfarea 2G character 
; input . nfd 20 character 
•: input . pfd 20 character 
input . ccdfd 2C character 
- input . oufid;-: 2C character 
? input . never 20 character 
input .pcver 20 character 
11 input -codover 20 character 
12 input .ngrs 2G character 
13 input .pgrs 20 character 
14 input .ccdgrs 20 character 
; input .tri2area 20 character 
>: input .tri2cn 20 cnaracter 
input 
-r input .tri3:n 2 0 character 
input -cufsip 20 character 
2 3 input -cufscc 2G character 
21 input •cufleng 20 character 
22 input .numaninal 20 character 
2 3 input .ccdanimal 20 character 
2 4 input .paninal 2C character 
2: input 
c.-; cuttin 2C:;E i return 
ranee1 cu ttcn cancel 'CANCEL' Sret 
'Select a INFO file" 
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ag^fcrtmenu 
Ootional FEP.TILIZEP. Information 
::NFO FILE; 
Fer'iiirer ir.fomacion file tl 
IMALLE OF ITEM; 
Fertiliser level '^O 
tlicroger applica;:ion race, lbs/acre »2 
Phosphorus applicacion race, lbs/acre *3 
Available r.icrogen in cop soil, percent *4 
Available phosphorus in cop soil, percent%5 
•ok 'cancel 
''•l input .soilfile 45 typein yes info * -all 'Select a INFO file' 
>C input .fl 30 character 
•1 input .fertfile 30 character 
••2 input .naply 30 character 
•3 input -paply 30 character 
•4 input .navail 30 character 
•: input .pavail 30 character 
•c,; Dutton DONE ireturn 
•cahcel buttcn cancel 'CANCEL' sreturn 
ag fert»arc 
The subprogram is used to write a INPUT file for Unix 
vers 1 sr." c f AGNPS 4 . Ola. 
Envircnment : ARC 
Call by : agnps.arc 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
isv .tl :cur.fert//*.naply* 
i5v .13 :cur.fert//*.paplyf 
isv .t4 :cur.fert//•.navail> 
isv .t: : cur . fert,'/ • . pavail • 
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ag_Gsb.nieiiB 
AGNPS Grid/Fishnec Coverage Generacior. 
:ri?UT INFORMATION : 
Boundary coverage : 
.•._mxnimur. 
X itiaMiiT.ur. 
leil si:e 'size 
"umcer of rows^nr 
:L'T?UT IMFOPJIATIOtI : 
•CCVEPAGE! 
•iaroe o: fishnec coverage 
lGP.ID] 
name of cell numbering : 
• ;<maK 
• 0 !•; !cancel 
_mir.imun 
maximun 
• ymin 
••/max 
Number of columns inc 
• L. inpu:; .bound 4 5 "ypein yes cover ' -all 'Select a Coverage' 
•;-:r.in inpuc .;-:min 15 # real 
•yr.in input -ymin 15 # real 
• input .;-:ma;-: 15 "t real 
•'..T.ax incut . yma;-: 15 t real 
•si:e input .site 10 K real 
•r.r input .nr IC # real 
•r.z input .nc 10 # real 
input .fishnetcov 4 5 character 
•3 input .cellnum 4 5 character 
Euttcn return 'OK' 4r ag_fish.arc 
• ;a.-.cel outtcn cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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ag_f»h.arc 
/ *  
/• The AML program is used co generate a fishnec coverage 
/• based on BOUNDARY for AGNPS 4.03 or 5.0 
/ • 
/* Environment : ARC 
/* Call by: ag_fish.menu 
!- Hsiu-Hua Liao 
generate ceinp_fishl 
ir fishnet.gen 
clean temp_fishl # if tt poly 
polygrid '.bound* temp_fish2 
•. si:e» 
•  .  ; - ; m i .  y i n i  n  ?  
• .r • , • . nc -
^riapcly ten'.p_fis.':2 t6mp_fish3 
intersect temp_fishi temp_fish3 •.fishnetcov* poly 
asiitem • . f isr.netcov>. pat r. f ishnetcov-. pat •.cellnumj 4 5b 
tacles 
sel •.fishnetcov-.pat 
•.cell.'ium* = ^. fishnetcov?-id 
5 3t:p 
cclygria -.fishnetcov* r.cellnum? "•.cellnum* 
- .site-
\ 1 f 1 s r. I 
-7 
t-sir.c 
le.T.p^ 
fisr.: 
f isr.3 
2r zcl lern ' .fishne tcov* pat 
ar zcl tST. • .fishne L,COV« pat 
zcl " "Srr. t .fishne trov* pat 
2r 3pl ten: r .fishne "COV» pat 
it zcl ter. • .fishne tccvr pat 
ishne tCOV' . pat temp_ f ishlst 
t ishne tcov» .pat temp_ f ishl-id 
f ishne tcov^ . pat teinp_ f ishStt 
ishne tcov-^ .pat temp fish3-Id 
ishne tcovr . po t grid-code 
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ag guily-menu 
Optional GULLY EROSION Infonnation 
IMFO FILEl 
Gully erosior. info file«l 
MAME Or ITEH] 
Type of gully erosion *2 
Amount of erosion *3 
Gully soil te;-:ture M 
Gully soil M 
Gully soil ? -o 
>01: ! cancel 
1 input .soilfile 45 typein yes info * -all 'Select a INFO file' 
input .gullyfile 30 character 
input .gultype 30 character 
input .gulamt 30 character 
input .gulteKt 30 character 
input .ngully 30 character 
input -pgully 30 character 
button COME Sreturn 
ncel button cancel 'CANCEL' sreturn 
agLiinpnd.nienu 
Optional IMPCU;:DME:IT information 
Impoundment info file?l 
NAME OF ITEM! 
Drainage area -2 
Pipe diameter >3 
Infiltration rate -4 
•Or: -cancel 
1 input .soilfile 45 typein yes info ' -all 'Select a INFC file' 
input .i.T.pndfile 30 character 
input .impnddrain 30 character 
input .impndpipe 30 character 
input .impndinfil 30 character 
button :OME sreturn 
ncel outtcn cancel 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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ag pestjnepB 
Optional PESTICIDE Information 
[INrO FILE] 
Pesticide infomation file»l 
[NAME OF ITEM] 
Pesticide code «0 
Mame of pesticide :2 
Trade name of pesticide «3 
Time of application 
Time since application iS 
Application rate »£ 
Application efficiency *7 
Canopy cover iS 
Surface initial pesticide*9 
Pesticide half life •10 
Incorporation depth -11 
Incorporation efficiency >12 
Pesticide solubility ilj 
Organic carbon sorption «i4 
rmtial fcliar residue •It 
Foliar washoff threshold >16 
Foliar washoff fraction «17 
Foliar residue half life '13 
•ok -cancel 
input .pest 30 character 
input .pestfile 30 character 
input -pestname 30 character 
input .pesttrade 20 character 
input .aplytime 30 character 
input -timesin 30 character 
input -aplyrate 3C character 
input -aplyeff 30 character 
input .canccy 30 character 
input .pestinit 30 character 
: input -cestnalf 30 character 
1 input .inzcrdepth 30 character 
1 input .inccreff 30 character 
3 input -pestsoluc 30 character 
•; input .:c5crp 30 character 
; input -foliarinit 30 character 
€ input .fsliarthred 30 character 
input -fcliarfrac 30 character 
5 input .foiiarhalf 30 character 
f. button DO:iE s return 
ancel button cancel 'CAMCEI,' sreturn 
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/ '  
/  •  
/ •  
/ • 
/' 
agjpestarc 
The subprogram is used to write a INPUT file for Ur.iK 
version of AGtiPS 4.02a. 
Environment : ARC 
Call by : agnps.arc 
/* Ksiu-Hua Liao 
iecho Son 
/'• PESTICIDE INFCPJIATION: 1st line '*/ 
isv .tl [format l'«' Pest: I 
iformat 0 
isv .t2 [format '•1,-11'' [value :cur-pesticide//?.pestname*j1 
isv .z3 [format ''.l.-S"?*' [value : cur .pesticide//pesttrade* ] 
isv .tic = [subst -.tllr , 
isv writestdt [write :.unitr 
'• PESTCIDE INTOFJ'SATIOtJ: 2nd line 
cur . pesticide//" .aplyti.me! 
. pesticide/ /•«. timesin* 
s*. .t3 rur.pest-cide//« .aplyrate* 
S . -1 cur .pesci cide//« .aplyeff-
3'. cur.pesti cide//• .canopy• 
rxaz 
5 .til [ fcrntat ' • 1, -16» ' [value •.11 
S'« . w . w [fcrmat ' r 1, - 3 • • 2,-a*' [value 
fC rr^at . 
S-. . ti; ;format * •1, 2,-6•' [value 
S". . t;: = -til-. .ti:-, . 113 • 
2 *. = :suost 
rEcTic—H: INT: rJ^ATICtl : 3rd lir.-e •* 
5 *. .--1 cur.pesti Cide//• .pestir.it 
S*. . -1 cur.pest-cide / / *.  pest.nal: • 
5  V  . - 3 rur.pesti cide//! . incoraept.'. -
s*. • -1 cur.pesti c1de//• . 1ncc re f f' 
s %* . Zz ;ur.pesti c1ae//• .pestscluc• 
S  . Zz cur.pesti cide//! .ocscrp-
rr.az : 
S . t i l  [tcrrr.at ' * 1,-16* ' [value •.t1 
S V  ' zl 2 . fz rrr.at ' •-1, - 8 •' (value '.t J' 
I z mat 
S . til ;:t rma t * • 1 - 2 • ' 'value •.tC• 
•/aiue r . t3 • ] 
.-alue -.t3»I 
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isv .-ZZ = tsufast •.t2i! , 1 
isv writescat [wrice ».unic% •.t22*l 
PESTICIDE INFORMATION: 4th line*'/ 
isv . tl : cur. pesticide//?. foiiarinit» 
isv . :cur, .pesticide//^. foliarthred-
isv :cur, .pescicide//%. foiiarfrac* 
isv . C4 : cur, .pesticide//*. foliarhaif* 
ifcrir.a- C 
isv .til [fcrmat '•I,-16«*2,-a«' [value •.•!•] [value *.t2t]] 
iformat 0 
isv .tl2 [format '•l,-8s' [value '.tS?]] 
iformat 1 
isv .cl3 [format '!l,-8!' [value •.t4«il 
isv .zZZ = !subst •.t21t , ; 
isv wntestat [write i-unit; •.t22-; 
EHC OF PESTICIDE IHFOPJIATIGN 
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ag Teceivfcmenu 
Receiving Cell Number Generation 
NPUT IMFOPJIATION : 
[COVERAGE! 
rishnet coverage?f 
iGRID! 
Cell tlumfaer SO 
Boundary ? i 
Elevation *2 
Stream *3 
Streair. Direction«4 
CTPUT INFOPJ-IATION : 
'GRID" 
Aspect •: 
Receiving Ceil Kujnoer*£ 
•Of; '.cancel 
input .fishnetcov 45 typein yes cover * -all 
input .cellnum 45 typein yes required grid ' 
input .boundg 4 5 typein yes grid ' 'Select a Grid' 
input .elevation 4 5 typein yes grid * 'Select a Grid 
input .stream 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a Grid' 
input .streamdir 45 typein yes grid * 'Select a Grid' 
input .aspect 4 5 character 
inout .receive 45 character 
Select a Coverage' 
'Select a Grid' 
Or; button return 'OK' sr ag_receive.arc 
cancel button cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
ag_receive.arc 
/ 
* / 
The progran is used tc calculate Receiving Cell ' /
• / 
Envircnne.'-.t : ARC */ 
• / 
Call bv : ac receive.menu */ 
rtSlUTlUa » / 
sv .path = [show samlpath] 
sr.c_3istance = pathdistance (•. stream -, • .elevation-., • . elevation -, •.boundg?, -
"Table •. path • / hf ", - . elevation*, "Table *.. path* /vf ", temp_over > 
r pat.Masc •:e.r.p_cver temp_overland 
r r.-;strea.r,f low • . strea.mdir • •.boundg- te.mp_strea .T. 
.-spert- = -cn isnull > temp_strea .T. == C , temp_str5a .T., te!r.p_overland ; 
r receive. a.T.l -..cellnum' .asoect- •. receive' 
1 appenaite-.ami -.receive- •.fishnetcov- receive int 
r appenditem.ami -.aspect- t.:ishnetcov» aspect int 
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bf 
vf 
194 
ag receiv&ainl: 
The AML program is used to calculate receiving cell # for 
AGNPS input file based on CELL # and ASPECT 
Usage : sr receive <cell#grid> <aspectgrid> <receivegrid> 
Environment: GRID 
Required : <cell#grid> 
the grid contains the cell # numbering from upper 
left to lower right 
<aspectgrid> 
the grid contains the flow direction for each cell 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
iargs cellg aspectg receiveg 
sif [null 'cellg*] or [null *aspectg»] or [null *receiveg«] sthen &do 
itype Usage: receive <celli»grid> <aspectgrid> <receivegrid> 
ireturn 
tecr.c icn 
isnull''cellg'* i == 0 ;• 
:t := '.aspectg* 
iirect == tiarget = cellar '0,-1 
zirecz == 2. target cellg* 1,-1 
airect == 3 larger = celid* 1,C 
airect 4) tiarget = cellg* 1, 1 
direc: == 5; carget; = cellg• C, 1 
direct == C; target - cellg* -1,1 
direct === "; target = cellg* •-1,C 
direct == 8,1 target = cellg' -1,-
isnu.. target' == 
•receiveg- = target 
:araet := 
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ag soiLmentt 
Optional SOIL Information 
[INFO FILE] 
Soil infomation file il 
[NAME OF ITEM] 
Soil type *11 
Base soil nitrogen %2 
Base soil phosphorus ?3 
?ore nitrogen *4 
Pore phosphorus «5 
Extraction runoff nitrogen *6 
Extraction runoff phosphorus \~i 
Extraction leaching nitrogen «8 
Extraction leaching phosphorus%9 
Organic matter, percent slC 
•.o>: -cancel 
/"•1 input .scilfile 30 typein yes info " -all 'Select a INFO file' 
•1 input .scilfile 45 character 
•11 input -texture 4 5 character 
•-2 input .nbase 30 character 
•3 input .pbase 30 character 
•i input .npore 30 character 
•-5 input .ppore 30 character 
•c input .nrunoff 30 character 
input .prunoff 30 character 
•3 i.-.put .r.leach 30 character 
•i input .pleach 30 character 
•i; input .omsoil 30 character 
zr: butter. irct.'E 5return 
• rar.cel butter, cancel 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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agjsoiiarc 
The subprogram is used to write a INPUT file for Unix 
version of AGNPS 4.02a. 
Enviromnenc : ARC 
/' Call by : agnps.arc 
/* Hsiu-Kua Liao 
/ »  
/ '  
/ •  
/' 
secho ion 
/•• SOIL INFORMATION: 1st line '*/ 
isv .ti [format '•1: ' Soil: 1 
isv .t2 :cur.soil//i.nbase? 
isv . z 3  ;cur.soil//*.pbaset 
isv .t4 : cur. soil//npore; 
isv .t5 :cur.soil//*.ppore-
i r : rza t -i 
3 s V . 11; :f o rma t 
isv .tl3 'fcrT.at 
1 format 1 
I  S  .  R  «  • »  
isv .t15 
I vaxue ? i , 
[value t. •c3 ' 1 j 
fcrmat i,-6-' [value •. .t4'i; 
fcrmat 'rl.-Sr' [value •.tS-J; 
isv .zZ- .SUOSt 
isv writestat [write 
'• SOIL iriF0?J4ATI0N: 2nd line 
:ur . soil / / •. nrur.of f r 
:ur. soil/ /•. prunof f * 
:ur. sell//•.nleach" 
:ur.sell//•.pleachr 
:ur . soil / / • . oir.soil • 
t._ ,:ormat 
.. c ma ^ L, -a • 
vaiue 
- 8 ' t 3 , -
[value 
. va«ue slue :3rj [value 
._ , sucst , i 
•ri-estat ['-•rite *. .ur.if 
iriFOFj-yL-iOM ••/ 
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ag strmtype.mcnH 
ag_s c rmc ype.menu 
* Channel Coverage is a line coverage. 
' Item 1 will be added to the fishnet coverage for storing channel type. 
* Channel Type should be assigned to Ite.Ti 2 in the channel coverage. 
Q = water ceil 1 = no definitive channel 
2 = drainage ditch 3 = road ditch 
•i = grass waterway 5 = ephemeral stream 
; = i.-.termittent stream " = perennial stream 
= = ether type of channel 
INPUT iriFCRMATIOtI 
Fishnet Cover*1 
Channel Cover»3 
Ite 
Ite 
l i Z  
2T4 
_minimun 
mammun 
•i-unin Y minimun^vmin 
•Mma:-: Y maximuntymax 
Ce.^ size 
Rows "t 
•size 
•nr Columns !(?nc 
• O r ;  :cancel 
:M?UT .rISHtlETCCV 40 TYPEItl YES SCROLL MC COVER 
• -all 'Select a coverage' 
It!rUT .ITEM! 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHAP.=iCTER 
::i?UT .CHANIIELCCV -JC TYPEIN YES SCROLL MC COVER 
• -all 'Select a coverage' 
::;?'JT .ITEM: 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL MC C.HA.OJVCTER 
X.T.I r. i.".pur . MHiin 15 # real 
rr.i r. i.'ipur . vmin 15 real 
-.-.cut . xr4aM 15 real 
yr.ax ir.put . -.-niax 15 9 real 
iiie i.-.put .size r z # real 
r.r inpu- . r.r 15 9 real 
r.r input . r.r 15 9 real 
Tr; EVTTO;: RET'JRr; 'OK' ir ag_strntype.arc 
•cancel 3UTTCI: C.ANCEL 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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ag;_stniitype.iirc 
/ •  
/ "  
/' The AML program is used to generate Che channel 
type for" AGNPS 
Environment : ARC 
Call : ag_strmtype.inenu 
Ksiu-Hua Liao 
inegrid channelcov» tempi •.item2% 
. site-
. ;-:r;i n; , • . •,.'mi r. • 
pclygrid . fishnetcov* temp2 # 
• .site* 
/* 3=13 Processing -/ 
temp; = cor.! I isnull (tempii == 11,1, templl 
temp4 = con I!isnuli;temp2) == 0),temp3! 
quit 
gridpoly temp4 tempS 
lae.'.titv ts.T.cS . fishnetcov* tempc 
a —21 wciT. wSrncc. pa L tsmp6. pa u ;. i tsml i 4 • o 
5 "T 1 tempc .pat 
J 3 _ ~ •.It em1' = G r1 d-ccde 
5^1 
i S It [s.-^.cw swc rJcspace i 
i s •/ . WS 1 = •.ws•/ 
iSV . WS h 1 = ;subst •.. f ishnetcov*« •. ws 1 r 
i 5 . wsr.Z = [subst •.. fishnetccv-id • .wsl 
ar3p It err. tempc.pat grid-code temiprR temp5 
q St z c 
r^r.axe tempc 'sucst . f ishnetcov* '..wsl* ' 
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ag;_topo.inenu 
Generating Topographic Informacion 
INPUT INFORMATION : 
TIM : •: 
X_!iiinimun 'rimin y_minimun «ymin 
>;_ma;<imun \y.ma.y. Y_maximun »yniax 
Cell si:e ?si:e 
;UT?UT IHFOPJIATIOM 
•GRID: 
Eievatior. >.2 
Slope I percent) 'S 
Length of slope 
VS1.E-L5 factor r: 
1 input -tir. 4 5 typein yes tin ' 'Select a 
•XT.ir. input .xmin 15 » real 
ymir. input . ymin 15 4 real 
•;-:.-a:-: input 15 # real 
•yma:-: input . yr:ia>: 15 # real 
•size input -Site 10 # real 
•.1 input .elevation 45 character 
•3 input .slope 4 5 character 
•4 i.nput .lenslp 4 5 c.haracter 
i input .Is 45 c.naracter 
cuttcr. return 'OF" Sr ag_topc.arc 
rd.'.rel button cancel 'CANCEL' ireturn 
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ag_topo^rc 
/ •  
'' The AML program is used zo calculate topological 
/• factor based on TIN, slope, and length of slope 
/• Environment : ARC 
/• Call : ag_topo.menu 
/* Hsiu-Hua Liao 
isv mm;-: = *.;<inin' ( t.size! / 2 i 
isv rnxny = •.ymin> T ( •.sizes / 2 ' 
isv maxx = •.;-:max* - l •.size? / 2 ) 
isv maxy = «.yinax« - '.size? / 2 ) 
tinlactice T.tin* *.elevatlon^ linear 4 
•minx? , iminy-
•..naxx' , !maxv» 
appenditem >. slope*. *. fishnetcov- slope float 
appenditem '-lenslp» . f ishnetCGv» lenslp float 
ag_topo.grid 
/ 
• / 
The AI-IL prograrr. is callea by 1£::_3L=.AML to calculate '/ 
the LS factor for tJSLE */ 
• / 
Environment : GRID */ 
• /  
Call by: len_slp.aml */ 
» / 
Hsiu-Hua Liac '/ 
isv .path = ;show iamlpath; 
.s-cce- = slope • '.elevation- , percentrise . 
-.ler.slp- = reclass "'.slope* , • . path • / le.-_s ip . rir.p 
ter.c aria = reclass ' -.sloDer , • . oath • / r.. rmc 
••lensip" ' ^.-1" -.5.ope- * --
• pew,•.slope-,2'' / z.ill 
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len^slikriBp 
2 225 
7 : 200 
1 W : 150 
25 : 125 
00 : 55 
m.rmp 
4 . 5 
100 
202 
ag_we^btl.iDenu 
• This factor is assumed to be constant for the entire area. 
' The Item name given here will be added to the fishnet coverage. 
INPUT IlIFORMATION : 
Fishnet Coverage «1 
Item Name *2 
Constant Value -5 
•ok 'cancel 
!l input .fishnetcov 45 character 
input .ite.T. 15 character 
•3 input .value 15 character 
•ok button return 'OK' sr ag_weightl.arc 
•cancel button cancel 'CANCEL' sreturn 
ag^weightl.arc 
The 
fac 
AML program is used tc calculate 
tor based on the coverage given in 
the 
ag 
weight */ 
^weightl.menu */ 
Env iromnent : ARC 
' Ca 1 1 : ag_weightl.menu 
H.s: :-r:ua Liao 
aai-terr. • . f isr.netcov* .pat •.item* 4 5:3 
sel *. : ishr.etzov . cat 
zalz '.ite-T.* = •.valuer 
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ag;_we^bf2;.iiientt 
* This factor will be generated by overlaying the fishnet coverage and mam coverages. 
* Main coverage should contain the attribute data of this factor. 
* The Item name given here will be added to the fishnet coverage. 
INPUT INFOFJ^ATIOK : 
Main Coverage •I 
rtem -.2 
ris.'.net Coverages 3 
•ok «cancel 
1 input .cov 45 typein yes cover * -all 'Select a coverage' 
2 input .Item 15 character 
5 input . fishnetcov 4 5 character 
ok button return 'OK' sr ag_weight2.arc 
cancel button cancel 'CANCEL' sreturn 
ag_weight2.arc 
* / 
The PiML program is used tc calculate the weight •/ 
factor based on the information given. •/ 
'/ 
Environment : ARC */ 
• /  
Tail ; ag^weightC.menu */ 
.nsiu-.Hua Liao •/ 
* 
•:i: 'exists temp^wtl -cover] it.nen <111 te.mp^wtl 
-.".icn *. f ishnetcov* ".cov* temc_wtl 
iif [exists temp_wt2 -info] sthen idc 
tables 
kill temp_wt2 
z stop 
statistics t€:np_wtl.pat temp_wt- . fishnetcov- - id 
xean '.item' area 
adaitem •. fishnetcov*. pat •. fishnetcov*. pat '..item' 4 S f 3 
relate ado 
tenp^wtl 
•.fisnnetrov--lo 
1 ir.ear 
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ag wdgbttab 
/ 
/' ••/ 
/• The AML program is called by WEIGHT.ABC •/ 
/ •  * /  
" Environmenc : TABLES */ 
* * / 
/* Call by: weight.arc */ 
/ • '/ 
/* Hsiu-Hua Liao •/ 
, - / 
sei r.fishnetcov'.pat 
calc ».item« = mean//mear.-w-!.itemi 
fiill teir.p_wt2 
q stop 
ag;_weigiit3.in€»iu 
* This factor will be generated by overlaying the fishnet coverage and main coverages. 
* Ham coverage should contain the attribute data of this factor. 
* The Item name given here will be added to the fishnet coverage. 
:::?UT iNropJ-iATiON : 
Xair. Coverage tl 
I z sir. ^ 2 
Fisnnet Ccverage*. 3 
•ci': •cancel 
•1 ir.put .ccv 4 5 typein yes cover " -all 'Select a coverage' 
•1 ir.put .ite.T. 15 character 
'3 ir.pu- .fisr.netccv 45 character 
• cuttcr. return 'OK' &r ag_weicht3. arc 
•rar.cel cuttor. cancel 'CANCEL* Sreturn 
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ag;_weight3.arc 
/• The AML program is used to calculate the weight */ 
/* factor based on the information given. */ 
/ •  * /  
/* Environment : ARC '/ 
/ •  * /  
/* Call : ag_weight2.menu "I 
/ • '  * /  
/* Ksiu-Hua Liao */ 
'/ 
iec.iG ion 
iif (exists temp_wtl -cover] sthen kill 'emp_wtl 
union t.fishnetcovi •.cov» temp_wtl 
iif [exists terop_wt2 -info] sthen sdo 
tables 
riill temp_wtZ 
a stop 
Send 
statistics te.Tip_wtl .pat tenip_wt2 •. fishnetcov«-id 
na;-: -.ite.T.r 
er.c 
aodite.T. • .: is.hr.etcov?. pat •. f ishnetcov?. pat '.item! 4 5b 
• . fis.>inetcov?-id 
•. fis.^.netcov*-id 
linear 
tables 
ir a9_wei5htj . tab 
••-ill te.'np_wtl 
iec.-.: serf 
ag_welght3.tab 
/ 
• /  
rr.e A;-;L prcgram is called by WEIGHT.ARC */ 
* / 
ir.vi rcnr.er.t : TA.cLES "! 
• /  
rail cy: weight.arc •/ 
'/ 
-;siu-Hua liac " f 
/ 
sel •. f ishr.etcov^.par 
:alr *.itsrr.' = ~a:-: •'/ma:-:-«. iteir.* 
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agnps;_arcainl 
/•* The AML program is used to convert input and output 
/• files between AGNPS and AP.C/INFO 
/ • 
/' Environment : ARC 
Call : agnps 1.menu 
/* Hsiu-Hua liac 
5echo Son 
/•initarc 
stenninal 9999 
iamlpath /home/hsiuhua/arc/agnps 
imenupath /home/hsiuhua/arc/agnps 
inenu agnps_arc.menu iposition sul sstripe -
•MOM-POINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODEL' 
iecr.o soff 
agnps_arc.inenu 
IMTEPACTIVE AGNPS - ARC/INFO MODELING ENVIRONMENT 
2aza Generation 
lata ;r.ecking 
AGMPS Model Input File Creation 
AG"?S Model Execution 
AGMPS Model Output File Extract 
• ranee-
-1 button return 'select' smenu ag_convert..Tienu iposition sue -
sstripe''MOKPCII.'T SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
•"•1 button return 'select' smenu ag_check.menu sposition see -
sstripe 'NONPCINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
•; button return 'select' smenu agnpsl.menu iposition sue -
sstripe 'tJGNPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
•4 buttcn return 'select' sr agnpsexe.arc 
•5 cuttcn return 'select' smenu agnpsout.menu iposition Sue -
sstrip 'riOt.'PCINT SOURCE POLL'JTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
•zancel buttcn cancel 'CANCEL' sreturn 
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^DpsLmeau: 
AGNPS Input File Creation 
[AGNPS INPUT FILE NAME] %0 
[GENEPJVL INFO! 
Error log flay ii 
Source accounting flag%5 
Hydrology file flag ?6 
Sediment file flag ?7 
Nutrient file flag sS 
Pesticide file flag *9 
[STOPJI INFO! 
Storm type ?16 
Storm duration, hr *18 
Rainfall nitrogen,ppm «20 
•,3k -cancel 
0 input -filename 30 character 
•*.1 button VEP.SION ssv .version [response 'Version Identify'! 
*•.; button Name ssv . shedname [ responss 'Watershed Name'] 
••.3 button Descript . sheddescript [response 'Description'] 
• !  c h o i c e  . e r r o r f l a g  s i n g l e  r e t u r n  " ' 0 1  
5 choice .sourceflag single return '"01 
6 choice .hydroflag single return ''01 
7 choice .sedflag single return ''01 
S choice .nutrifiag single return ''01 
5  c h o i c e  . p e s t f l a g  s i n g l e  r e t u r n  ' ' 0 1  
IC input .cellarea 10 # real 
11 input -totalcell 10 # real 
I C  c h o i c e  - h y d r o i n d x  s i n g l e  r e t u r n  ' ' 0 1  
1 3  c h o i c e  . g e o i n d ; - :  s i n g l e  r e t u r n  ' " 0 1  
I T  c h c i c e  - p e a l c i n d ; - :  s i n g l e  r e t u r n  ' " 0 1  
1: input .t:ind>: 10 # real 
16 input .stormtype 10 character 
1" input .storminten 10 » real 
13 input -stormdur 10 # real 
19 input .stormrain 10 » real 
input .rainnitro 10 # real 
button CELl._i:iFC smenu agnpsl.menu iposition Sul istripe -
•MONPOIMT SOUP.CE POLLUTIOH MODELING SYSTEM' 
ranzsl cuttcn cancel 'CANCEL' 5 return 
Base cell area :10 
Total cell number ill 
Hydrology indicator il2 
Geomorphic indicatot%13 
Peak flow index, i: sl4 
k coeff %15 
Storm intensity •17 
Storm rainfall, in 519 
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CELL Informacion 
[COVEPAGE] 
AGHPS fishnet coverage •! 
[NAME OF ITEMI 
Ceil nujniser M 
Receiving cell nuniber S4 
Flow direction (Aspect)?6 
Average land slope iS 
Slope length, ft ilO 
Soil erodibility, K *12 
Practice factor, P •14 
COD factor ?16 
Fertilization level ?18 
Feedlot/Mon_feedlot 520 
Impoundments source '22 
Cell division 
Receiving ceil divisionsS 
Curve number M 
Slope shape %9 
Manning coeff. %I1 
Cropping factor, C %13 
Surface cond. contant tlS 
Soil type 517 
Pesticide code %19 
Addition erosion source%21 
Type of channel 523 
:ADD:TIOtIAL :nfo:  
•Zh Soil *-25 Fertilizer -.li Pesticide \2i Feedlot 
•23 Erosion •.29 impoundment •3C Channel 
?ok 
ir.put 
i.-put 
-.".put 
:.riput 
:..-put 
input 
Lr.put 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
incut 
input 
i.-.put 
input 
input 
input 
input 
input 
? cancel 
•fish 50 typein yes cover 
.cell 15 character 
.celldiv 15 character 
.receive 15 character 
.receiveaiv 15 character 
.aspect 15 character 
-all 'Select a Coverage' 
cn L5 character 
slope 15 character 
shape 15 character 
.slength 15 character 
.n 15 character 
. fi 15 character 
-c 15 character 
-p 15 character 
•see 15 character 
.red 15 character 
-texture 15 character 
.f1 15 character 
.pest 15 character 
.point 15 character 
.gully 15 character 
. i.T.pound 15 character 
.c.hannel 15 character 
checf-.bo: 
rneckco;-; 
;neticbo:-: 
cnecrttc;-; 
zr.ezV.tz-.-. 
rneckto;-: 
cnecr'.bo:-; 
. ch>:scil 
.chkfert 
.cnkoest 
.chkfdl 
. chr-.erc 
. c.-..';i.-npnd 
. c.hric.hnl 
•o : - ' .  cuttcn e:g : :e  ir agnpsin.aml 
•cancel button cancel 'cancel '  ireturn 
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agnpsin.ami 
The program Is used co write a INPUT file for Unix version 
of AGNPS 4.02a. 
Environment : ARC 
Call fay : agnps2.menu 
Hsiu-.Hua Liao 
iecr.a 4on 
WHITIHG Header '*/ 
imess spop 
ssv .version = [response 'Version Identification'] 
isv .shedname = [response 'Watershed Name'] 
isv .sheddescript = [response 'Watershed Description'] 
i.Tiess &on 
is*. 
uS\ 
.unit = Lopen filename* openstat -write] 
writestat = [write *.unit» r.version*] 
is 
is 
is 
is 
•.errortiag* 
:2 *.. sourceflag* 
:3 •.hydroflag* 
:4 '.sedflag^ 
:5 *.nutrifiag» 
:€ '.pestflag-
= i format '*1,-S??: 
!• -.t2* «.t3* *.t45 
, -8*U, -e ,-e**5,-8i«6,-8%«7,-8%%8,-8?' 
•.t7i i.t7il 
ntestat 
ntestat 
ritestat 
= iwrite ?.uni: 
= [write i.uni" 
= [write ".uni: 
r.shedname* i 
• .sneddescrict 
.tl ::cr:uat •.ceilarea*; 
. ~ 3 ; format t.kind:-:'; 
riuat 2 
. t2 [format ' 1,-8« *2,-8 *-* 5,-3 * * 4 ,-S * r 
•.to-alcell'. ^. totalceli •. . r.vdroind;-: 
. t4 = r .tl'., . . t2«, * .t3* 
.t: = i sucst •.t4 • , j 
writestat = [write *.unit*- -.t:*! 
- 8 *. ' ~ 
•.geoindx* •. peai:ind.x* ] 
r.-Tia t . 
.tl [format '*.1,-16?' * . s tormtype • ! 
rmat 1 
.t3 [format '•. 1,-8*' *-. stormdur • [ 
rrTidt • 
.tl [rcrmat ». stormir.ter. -! 
.t-i [fcrmat ' • 1,-3,-9 • ' '..stcrr.ra; 
. tc = [subst •.t5 • , ] 
writ es tat L write •. ur. it* t. 16 ^ ] 
ti:z z: writina header *•/ 
' . rair.nitrc 
'• Zsti'i t.'.e relate file for ADDlTIOt: i.-.fcrmatior. " 
ii: • . r.-.f-.sci 1 • = .TRUE, ither. idc 
i.T.er.u aa_s:i 1. .T.enu sposition sul istripe 'Gptior.al Soil I.if ormation' 
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r.soilfile-
info 
i.texture* 
!.texturet 
linear 
ro 
send 
ilabel fert_info 
sif ».chkfert» = .TRUE, ithen sdo 
smenu ag_fert.nienu sposition sul sstripe 'Optional Fertiliser Info' 
relate add 
ferr 
•.fertfile» 
info 
•. fl« 
r.fl! 
linear 
ilaoei pest_info 
ii: -.chfipest". = .TRUE, ithen sdo 
smenu ag_pest.menu sposition Sul sstripe 'Optional Pesticide Info' 
relate add 
pesticide 
•. .pestfile? 
• .pest? 
•- .pest? 
linear 
ilacel 
ii: -.chJ-ifdl" = .TRUE. 5then Sdo 
irr.enu ag^rdict.menu ^position sui sstripe 'Optional reedlot Info' 
relate add 
f eedlc t 
•.feedflie» 
ilacel gully_infc 
ii: -.cnKerc* = .TRUE, athen &dc 
iT^er.'j. ac_gully.nenu Sposition iul Sstripe 'Cpticnal Erosion Info' 
re.ate ads 
^guilyfile-
'.Gully-
li.iear 
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iir ?. chkimpnd" = .T?.UE. schen 4dc 
imenu ag_impnd.menu iposicion sul sstripe 'Optional Impoundment Info' 
relate add 
impound 
1.impndfile' 
:.r.f c 
^.impound* 
•.impound* 
linear 
ro 
send 
slabel channel_info 
iif i.chkchnl; = .TRUE, sthen ido 
smenu ag_channel.menu sposition sul sstripe 'Optional Channel Info" 
relate add 
cnannel 
•.rnaifile-
i.-.f o 
' .channel• 
•.channel• 
11near 
*• Er.a c: deiir.i.-.q relate file •'/ 
•• declare and Open a cursor to access database **/ 
;urscr cur declare '.fish;.pat info ro 
-ursor cur open 
cursor cur next 
JC loop 
ia= sur.::. 1 • :cur.amiSnextt 
line • /  
is . 11 cur .•.ceil! 
r c 
. 11 cur .•.celldivi 
is . t3 cur .'.receive-
is . 11 cur .•.receivediv* 
is . - 5 cur .•.aspect• 
i 5 . t z cur . . cr. * 
i 5 . Z~ cur .•.slope• 
is . zB cur .•.shape T 
: rma t j 
11 ;:orr.at 
ir [rcrmat 
13 ;icrr.at; 
»-1 I  -c rms-
.  Z  3  R I T I G  T  
.S'LIDSZ 
rizeszaz [write 
-0*• [value • . tl •! 
-8 •' i value •. t2 ; 
-8*' [value • .t3 ?] 
-3• [value . t• i 
-8»!2,-8 '' i value 
-8 • ' [value •.tS • 1 
,-S-' [value 
. 113 • , - . t i 4 . Cl 5 • 
.*alue . t€ ^ ] 
.unit* 
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iformat 0 
ssv .til [format •»1,-16*' [value *.tls]I 
ssv .tl6 [format '•1,-8%' [value '.t"?!]! 
sformat 3 
ssv .ti2 [format '»l,-8%' [value •..t2%li 
iformat 2 
ssv .tl3 [for.Tiat [value j.tSsJj 
ssv .tl5 [format '%1,-8%%2,-8%' [value ?.t5«l [value •.t6t]] 
5format 4 
ssv .tl4 [format '»l,-8»' [value >.t4»l] 
ssv .t21 = •.til•,•.tl2»,%.tl3;,!.tl4•, •.tl5•, !.tl6i 
ssv .t22 [sufcist •.t21* , 1 
ssv writestat [write •.unit* •.t22%l 
/ • 1 me 5 •/ 
iSV . p i  : cur. . te>:rure» 
isv 
• 
: cur. .fl? 
iSV . p3 : cur. . pest% 
isv .p4 : cur. .poinc» 
isv . p5 : cur. -gullyi 
iSV .p6 : cur. .impound* 
isv .p" : cur. .channelI 
sformat 0 
isv .til [format • 1,-15?;2,-8? %3,-8 * «4, -8%;5,-8!% 6,-8!%7,-8i 
[value •.pl'l [value t . c 2  
[value ?.p5r] [value '.po 
isv writestat [write •.unit» -.til 
[value •.p3*] [value !.p4*l 
[value •.p7i] ] 
**• writing optional information "•/ 
ii: Rvalue -.plr; <> 0 ithen sdo 
ir ag_soil.arc 
iend 
iif lvalue •..pZ'-l <> 0 stnen sdo 
sr ac fert.arc 
: lvalue -.pS*; <> 3 sthen sdc 
ir aa cest.arc 
ii: lvalue -.04^; <> 0 sthen sdc 
ir ac_fdlct.arc 
iend 
ii: lvalue r.p5-; <> G st.aen sac 
ir ag_;ully.arc 
iend 
ii: lvalue •.p6'I <> 0 sthen sdc 
ir ag_i.Tipnd.arc 
Send 
•'*ii: lvalue <> 0 sthen sac 
ir ag_cr.annel. arc 
• iend 
' * •  of  zc lccf  *• /  
rurscr cur rlcse 
c'jrscr cur remove 
;• 2 . 
ucC. 
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agnpsout.menu 
**'•** AGNPS Model Ouput File Extraction 
[AGNPS inout file! 
50 
[AGNPS-GIS output file name) 
[Generating INFO lookup tables] 
>2 Erosion and Sediment Yield Output 
?3 Nutrient (N, P and COD) Output 
Pesticide Output 
•5 Feedlot Output 
[Output Summaryj 
•6 Watershed Hydrology and Nutrient Output 
•" Sediment Yield Anaysis 
!ok ?cancel 
0 input .filename 60 character 
1 input .Jileunit 5Q typein yes " file 
; checkbox .erochk 
3 checkbox .nutchk 
•i checkbox .pstchk 
5 checkbox .fedchk 
£ checkbox .wshdchk 
checkbox .sedchk 
ok button DOME 4t agnpsoutput.ami 
cancel button cancel 'CANCEL' Sreturn 
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agBpsoutpHtanit 
-
/ • * •' 
/* The procram is used co extract the OUTPUT file for •/ 
/• AGNPS 4.'02a or 5.0 '/ 
/• */ 
Environment : ARC '/ 
*/ 
Call by : agnpsl.menu */ 
'/ 
/* Hsiu-Kua Liao '/ 
* / 
iecho Son 
iif '.erochk; = .TP.UE. sthen smenu erogis.menu sposition Sul -
sstrip 'NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
i-f •. .nutchk» = .TRUE. Sthen smenu nutrgis.menu Sposition sul ~ 
sstripe 'NOHPOIHT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
iif :.pstcr.r-.' = .TRUE. Sthen smenu pestgis.menu sposition sul -
sscripe •NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
ii: '.reacni;- = .TRUE, st.hen smenu feedgis.menu sposition sul -
SStripe 'NOHFCINT SOURCE POLLUTION MODELING SYSTEM' 
iir -.vjsnacr.-;! = .TRUE, sthen sdc 
imess spop 
ssv .suir.filel = [response 'File Mame for Watershed Summary:'] 
imess Son 
• -.sedchr;• = .TRUE. Sthen sdo 
iT.ess spcp 
CSV .sunfilel = [response 'File I.'a.Tie :or Sediment Yield Summary:'! 
irr.ess Sen 
/ 
Read the total cell number '-/ 
/ 
'open *. .filename- openstat -r; 
isv record = [read >-.unitl- reaastatl 
isv record = [unquote [read ".unitl- readstat[; 
isv .totalcsll = [e:-:tract Z rrecord-[ 
isv rlcsestat = [close r.unitl-[ 
i5v .uniti; = [ope.-, '.fileunit' sper.stat -r; 
*  • • • /  
• declare ana ;pen a cursor to extract feediot output information 
/ 
ii: • • feccn.-:- <' .TRUE. Sthen Sgotc su.Tjr.aryl 
rursor curl declare --.fldtabler infc rw 
cursor curl open 
ilacel skipl 
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ilabel feedloop 
&SV count = [read %.unit2% readstat] 
&if ('•count* = •»••••) fichen 
&do 
cursor curi close 
cursor curl remove 
sgotc sunjinaryl 
iend 
&SV record = runquote •count*] 
Ssv .ceii^nuzn = [value :curl. i. ceil? ] 
isv .read cell = [extract 1 irecord?] 
reii ^-
: cur^ 
: curl 
: curl 
: curi 
: curl 
: curl 
abel feed 
f ' t.read 
idc 
&SV 
&SV 
isv 
aSV 
isv 
i S V 
&SV 
sgo' 
iep.G 
Ise 
idc 
cursor curl next 
iif • icurl.amlSnext* 
idc 
cursor curl close 
cursor curl remove 
igotc summaryl 
= (I.ceil numi) sthen 
fIdncon; 
fIdpcon? 
fIdcodcon; 
fldnmass*. 
rldpmass ^ 
fldcodmass! 
fIdrate? 
c feedlooc 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
eq -FALSE. 
3 •records] 
4 'records] 
5 !record^] 
6 !record%I 
7 «records] 
8 'records] 
5 "record^] 
sthen 
iSV . 
iczzc 
ier.a 
zell_r.ur. = [value 
feed 
— 
Generate Wateshed Su.Tjr.ary rile •/ 
•/ 
T.wsha ch>: < >  .  TRUE. &ther. igotc su r 
is*. .unit3 - open t.sumf lie cpenstat -wr 
5 s*. .headl = 
is*. .headC = ' 
is*. .r.eadj 
i S writestat = [wr ite uni t5 • • .nead3 
is*. v;rites tat — t w r ite •. uni t3' •.neadl 
is*. writes tat = [wr ite . uni tJ • •.neadZ 
i 112 eel Sfii pC 
is*. reccrs = read •.unit 2\ rea dstat; 
i 1 • recor d- • y * I'« ITIAL' &t hen scctc s : c: 
Watershed Summary' 
is*/ . Shea nar.e = [ un quote t read • .unitl 
iSV reccrd = [unquote L read • .unitC 
is V . t c t a larea = [ e:-: tract i. • recc rd- ; 
i S *." . cell area = ' ex tract z * recc 
i S *.• . s t c r r.rair. = [ e:-: tract 3 "^reco rd« i 
iSV . st3r T.enc = ex tract 1 • reco rd» ; 
:.S*.* . 2Utl e t re 11 ;e:-: tract 5 r reco >d-; 
i S V . cutl etciv i ex tract 6 recc rd*. i 
is*.* . runo :facux = [ ex tract 7 ? record^] 
is*.* . rune ffrate = [ex tract G •recc rdr; 
is*/ . sedv 
- - - - -
- ' ex tract 9 • *»cc rd* [ 
iSV recor a una ucte eac ' . -nit: -
reaastat. 
readstat; 
reacstat! 
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iSV . sear. = [extract 1 irecord? 
&SV .soinccr = [extract srecord? 
&SV . soincon = [extract •3 % record? 
&SV . sedp = [extract 4 •record? 
&SV . solptor 
= [extract 5 !record? 
isv . solpcor. = [extract 6 ?record% 
&SV . solcodcot = [extract 7 •record? 
5SV . soicodcon = [extract 8 •record? 
ssv .linel [format 'Watershed Studied 
t. shedr.ame; 1 
iiormat 2 
isv .iine2 [format 'Total area of the watershed is 
ICr' . totaiarea* 'acres'! 
isv .line3 [format 'The area of each cell is 
ICi' '.cellarea! 'acres'! 
isv .iine-l [format 'The characteristic storm precipitation is 
10?' ? .stormrain*. 'inches'! 
isv .lineS [format 'The storm energy-intensity value is 
•. .stormeng- ! 
is*. wri testat [wri te uni t3% iinel?] 
isv wri testat [wri te uni t3« • line2? J 
iS-. wri testat [wri te • uni t3% \ iine35] 
is-. wri testat [wri te uni t3- line4«i 
is-. wr 1 testat [wri te uni Z3'. \ lines 
is*. wr 1 testat : wri te uni t3« • head2«* 
iS\ wri testat [wri te • uni t3» head3 ^] 
isv writes tat [wri te t.unit3? * 
isv writes tat [wri te •.unit3* ' 
iSV writes tat [wri te t.unit3^ * 
iio rmat C 
isv . linel [format 'Cell number 
• ' • cut letceil* *.outletdiv*] 
i r e  rniat 2 
is . line! ;format 'Runoff volume 
Values at the Watershed Ou 
.runorracuw incnes 1 
ine3 [format 'Peak runoff rate 
.runoffrate- 'cfs'l 
ine-! [format 'Total Sediment Yield 
.sedyldtot- 'tons'! 
ine: 'format 'Total nitrogen in sediment 
.sedn- 'lbs/acre'l 
ine€ [format 'Total soluble nitrogen in runoff 
•solntcf 'los/acre'! 
ine~ [format 'Soluble tlitrogen concentration in runoff 
•scincon- 'ppm'! 
iner [format 'Total Phosphorus in sediment 
.seap• ' Ics/acre'[ 
iner [format 'Total soluble rhosphcrus in runoff 
•soictot' 'los/acre'i 
inelC [format 'Soluble Phosphorus concentration in runoff 
•solpcon- 'ppm'! 
inell [format 'Total soluble Chemical Oxygen demand in runoff 
-sol-odtot* 'lbs/acre'! 
inel[^ [format 'Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand concentration in runoff 
•solcodcon- 'DDm'l 
v» r 1 tes ta - ! wr te . unit3"^ 
i i •/ w ri tes ta t 1 wr te . uni t3» 
i s v  'A ri tes ta t i te . uni t3-
isv W  ri tes ta t [wr te . uni t3-
isv '/t ri tes ta t 
. 
te . uni t3' 
isv 'a ri tes ta t [wr te . uni t3r 
i S V  'A ri tes ta t [wr te . uni t3« 
i s V  V. ri tes ta t [wr te .uni t3i 
i S V  V »  ri tes t a  t [ wr te . uni t3i 
i S  A r 1 tes td *: wr te . uni t3'' 
i s v  A r 1  tes I s  w r te . uni " "i, 
i s * .  A r 1 t e s  t  3  " w r te . \ir.L 13 * 
inei • 
ineC: 
ine3«. 
ine4 • 
ineS 
ine6 • 
line"?* 
lineS• 
line9? 
" • 1 n 
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4SV writestat [write •.unic3* •.head2%l 
4SV wricestat [write i.unitSs 5.head3%I 
isv closestat = [close %.unit3%] 
/ 
/• Generate Sediment Analysis Summary File 
slabel summary; 
iiz '-.seGchf;* <> .Tr.uE. sthe sgoto part2 
ssv .unit4 = [open •.sumfile2« openstat -write] 
isv -head! = ' Sediment Analysis Summary' 
isv writestat = [write •.unit4i ••headl*! 
ssv writestat = [write •.unit4» «.head2^] 
ilabel skipOC 
isv record = [read •.unit2* readstat] 
iif rrecord* <> 'SEDIMENT' ithen igoto skipOO 
' /  
isv .nead3 
isv . r.ead-t = ' Area Weighted Area 
i 3 V .nead: = ' Erosion Delivery Enrichment Mean Weighted ' 
isv . r.eadc = ' Particle Upland Channel Ratio Ratio Cone. Yield •; lelc' 
isv . nead"? = ' type (t/a} it/a) (•) ippm) (t / a: tens ' 
isv .head8 = 
uS w r. zeszaz : v» n te •. unit-5 • .head3 
: £ wr: zeszaz 
= [wri te . unit4 • .head4 
uS wr. zeszaz = ! wri te «.unit4 i .heads 
'1 S vr; zeszaz [wri te •.unit4• .heads 
i S w ^ ;  tSS watl [wri te •.unit4 • .head" 
u S w r I tescat = [wri te •.. unit4« .heads 
"* Writing Summary for CLAV **/ 
sv re rcr d = unquote read ^.un 
sv . aweu 
= 
e •iZZaCZ 1 • record;i 
5V . awer = a -;tracr 2 5 record!i 
S V  . awdr = 0  'izracz 3 > record"! 
S V  . awe « = P  •itract 4 r record*I 
S V  ..•neon - A  'iztacz 5 • record*[ 
C  • /  
. aws y = 0  •rtracc 6 ? record*[ 
S V  . awsa 
= 
e •iztazz t record*. ] 
i r e  rrr.a» Z 
'* S .  c .  L » c  r r r . a  i  *  C  i  •  j . ,  -  4  *  t > 1 
L S .p3 :fcrT.at * * '..•neon 
•a t Z V 
u S .cZ [format * • 1,* ^2,-11 • ' '.awd r» r.awe 
i 5 . p 11 = • . pi' , . c2 . p3 • 
. c • • 
. p 11 = ; suost -.ell* , 1 
.£V A'ritestat [wzize ^.ur.it4« t - p l l t l  
W::t:r.a curjnarv :cr SIwT • • / 
i S V reccra - [unquote -read '.unitlr readstat 
isv .aweu = [extract 1 irecord*] 
iSV . awec = [extract 1 t record*.] 
isv .awdr = [extract 3 •record^ 
isv .awer - [extract 4 rrecordr) 
i S •/ .ritcn = [extract 5 •record'^] 
isv .awsy = [extract c * records' 
'* 2 .awsd = [extract ~ •record*i 
-  - - rrr.a t _ 
r 2 . c 1 ' I c rrr.a ' 311.!" * * , ~ 4 • • 1 , '  
">.aweu* «.aweci; 
•- *.awsv* *.awsd«I 
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ssv .p3 [format ' *i,-12* *2,-9*«3,-iO% ' !.mcon; •..awsy» •.awsd? 
sformat 0 
Ssv .p2 [format '?1,-7%!2,-Hi' ?.awdr% i.awer*! 
isv .pli = *.pli,%.p2!,?.p3i 
Ssv .pl2 = [subst !.plii , ! 
Ssv writestat [write «.unit4* t.pl2«] 
/*' Writing Summary for SAGG *'/ 
Ssv record [unquote [read t.unit2; 
isv . aweu = [extract 1 •record'1 
isv . awec = [extract -> irecord*I 
isv . awdr = [extract 3 •record!i 
isv .awer = [extract 4 !record*I 
isv .mcon = [extract 5 •record!I 
(/)
 
. awsy = [extract 6 record! ] 
isv . awsd [extract 7 • record!] 
iformat 2 
isv .pi [format ' SAGG * 1,-4•V2,-9»' ».aweu; ".awec!! 
isv .p3 [format ' 1,-12 • >2,-9; *. 3,-10 • ' *.mcon: i.awsy* -.awsdi 
Sformat 0 
Ssv .p2 [format '£1,-75*2,-11;' ",.awdr» *.awer!l 
ssv -pll = •.pi•,'.p2•,;.p3V 
Ssv .pl2 = [subst ;.pll- , ; 
Ssv writestat [write *.unit4» «.pl2-I 
"* Writing Summary for LAGG "/ 
ssv recor d = [ unquote read ?.un 
Ssv . aweu = [e xtract 1 •records] 
ssv . awec 
= 
' A xtract •record*] 
isv . awdr r A •:tract 2 • record*; 
isv . awer = [ e •:tract «record*I 
i S .mccr. = [ e •:tract c record* j 
isv . awsv = ' e •:tract 6 • record*] 
i S •• . a w s 3 • A •itract 7 ? record*] 
it2* readstat] 
ssv 
S s V  
V 1 o  r m a  t  L A G G  *  - , —  4  *  • .  
[ f 0 rma t ' 1, -12 • > 2, - 9 • >. 5, -10 r ' 
~  ^'  • .aW€U * 
! ..T.cor.' ».aws*. 
. awec«: 
1 f.awsd-
i ^  crmaw u 
pw Lrormau 
pll = -.pit,•.p2*,•.p3* 
pl2 = [subst '.DII? , 
isv writestat Lwrite •.unit^ 
Writir.a Summary for SAND ••/ 
isv record = 
isv .aweu = extract 1 'record-
isv .aweJ = extract 2 'record'. 
isv .awar = extract 3 ^record-
isv .awer - extract 4 'record* 
isv .mcon - extract 5 ;record; 
isv .awsv = extract £ ;record; 
is*.* .aws2 — extract " -record' 
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&SV .plZ = [s'dbsz t.pllt , ] 
&SV wricescac [write i.unic4% *.pl2%l 
/•' Writing Suinmary for TOTAL **/ 
&SV record = [unquote [read «.unit:2% readstat] 
&SV 
£SV 
.aweu 
.awec 
isv .awdr 
&SV .awer 
&SV .mcon 
&SV .awsy 
isv .awsd 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
[extract 
%record%] 
^reco^ci^ i 
%record%] 
•record!] 
?recoril%l 
•records] 
*record%] 
sformat 2 
ssv .pi [format ' TOTAL %!,-4%!2,-9%' i.aweui s.awecil 
ssv .p3 [format '•1,-12%?2,-9%i3,-10%' j.mcon* ».awsy% %.awsd%l 
sformat 0 
ssv .p2 [format ' • 1,-7?i2,-lit' *.awdr! 5.awer»l 
ssv .pll = •.pi»,•.p2«,».p3% 
ssv .pl2 = isubst •..pll"« , j 
ssv writestat [write •..•anit'l« •.head2«l 
ssv writestat [write s.unit4- •.pl2'] 
ssv writestat [write •.unit4« •.headS*] 
ssv close [close •.unit4!] 
Declare and Open a cursor tc extract soil erosion information '* 
slabel part2 
sif i.erochk- <> .TRUE, sthen igoto part3 
cursor cur2 declare *. .erotable* info rw 
cursor cur2 open 
ilaDel skipC 
Ssv record = [read •.unit2- readstat; 
"- Extract Soil Erosion i Sediment Yield Data **/ 
sif (record* <> 'SCIL_LOSS' sthe.n sgoto skip2 
Sdc 1 := 1 Stc '.totalcell* 
SSV record = [unquote [ read • .unitZ readstat]] 
is%' :cur*.: .cell• = [extract •reccrdt] 
isv :curZ. •- .drainarea• = ie •ctract 3 •. record»] 
iSV : curl. .runoff* = [e <t ract •» r record"; ] 
isv :cur2.• .up runoffs = [e •:tract 5 • record?] 
iSV : cur2. .uppeak? = [e •:tract € • records] 
isv :cur2. • .downrunoff• = [e •itract • record? j 
iSV :curC. r .downpeaK- = [e •:tract 6 r record•; 
isv :curl. • .aboverunoff V = [e •:tract 9 • record'1 
idc J := - ito E 
&s V recor d = tunquote [ read • . uni t2 • readstat 
ssv reco »» H = [unquote [ read • .unit2 readstat] 
ssv cu 2 ' .erosion• = r e xtract T ? record* 
ssv ru 2 • .abovesedi» = [e <tract 2 • record* 
ssv cu 2 * .witr.insedi • [e <tract 2 "• record* 
ssv cu 2 • .seciment• = [e ••.tract t • record* 
ssv cur 2 • .sedideposi t r = [e <tract 5 r reccrd• 
cursor :urC next 
send 
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cursor cur2 close 
cursor cur2 remove 
End of excraccing erosxon daca 
/*• Declare and open a cursor to extract the Nutrient information **/ 
/ 
•: label part; 
ii: ..-utcnr:; <> .TRUE, ithen sgotc part4 
cursor cur3 declare •.nutrcable! info rw 
cursor cur3 open 
ilabel skip3 
is" record = [read !.unit2* readstati 
iif 'record- <> 'NUTRIENT' sthen igoto s(:ip3 
iac 1 := 1 it; •..totalcell* 
isv recora = [unquou e [read *. .u ni t2' readstat 
isv :cur3.* .ceii• = [extract 1 : record*] 
iSV :cur3.? .nsedin* = [extract •» • record"! 1 
^sv :cur3.r .nsedout» [extract 5 !record?] 
isv :cur3.* .nsclin* = [extract c • record'] 
L 5 V : cur 3 . .nsoiout* = [extract 7 ? record*] 
iSV : cur 3 . t .nconcen* [extract 5 ? record*] 
isv recor:: = lu.'iquote ireaa reaastat, 
isv :cur3. : .psedin* = [extract 1 trecordr] 
isv : cur3 . •-. psedout • = (extract 2 •record';' 
isv : cur3 . - . psolin? = [extract 3 -record'-j 
isv ; cur3 . • . psolout? = [extract •! 'record!] 
isv :cur3 . • . pcop.cen* = [extract r 'record!; 
u£v : rur3 . • . ccdin>- = [extract •: • record-; 
^5v :cur3. -codout'. = [extract " -reccra-; 
isv :cur3.•.ccdconcen! = [extract : -reccrd-: 
rurscr cur 3 next 
cursor cur3 close 
cursor cur3 remove 
•' End o: e:-:tracti.-.g Nutrie.'-.t data 
declare and Ope.i a cursor tc extract pesticide information "/ 
i:: .pstc.'.:-; <> .TRUE. Sther. icctc part; 
;_rscr cur-; aeclare '.pesttable' i.-.c: rv 
:-rs-r cur4 zc~t. 
reccro = . reao - .unit^' reaastat. 
fii^nen 
zzur.z - ! reaa - .unitl' reaastat! 
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sgotc part.5 
Send 
isv record = [unquote ?count%] 
asv .cell_num = [value :cur4.i.celli] 
isv .read cell = [extract 1 •record?] 
;%.cell numi) sthen 
ilabel pest 
iif 1>.read_cell^) = _ 
ido 
isv :cur4.;.arainarear = [extract 
isv :cur-;.«.solpmass• = [extract 
isv :cur4.*.sclpconcen? = [extract 
isv : cur4 ..solppercentt = [e.xtract 
isv : cur4 ..sclpmleave! = [extract 
isv :cur4.'.solpcieave* 
J !recora?j 
4 irecord^l 
5 •record?] 
£ * record?] 
~ irecord?] 
= [extract 8 •record?) 
isv recori 
isv : zuzA 
isv : cur 4 
isv I cur H 
:*SV : cur4 
isv I cur 4 
isv : cur-i 
isv : cur4 
L.units? readstat]] 
:.sedpconcen? 
L.sedppercent-
I.sedpmleave-
:.sedpcleave? 
:.pclpmass* 
!.pclppercent" 
= [extract 
= [extract 
= [extract 
= [extract 
= [extract 
= [extract 
= [extract 
!record?1 
? record?] 
• record?] 
? record?] 
• record?] 
? record?] 
• record?] 
igoto pestloop 
iend 
ielse 
idc 
rursor rur4 next 
sif ' •:cur4 .aralSnext? ec 
idc 
:urscr cur4 close 
cursor cur4 remove 
igctc parts 
ier.d 
isv .cell nu.Ti = [value :cur4. 
i then 
Hi.nd of Output rile Extracticr. */ 
/ 
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appenditem-aml 
The AML program is used to combine a floating point grid 
with a cell-id grid,and append a new item to a fishnet '/ 
coverage based on cell-id. */ 
Usage : sr appenditem <inpucgrid? <fishnetpoly> <item> <type> 
• /  
Environment : Arc */ 
• /  
<inputgrid> should be a grid "1 
<fishnetpoly> should be fishnet coverage */ 
<item> is the item name which will append to fishnet coverage */ 
<type> IS either FLOATING POINT or IMTEGEP. */ 
iecho Son 
iargs inputgrid fishnetpoly append_item type 
iif [null *,inputgrid; ] or [null • fishnetpoly* J or (null •append_item* 1 -
cr [null rtype-1 Sthen Sdo 
itype Usage: appenditem <inputgrid> <fishnetpoly> <item> <intifloat? 
ireturn 
ier.a 
ii: -type- = int sthen sdo 
jridpcly •inputgrid* temp_poiy 
intersect temp_poly %fishnetpoly• temp_fish 
tacles 
addite.T. temp_fish.pat «append_item» 4 5b 
dropiteir. temp_fish.pat ifishnetpoly*# > fishnetpoly"-id temp_polytf temp_pGl 
sel temp_fish.pat 
rale >append_item* = grid-code 
5el terr.p_fish.bnd 
aropitem te.'np_fish.pat grid-code 
q step 
f;ill te!np_pcly 
.-111: •fishnetpoly* 
rena.T.e terr.p_fish *. fishnetpolyr 
ie.-.a 
ii: -type- = float Sthen sdo 
te.T.p_i.'-.t = int'• inputgrid: * ICCC 
t=r.p_ccly = iridpcly • temp_int 
quit 
•;ill te.T.p int 
intersect temp_paly '.fishnetpoly te.'np_fish 
tic.es 
daaiter te.T.p_fish.pat rappend_ite.Ti- 4 = r 3 
artpiteT. te.'np_fish.pat • fishnetpcly• » • fishnetpol;.— id te.'np_poly# temp_pciy 
5 = 1 ter.p_f IS.'.. pat 
ralr •appeni_itemr = grid-code :3GC 
sel teT.p_: is.t. end 
arzcite- texp_f IS.'.. pat grid-coae 
q stop 
.111: ten;p_pc:y 
^iill •: is.'.netpoly • 
re.-.d.T.e te.T.p_fisr. •.fishnetpolyt 
ier.d 
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ekstreamffow^mi 
The AML IS used co check the flow direction for a 
stream-fiow-direction grid. If flow is going out of 
the stream, program will search for +1, -1, +2 -2 
direction to maintain the continuity of stream flow. 
Usage : ir cJcstreamfiow <ingrid> <bndgrid> <outgrid> 
Required : <ingrid> 
Che grid contains che flow direccion for 
each stream ceil 
Call by : ag_receive.arc 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
iargs ingrid .boundg oucgrid 
iif [null •ingrid'I or [null »outgrid%l or [null '.boundgil sthen sdo 
stype Usage: ckstreamflow <ingrid> <bndgrid> <outgrid> 
ireturn 
iena 
i. = C.".C ion 
ingridl = cc.-;! : isnull ("•. boundg», == 0),«ingrid%) 
•nil "ingrid-
ingridl •ingrid-
isnull' * ingrid* :• 
2ir ect : = • ir.gr I d-
. » direc: == 1 target :  =  Vingrid*(0, -1; 
. • zirecz = =  2; target : = •ingrid* i * -1; 
•Gizecz == •; • target :  =  •ingrid-' 1, 0; 
Z airect 1 target :  =  •ingrid-: 1 , 1. 
direct = =  5: target :  =  •ingrid'. 0. « 
lirect = =  6, target :  =  ringrid-^ -1 » 1 
z'.rezi target :  =  tingrid• , :• • 
- » direct a target :  =  • i.ngrid • -1 , -1 
. « 
• :iirecr bndchk : = •.boundg* {C ^ ; 
. f = =  Z ) br.dch>: :  =  :.boundg* i * , -1 
. ^ direr-: 5) bndchJ-: :  =  t.bcundg• ; 1 / C, 
. » 
• direct == 4, bndchJ': :  =  •.boundg• , : t ^ 
. ^  direct = =  5: bndchic :  =  ^.boundg; tC , L. 
• » direct bndchk :  =  •. .boundg* ; -I, 1 
. « direct == bndchr; :  =  ;. bcundg- 1 , c 
. • 
• direct 3,. bndchk :  =  •.boundg-
-
isr.-ll target) == C 
isnu-. target. 
cutgria- = -ingrid-
1 55 isnul 1 . bndc.^k == 1 •cutgrid*. = iingrid* 
isr.ul 1 target == 1 51 isr.u 
- -
cndchk 
r.-r c 1 : = d:rect - 1 
21 r ect • 1 == 9 cnec:-; = 1 
: rr.e:.-: : == : c.-.ecktargecl = :ingrid 
• rr.ecr; 1 == I rnecictargecl = Tingrid 
cr.ec.-:  == 3- checktargetl = ringrid 
» rr.er.-:  == •; checktargetl = *. ingrid 
• ZT.ez't, 1 == 5 checktargetl = 1ingrid 
rhezf*. 1 == c checktargetl = •. ingrid 
rr.e- < 1 = = rhecktarget1 = :ingrid 
rr.ec/. 1 == 3 checktargetl = - i.ngrid 
•r isr.u 11 zr.ec ktargetl, == C diffl : 
e Ise ci » • * . _ 
-
• isr.u 11 rher •itargetl == : ciifl 
.,3: 
abs!checkl - checktargetl, 
rcutgrid? = checkl 
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eise 
( 
check2 := direct - i 
if ( (direct - 1) ==0) check2 := 
1 f 1check2 == 1) checktarget2 = %ingrid« (0, -1) 
1 X. (check2 == 2) checkcarget2 = •ingridi (1, -1^ 1 
If (check2 == 3) checkcargec2 = %ingrid! il, 0) 
if 1 check2 == 4) checktarget2 = «ingrid! {1 1) 
1 f i check2 == 5i checktarget2 
= 5ingrid: (0, ^ ) 
. f ;check; == 6) checktarget2 = lingrid! (-; f 1 ) 
(check; == i checktarget2 = ;ingrid; i [ o )  
if ! check; == S i checktarget2 = ;ingrid; , -I 
i isnull (checkcarget2) == 0 ) diffl := abs(check2 - checktarget; 
else diffX := 0 
if ! isnull(checktargec2) == 
else 
0 diff: 4 i ioucgrid! = check2 
check3 := direct - 2 
• direc r * 2) == 5j check3 = 
-
check3 == 1 •. checktarget3 = ;ingrid; (0 ,-1) 
check3 == 2) checktarget3 =  •ingrid; (1 ,-lj 
checks 3) checkcarget3 =  ;ingrid; (1 ,0) 
rheck3 ==  4) checktarget3 =  ;ingrid; (1 , 1) 
ch€ck3 51 checktarget3 =  ;ingrid; (0 , i: 
ch€ck3 == 6) checktarget3 =  ;ingrid; ( -If 1) 
check3 7) checktarget3 =  *ingrid; ( -i,0) 
checks a) checktarget3 =  •ingrid; ! -1,-1) 
if isnull(checkcarget3, == 0 i diff3 := abs(check3 - checktargec3i 
else diff3 := 0 
if isnull I  checktarget3 i  == 0 ss diff3 '= 4 i  -.outgrid! = check3 
else 
:heck4 := direct 
:f direct - 2 
if :heck4 == 1 
I: cneck4 == 2 
L: cneck4 
Lf cr.eck4 
:f c:neck4 
:f check4 
L: :heck4 
:: c."!eck4 
== 4 ;• 
s s B i ~ r o • 
checfitarget 
chec>:tarqet. 
cnecfitarset 
cneckrarget 
checktarget 
checKtarge" 
checkrarget 
heckraraett 
: = c 
• incrid?1 
incrid» : 
:grid*• 
ingrid'. • 
ingridr: 
mend' 
inc rid*' 
inarid> 
isnull 1 checi-:tarqet4 == 
Ise routgrid; = checi'S 
check4 
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erogis.iiieno 
Generacing INFO Lookup Table for Erosion and Sediment Output Display 
(Watershed fishnet coverage PAT file] 
t i 
[Item name for cell number in PAT file] 
[File name for lookup table] 
•3 
[Item name] 
Cell number "4 
Drainage area (acres) %5 
Runoff volume (in.) »6 
Upstream runoff iin.! -7 
Upstream peak flow (cfsi iS 
Downstream runoff (in.) ?S 
Downstream peak flow ;cfsi *10 
Runoff generated above rll 
Cell erosion it/a) -IZ 
Sediment generated above (tons) *13 
Sediment generated within cell (tons)'14 
Sediment yield (tons) '.IS 
Sediment deposition rate, percent *16 
•1 display -fish ~0 
, input .fish 40 character 
: input .cell 40 character 
•Z display .cell "^O 
; input .erotable 20 character 
i.iput .ceil 15 character 
input .drainarea 15 character 
: input .runoff 15 character 
input .uprunoff 15 character 
input .uppeak 15 character 
' input .downrunoff 15 character 
G input .downpeak 15 character 
1 input .aboverunoff 15 character 
2 input .erosion 15 character 
2 i.nput .abcvesedi 15 character 
4 input .wit.hinsedi 15 character 
5 input .seai.Tient 15 c.haracter 
c input .sedideposit 15 character 
button OK sr erogis.arc 
ancel button cancel 'CAKCEL' sreturn 
•fsrminit ssv .fish = [getfile • -info] 
•. forminit isv .cell = [getitem -.fishT -info; 
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erogi$.arc 
/ * " ! 
.'- The prcgram is used co excracc che soil erosion output •"/ 
/• da-a'from -MPS file for AGNPS 4.02 or AGNPS 5.0 '/ 
/' •/ 
/• Environment : AP.C •'/ 
' / 
Call by : agnpsout.menu "/ 
* /  
Hsiu-.4ua Liao '/ 
pulliteins '.fish*.pat •. .erotable* 
«.eel1^ 
enc 
aaai tern .erctabie? .erotable* 
adai tem ^ .erctable? .erotable* 
aadi rem • .erotabie* .erotable' 
addi t em .erotabie* .erotabie? 
acai ten r .erotabie* .erocable* 
aadi zen • .erctable? .erorabie* 
aadi rem .erctable* .erotable-
adai tern • . erocabie- .erocabie* 
adai ten » .erotabie* .erotabie-
aaai t e.T. • . erotabie- .erotabie* 
3221 t€.T. • . erctabie• .erotabie^ 
aaai t er. • . erctable* .erotabie* 
: 
r-rl -rn 
drainarea* 4 9 f 2 
runoff* 4 8 f 2 
uprunoff* 4 a f 2 
uppeak- 4 9 f 2 
downrunoff' 4 9 f 2 
downpeak* 4 9 f 2 
aboverunoff* 4 8 f 2 
e r o s i o n ?  4  0 : 2  
aQovesedir 4 0 f 2 
withinsedlr 4 S f 2 
seaimer.tt 4 S f 2 
sedideposit- 4 9 f 2 
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f«edg^menu 
Genera-ing INFO Lookup Table for Feedloc Info Display 
[Watershed fishnet coverage PAT file] ;1 
[Item name for cell number in PAT file]s2 
[File name for lookup tablej '3 
[Iter, name: 
::ell nuTTiser -A 
:iitroqen concen. at discharge point *5 
Phosphorus concen. at discharge point 
C3D concen. at discharge point \~i 
Amount of nitrogen in runoff «8 
.-jnount of phosphorus in runoff -9 
.^Tiount of COD in runoff -10 
Feedlot rating number *11 
•zt. 'ca.icel 
1 inpuc .fisn 2C character 
z inpu- .cell 20 character 
- inpuc .flitable 20 character 
4 input .cell 20 character 
ir.pur .flancon 20 character 
•f input .fldpcon 20 character 
input .fiacoaccn 20 character 
z input .tlanniass 20 character 
? input ..Idpraass 20 character 
input .flaccdmass 20 character 
11 input .fldrate 20 character 
Zf-. outtcr. Cr 5r feedgis.arc sreturn 
cancel butter, cancel 'COKTIMDE' sreturr. 
feedgis.arc 
* / 
'/ 
' /  
•  /  
' /  
' /  
• /  
• /  
V 
4 6 J r. w i c r. 
.eel 1 • 
fish-.pat •.fIdtable• 
azzLzer. -ctable- • fldtable- • • -dnccr. • •; 
anaiter, • -ctable' • fldtable- • .2?ccn 4 
izzizer. -ctacle- • fldtable- • -dcouccn• 4 r 
aZZlZeZi ' -dtable- • fldtable- • -d.nr.ass 4 5 
aaaitem • •r -Citable- •- fldtable- - « Idpmass • •! 9 
szaiter. •r -ctable- • fldtable- - IdccaT.ass -
•iariiter. • • -ctacl-r- •- fldtable- - • larate- •! z > 
•ire'-rr. 
-he prccra.T. is used to extract tne scil erosicn cutput 
cata frcn .N'FS file for AG:."=3 -i.:! cr AG';?S 
Envircn.T,ent : ARC 
Call oy : agnpsout.mer.u 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
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niitrgis.inenii 
jenerating IMFC Lookup Table for Hucrient Output Displa 
[Watershed fishnet coverage PAT file] 
[Item name for cell number in PAT file] 
[File name for lookup table] 
[Item name] 
Cell number 
Drainage area (acres) 
N-loss in sediment within ceil !lb/a) 
tl-loss in sediment at cell outlet (lb/a) 
::-ioss in water soluble within cell (lbs/a) 
::-lcss in water soluble at cell outlet (lbs/a) 
;i-loss in water soluble, concentration, ppm. 
r-lcss in sediment within cell .Ib/a) 
r-loss in sediment at cell outlet (lb/a; 
r-ioss in water soluble within cell (lbs/a) 
r-lcss in water soluble at cell outlet ;lbs/a) 
r-l:ss in water soluble, concentration, ppm 
-CD in water soluble with cell ' lbs/ai 
CCD in water soluble at cell outlet ilbs/ai 
CCD in water soluble, concentration, ppm 
9 
10 
i 1 
12 
i A 
1 c 
16 
17 
IS 
csr.c 
7.pu: 
-.pu: 
.fish 40 character 
.cell 2C character 
.r.utrtable 20 character 
.rell 15 character 
.crai.iarea 15 character 
.r.seain 15 character 
iseacut 15 character 
"sclir. 15 character 
.nsclout 15 character 
: .nconcer. 15 character 
: .csedir. 15 character 
: .psedcut 15 character 
: .csclir. 15 character 
csc^ou - ^ c rr.aracter 
character 
:air. 15 c.naracter 
:dcut 15 character 
riror.cer. 15 character 
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nutrgtsuirc 
'/ 
The prcgram is used to extract the nutrient output '/ 
data from .NFS file for AGNPS 4.02 or AGNPS 5.0 •/ 
*/ 
Envircranent : ARC */ 
'/ 
Call bv : aanpsout.menu '/ 
* /  
Hsiu-.Hua Liao */ 
sec.ao ion 
puiiitsms !.fish*.pat -.nutrtablet 
-.cell • 
end 
aaai tiein . r^utrtabie? .nutrtable^ • .drainarea* 4 
CO 
adci rem .nuurrable* *- .nutrtafale* .nsedin* 4 a 
aaai •ex .nutrtablet • .nutrtable? • .nsedout; 4 S f 2 
adai rem «• .fiurrtablei • .nutrtabie* * .nsoiin* 4 8 f 2 
idci ce.T « . nucrtabie'- • .nutrtable* .nsolout* 4 8 f 2 
aadi terr. • .nutrtable; « .nutrtabie* .nconcen* 4 8 f 2 
dddi ::em • .  nutrtabie? .nutrtabie- .psedin* 4 8 f 2 
aadi "em !  .  nutrtable* •  .nutrtable- .psedout* 4 8 
acdicem V , . nutrtable? • ,  .nutrtable* • , .psoiin^ 4 8 
addi tern » , . r.utrtable* •,  .nutrtabie* • , •psolout* 4 8 f 2 
aadi ten r , .nutrtabiel , .nutrtabie- - , .pconcenr 4 8 f 2 
aad- -em r , . nucrtableT ^ , .nutrtabier .codinr 4 8 f 2 
aaui terr. . r.utrtable« « , .nutrtabie- .codout* 4 8 
aaai tern .nutrrable? * , .nutrtabie* .codconcen* 4 8 f 
•:ern; iof: 
/' 
230 
patb2a$p.aiBi 
/• The AML program is used co converc che flow direccion 
/• obcained from PATHDISCTANCE command co regular ASPECT 
aspecc pathdiscance(backlink) 
Environmenc : ARC 
Call by : d_racic.arc 
Hsiu-Hua Liao 
iargs ingrid oucgrid 
iif [null •.ingrid*! or [null •oucgrid*; schen sdo 
icype Usage: pach2asp <ingrid> <oucgrid> 
ireturn 
iecnc ion 
f : ingr icl» == " )  *outgr id* = 1 
f ' ingr id*  = =  a 1 •outgr id '  = 
•ingr i d «  i. j •outgr id? = 3 
: • •inqr id • 2) •outgr id» t 
•-ingr id* 3 ) •outgr Id* = i 
z • ingr id- == 1 ; •ouwcr Idr i 
z • ingr idr 5 ) •outgr id* 
z '•ingr id^  = =  6 1 •outgr idr = z 
Z , '* 1 n G r Id- == :. •outgr id* 
231 
pestgis.niena 
Generatiing INFO Lookup Table for Pesticide Info Display 
[Watershed fishnet coverage PAT file] i l  
[Item name for cell number in PAT file]52 
[File name for lookup table] *3 
[Item name I 
Ceil number !4 
Drainage area (acres) iS 
Soluble pesticide mass (lbs/acre) \6 
Soluble pesticide concen. (ppml iV 
Soluble pesticide percent of apply i8 
Soluble pesticide mass leaving cell iS 
Soluble pesticide concen. leaving cell *10 
Sediment pesticide mass (lbs/acre/ ill 
Sediment pesticide concen. (ppm; «i2 
Sediment pesticide percent of apply !I3 
Sediment pesticide mass leaving cell *14 
Sediment pesticide concen. leaving celltlS 
recoiated pesticide amount (Ibs/acrei "16 
recoiated pesticide percent of apply *. 1" 
•3>; -cancel 
1 input .fish 20 character 
2 input .cell 20 character 
3 input pesttable 20 character 
4 input ceil 20 character 
z input arainarea 20 character 
c input sclpmass 20 character 
input sclpconcen 20 character 
input sclppercent 20 character 
input sclpmieave 20 character 
1 - input .sclpcleave 20 character 
11 input .sedpmass 20 character 
.seapccncen 20 character 
13 input .sedppercent 20 character 
input .seapmieave 20 character 
15 incut .sedpcleave 20 character 
1 c input .pclpmass 20 character 
incut .pclppercent 20 character 
c u 11 c r Cf' &r pestgis.arc 
2 a -.jel buttcn cancel 'COMTIMUE* ir 
pe$t^ s.arc 
/ • 
/' The program is used "o extract Che soii erosion output 
/' data" from .MPS file for AGNPS 4.02 or AGNPS 5.0 
/' 
Environment : ARC 
Call by : agnpsout.menu 
Hsiu-Hua Liac 
4echo ion 
puilitems •-fish?.pat r.pesttable* 
?.cell • 
end 
addi tern .pestcabie pesttable •.drainarea* 4 e f 2 
addi rem .pesttable » pesttable ?.solpmass? 4 8 f 2 
addi "err. .pesttabie * pesttable "r. solpconcen? 4 a f 2 
additem .peswtabie * pesttable •. solppercent* 4 8 2 
addi tern .pestcabie pesttable ».soipmleave? 4 8 2 
dClCl tern .pestzabie • pesttable •-.solpcleave* 4 s c 2 
addi tern . pesttiabie » pesttable r.sedpmass* 4 8 c 2 
dCSl tern .pesrcable pesttacle T.sedpconcen* 4 3 g -) 
d-adi zem .pestcable t pesttable r. sedppercent n a e 2 
d 1 rem .pestrabie - pesttable *.sedpmleave« t a c 2 
aadi tern .pesccabie • pesttable •.sedpcleave^ 4 e f 2 
addi tem .pesttable « pesttable •-. cclpmass • n a 2 
aadi tern . pesttable » oesttable '.pclpoercent• 1 8 f n 
